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M
odern applications running on today’s embedded systems have very
high requirements. Most often, these requirements have many dimen-

sions: the applications need high performance as well as flexibility, energy-
efficiency as well as real-time properties, fault tolerance as well as low cost.
In order to meet these demands, the industry is adopting architectures that
are more and more heterogeneous and that have reconfiguration capabili-
ties. Unfortunately, this adds to the complexity of designing streamlined
applications that can leverage the advantages of such architectures.

In this context, it is very important to have appropriate tools and de-
sign methodologies for the optimization of such systems. This thesis ad-
dresses the topic of hardware/software codesign and optimization of adap-
tive real-time systems implemented on reconfigurable and heterogeneous
platforms. We focus on performance enhancement for dynamically reconfig-
urable FPGA-based systems, energy minimization in multi-mode real-time
systems implemented on heterogeneous platforms, and codesign techniques
for fault-tolerant systems.

The solutions proposed in this thesis have been validated by extensive
experiments, ranging from computer simulations to proof of concept imple-
mentations on real-life platforms. The results have confirmed the importance
of the addressed aspects and the applicability of our techniques for design
optimization of modern embedded systems.
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I
dag är inbyggda system vanligt förekommande och deras antal fortsätter
att öka. De används inom en mängd olika domäner, t.ex. hemelektronik,

fordonsindustri, flygelektronik, medicin, etc., och de hittas nästan överallt
omkring oss: från våra telefoner, bärbara datorer och tvättmaskiner till våra
bilar. De applikationer som körs på dessa system har flera olika ökande krav:
högprestanda, energieffektivitet, flexibilitet, feltolerans, realtidsegenskaper,
och naturligtvis låg kostnad. För att kunna uppfylla dessa krav har industrin
anammat arkitekturer som är mer och mer heterogena och som har omkon-
figureringsmöjligheter. Olyckligtvis ökar detta komplexiteten när man ska
utforma effektiva inbyggda system. I detta sammanhang blir det av yttersta
betydelse att utveckla effektiva optimeringsmetoder och verktyg.

Dagens applikationer består av en blandning av mjukvarukomponenter
som har mycket olika energi- och prestandaegenskaper beroende på vilka
hårdvaruenheter där de körs på, vilket gör dem lämpliga för heterogena
plattformar. En heterogen plattform består av olika typer av hårdvaruen-
heter, var och en med sina egenskaper, som riktar sig till vissa tillämpn-
ingsområden. Under det senaste decenniet har utvecklingen av rekonfig-
urerbara hårdvarutekniker accelererat, vilket bidrar till den ökande pop-
ulariteten för fältprogrammerbara grindmatriser (FPGA). Idag, ger hård-
varutillverkare stöd för partiell dynamisk omkonfigurering; detta innebär
att delar av en FPGA kan konfigureras vid run-time, medan andra de-
lar förblir fullt fungerande. Dessa tekniska framsteg har uppenbara förde-
lar, men kan också göra arbetet med att utforma inbyggda system mer
komplext. Forskarvärlden har ansvar för att utveckla effektiva verktyg och
föreslå konstruktionsmetoder och tekniker som gör det möjligt för designers
att utveckla högpresterande, energieffektiva och säkra inbyggda system som
i slutändan kommer att kunna förbättra vår vardag.

Bidragen i denna avhandling består av en mängd verktyg och konstruk-
tionsmetoder för adaptiva system som gör det möjligt för designers att an-
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vända de tillgängliga begränsade resurserna så effektivt som möjligt för att
nå de mål som ålagts. Vi fokuserar på prestandaförbättringar för dynamiskt
omkonfigurerbara system, energiminimering i multi-mode realtidssystem för
heterogena plattformar och codesigntekniker för feltoleranta system.
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T
he topic of this thesis is hardware/software codesign and optimiza-
tion of adaptive real-time systems implemented on reconfigurable and

heterogeneous platforms. The main contributions include performance op-
timizations for dynamically reconfigurable FPGA-based systems, codesign
methodologies for fault-tolerant systems that leverage the advantages of the
aforementioned platform, and optimization algorithms for the minimization
of energy consumption in multi-mode real-time systems implemented on
heterogeneous platforms composed of CPUs, GPUs and FPGAs. In this
chapter we shall introduce and motivate these research topics, as well as the
existing challenges. Last we shall summarize the contribution of this thesis
and outline its organization.

1.1 Motivation

Today’s embedded systems have ever increasing requirements in many dif-
ferent dimensions: high performance, flexibility, energy-efficiency, real-time
properties, fault tolerance, and, of course, low cost [Mar10], [Kop11]. Fur-
thermore, the applications running on these systems have a high level of
complexity, often exhibiting dynamic and non-stationary behavior, or hav-
ing multi-mode characteristics [SSC03]. In this context, the use of reconfig-
urable and heterogeneous architectures attempts to address these stringent
requirements [PTW10]. However, in order to leverage the advantages of such
architectures, careful optimization is needed. The contribution of this thesis
is a set of optimization tools and design methodologies for adaptive real-time
systems that enable the designer to use the available limited resources as
efficiently as possible in order to achieve the goals imposed.

1
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1.1.1 Performance Enhancement and Flexibility

The development of reconfigurable hardware technologies, as well as the
advances made in the area of design methodologies and tools, have con-
tributed to the increasing popularity of dynamically reconfigurable hardware
platforms [PTW10], like field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [Koc13].
Beside the obvious advantages compared to application specific integrated
circuits (ASICs), like field reprogrammability and faster time-to-market,
FPGAs also present the potential to implement fast and efficient systems,
with high performance gains over equivalent software applications.

Many modern systems that require both hardware acceleration and high
flexibility are suitable for FPGA implementation. Today, manufacturers
provide support for partial dynamic reconfiguration (PDR) [Koc13], i.e.
parts of the FPGA may be reconfigured at run-time, while other parts
remain fully functional [Xil12]. This extra flexibility comes with one ma-
jor drawback: the time overhead to perform partial dynamic reconfigura-
tion. One technique that addresses this problem is configuration prefetching,
which tries to preload future configurations and overlap as much as possible
of the reconfiguration overhead with useful computations.

Chapter 3 presents our contributions to static and dynamic FPGA con-
figuration prefetching1, together with a complete framework for partial dy-
namic reconfiguration of FPGAs.

1.1.2 Multi-Mode Behavior and Energy Minimization

Many modern applications exhibit a multi-mode behavior, their computa-
tional requirements varying over time: certain tasks are active during a
certain period of time, determining the load during that period and defining
a mode. The application enters a new mode if the set of active tasks changes.
For systems with dynamic and non-stationary behavior, the information re-
garding mode changes, or even the modes themselves, are usually unavailable
at design-time. Thus, on-line optimization algorithms coupled with adap-
tive platforms are necessary to ensure energy-efficiency while meeting the
real-time constraints.

In many of today’s embedded systems, the typical workloads consist of
a mix of tasks which have very different performance and power consump-
tion characteristics depending on the processing element to which they are
mapped, which makes them suitable for heterogeneous architectures. Plat-
forms composed of CPUs, GPUs and FPGAs are becoming more and more
widespread, partly due to the energy, performance and flexibility require-
ments of modern applications. The industry is making strong efforts to
facilitate the adoption of heterogeneous architectures by streamlining the
process of designing and programming applications for them [Fou15].

1Configuration compression and caching [Li02] are complementary techniques that
can be used in conjunction with our approaches.

2
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Heterogeneous architectures have the advantage that each type of pro-
cessing element provides substantial improvement (in terms of energy con-
sumption, performance, flexibility, etc.) within its target domain [CLS+08].
GPUs have been shown to be efficient, e.g., for medical imaging [MLH+12],
network packet processing [SGO+09], molecular dynamics [ALT08] and, of
course, graphics (multimedia), image processing and other massively par-
allel applications. While the suitability of GPUs for throughput-oriented
applications is accepted, their use in a real-time context is an open research
issue. There are strong motivations for utilizing GPUs in real-time sys-
tems [EA11], [KLRI11]; their use can increase the performance orders of
magnitude (thus, possibly improving system responsiveness, important in
real-time systems), at a fraction of the power needed by traditional CPUs.
FPGAs have been shown to be suitable for data mining [BP05], bioinfor-
matics [HJL+07], query acceleration for databases [BBZT14], digital sig-
nal processing [ASG13], [BGG13], pattern matching and image processing
[SBHT13], [dRGLH06], etc. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 1.1.1,
most FPGA manufacturers provide support for partial dynamic reconfigura-
tion [Xil12]. This flexibility is highly beneficial in the context of multi-mode
systems [WAST12], [WRZT13].

Chapter 4 presents our contribution to the optimization of multi-mode
real-time systems implemented on heterogeneous platforms.

1.1.3 Fault Tolerance and Error Detection Optimiza-
tion

Safety-critical applications must function correctly even in the presence of
faults. Such faults might be transient, intermittent or permanent. Modern
electronic systems are experiencing an increase in the rate of transient and
intermittent faults [Con03], [MBT04], [HMA+01]. From the fault tolerance
point of view, transient and intermittent faults manifest themselves very
similarly: they have a short duration and then disappear without causing
permanent damage. Thus, we will further refer to both types as transient
faults2.

Error detection is crucial for meeting the required reliability of the sys-
tem. Unfortunately, it is also a major source of time overhead. To reduce
this overhead, the error detection mechanisms could be implemented in hard-
ware, but this increases the overall cost. Because error detection incurs high
overheads, optimizing it early in the design phase of a system can result in
a big gain. The advantages of partial dynamic reconfiguration of FPGAs,
discussed in Section 1.1.1, can be used to optimize error detection such that
the system’s cost is kept at a minimum while the real-time constraints are
met.

Chapter 5 presents our contributions to the optimization of error detec-
tion implementation for fault-tolerant systems.

2Permanent faults are not addressed in this thesis.

3
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1.2 Summary of Contributions

This thesis addresses the area of system-level design optimization and code-
sign of adaptive real-time embedded systems implemented on reconfigurable
and heterogeneous platforms. The main contributions can be divided into
three major parts which are treated in Chapters 3-5, respectively.

In Chapter 3 we start by introducing a reconfigurable framework for
performance enhancement using partial dynamic reconfiguration of FPGAs
[LEP15a]. We propose a hardware implementation based on commercial
tools, together with a comprehensive API that enables designers to in-
tegrate their applications into our framework with minimal effort. The
main challenge for dynamically reconfigurable systems is their high recon-
figuration overhead. In order to address this issue we propose two con-
figuration prefetching approaches. The first approach (static) schedules
prefetches speculatively at design-time and simultaneously performs hard-
ware/software partitioning in order to minimize the expected execution time
of an application [LEP12b], [LEP12c]. The second approach targets appli-
cations that exhibit a dynamic and non-stationary phase behavior. The
optimization technique dynamically schedules prefetches at run-time based
on a piecewise linear predictor [LEP13]. Our methods achieve high degrees
of adaptability and answer the performance requirements of cost-constrained
systems.

In Chapter 4 we address the problem of energy efficiency in the context
of multi-mode real-time systems implemented on heterogeneous platforms
composed of CPUs, GPUs and FPGAs [LEP15b]. We consider applications
that change their computational requirements over time and have tight tim-
ing constraints; thus, intelligent on-line resource management is essential.
We propose a resource manager that implements run-time policies to decide
on-the-fly task admission and the mapping of active tasks to resources, such
that the energy consumption of the system is minimized and all deadlines
are met.

In Chapter 5 we present system-level optimizations for error detection
implementation in the context of fault-tolerant real-time distributed embed-
ded systems used for safety-critical applications. We address the problem
from two angles: inter-task and intra-task optimization. In the first case,
we propose hardware/software codesign techniques that leverage the advan-
tages of partial dynamic reconfiguration of FPGAs in order to minimize
the global worst-case schedule length of an application, while meeting the
imposed hardware cost constraints and tolerating multiple transient faults
[LEPI10]. In the latter case, we propose a technique to minimize the aver-
age execution time of a program by speculatively prefetching on the FPGA
those error detection components that will provide the highest performance
improvement [LEP11].

4
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1.3 List of Publications

Parts of this thesis have been presented in the following publications:

• Adrian Lifa, Petru Eles, Zebo Peng and Viacheslav Izosimov. “Hard-
ware/Software Optimization of Error Detection Implementation for
Real-Time Embedded Systems.” International Conference on Hard-
ware/Software Codesign and System Synthesis (CODES+ISSS 2010),
part of the Embedded Systems Week, Scottsdale, AZ, USA, October
24-29, 2010 [LEPI10].

• Adrian Lifa, Petru Eles and Zebo Peng. “Performance Optimization of
Error Detection Based on Speculative Reconfiguration.” 48th Design
Automation Conference (DAC 2011), San Diego, CA, USA, June 5-10,
2011 [LEP11].

• Adrian Lifa, Petru Eles and Zebo Peng. “Minimization of Average
Execution Time Based on Speculative FPGA Configuration Prefetch.”
International Conference on ReConFigurable Computing and FPGAs
(ReConFig 2012), Cancun, Mexico, December 5-7, 2012 [LEP12b].

• Adrian Lifa, Petru Eles and Zebo Peng. “Dynamic Configuration
Prefetching Based on Piecewise Linear Prediction.” Design, Automa-
tion & Test in Europe (DATE 2013), Grenoble, France, March 18-22,
2013 [LEP13].

• Adrian Lifa, Petru Eles and Zebo Peng. “A Reconfigurable Frame-
work for Performance Enhancement with Dynamic FPGA Configura-
tion Prefetching.” Accepted for publication in the IEEE Transactions
on Computer-Aided Design of Integrated Circuits and Systems Jour-
nal, 2015 [LEP15a].

• Adrian Lifa, Petru Eles and Zebo Peng. “On-the-fly Energy Mini-
mization for Multi-Mode Real-Time Systems on Heterogeneous Plat-
forms.” IEEE Symposium on Embedded Systems for Real-time Multi-
media (ESTIMedia 2015), part of the Embedded Systems Week, Ams-
terdam, The Netherlands, October 4-9, 2015 [LEP15b].

The following publications are not included in this thesis but are directly
related to the field of reconfigurable real-time embedded systems:

• Adrian Lifa, Petru Eles and Zebo Peng. “Context-Aware Specula-
tive Prefetch for Soft Real-Time Applications.” International Confer-
ence on Embedded and Real-Time Computing Systems and Applica-
tions (RTCSA 2012), Seoul, Korea, August 19-22, 2012 [LEP12a].

• Ke Jiang, Adrian Lifa, Petru Eles, Zebo Peng and Wei Jiang. “Energy-
Aware Design of Secure Multi-Mode Real-Time Embedded Systems
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with FPGA Co-Processors.” 21st International Conference on Real-
Time Networks and Systems (RTNS 2013), Sophia Antipolis, France,
October 16-18, 2013 [JLE+13].

1.4 Thesis Overview

This thesis is organized in six chapters. In Chapter 2 we discuss related
research results in the area of real-time embedded systems implemented on
reconfigurable and heterogeneous platforms. We shall present the current
problems and challenges, highlighting the contributions of this thesis related
to the state-of-the-art in the development and optimization of adaptive em-
bedded systems.

In Chapter 3 we present a reconfigurable framework for performance
enhancement using partial dynamic reconfiguration of FPGAs. We propose
two design optimizations for FPGA configuration prefetching: one static,
that prepares prefetches at design-time, and another one dynamic, that
adaptively decides the prefetches at run-time, suitable for applications with
dynamic and non-stationary behavior.

In Chapter 4 we address the problem of energy minimization for multi-
mode real-time systems implemented on heterogeneous platforms composed
of CPUs, GPUs and FPGAs. We propose an on-the-fly optimization that
performs resource management such that the platform is used in an energy-
efficient manner while the timing constraints are met.

In Chapter 5 we focus on fault-tolerant real-time distributed embedded
systems used for safety-critical applications. We propose design approaches
that leverage the advantages of partial dynamic reconfiguration of FPGAs
in order to optimize the error detection implementation for cost- and time-
constrained systems.

In Chapter 6 we conclude this thesis and we outline several directions
of future research that build on the contribution presented here.

6
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T
he purpose of this chapter is to review the research efforts made in the
area of hardware/software codesign and optimization of adaptive real-

time systems implemented on reconfigurable and heterogeneous platforms.
Section 2.1 covers the background and state-of-the-art related to partial
dynamic reconfiguration of FPGAs and algorithms for static, hybrid and
dynamic configuration prefetching. Section 2.2 presents the related work,
advantages and challenges in the area of heterogeneous systems composed
of CPUs, GPUs and FPGAs. Finally, Section 2.3 presents the necessary
background and the related work concerning the topics of fault-tolerant and
multi-mode real-time applications, respectively.

2.1 Field Programmable Gate Arrays

In recent years, dynamically reconfigurable hardware platforms [PTW10],
especially those based on field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), have
been employed for a large class of applications because of their advantages:
field reprogrammability, flexibility, faster time-to-market, and the potential
to deliver high performance gains over equivalent software implementations.

2.1.1 Partial Dynamic Reconfiguration

Many modern applications that require both hardware acceleration and high
flexibility are suitable for FPGA implementation. Today, manufacturers
provide support for partial dynamic reconfiguration (PDR) [Koc13], which
means that parts of the FPGA may be reconfigured at run-time, while other
parts remain fully functional [Xil12].

There has been a lot of work related to dynamically reconfigurable sys-
tems [PTW10]. Especially relevant for this thesis are those approaches that
make use of self-reconfiguring FPGA platforms [Koc13]. To the best of our
knowledge, one of the first references to self-reconfiguration using an FPGA

7
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device was presented in [ML99]. The authors describe in detail the design
and physical implementation of the architecture, engineered on a Xilinx
custom development platform, XC6216, one of the first FPGA families with
partial dynamic reconfiguration (PDR) support.

Virtex-II and Virtex-II Pro were the successor families with PDR sup-
port, that included improved features, which are now present in most mod-
ern FPGAs. One example is the internal configuration access port (ICAP),
which is a functional configuration interface accessible from inside the FPGA.
In [BJRK+03], the authors present a platform in which the FPGA is recon-
figuring itself through the ICAP under the control of an embedded CPU
(Xilinx MicroBlaze). This implementation requires no external circuitry to
control the reconfiguration process.

Since then, several other self-reconfiguring platforms have been proposed.
For example, the authors of [LKLJ09] investigate the performance of five
different ICAP reconfiguration controllers. They all use the (now obsolete)
Processor Local Bus (PLB). Another PLB design is presented in [DML11].
Its main focus is on reducing the reconfiguration time overhead, by us-
ing techniques such as ICAP overclocking or bitstream compression. The
authors of [BPPC12] present a reconfiguration controller that supports dy-
namic frequency scaling in order to satisfy different power constraints.

Despite the advantages of PDR, one major barrier in its wide adoption in
industrial applications seems to be the lack of mature high-level design tools
and methodologies [TK11]; the few available ones are often cumbersome
to use. Given this state of facts, in Chapter 3 we propose an IP-based
architecture, together with an API, that is easy to deploy using the state-
of-the-art, commercially available design suite from Xilinx1. The framework
hides away all the details related to PDR and lets the designer focus on
application development.

The extra flexibility offered by PDR comes with another major drawback:
the potentially high time overhead to perform partial reconfiguration. One
technique that addresses this problem is configuration prefetching, which
tries to preload future configurations and overlap as much as possible of the
reconfiguration overhead with useful computations.

2.1.2 Static and Hybrid Configuration Prefetching

The literature contains a multitude of papers that approach, from different
angles, the problem of partitioning and scheduling applications on reconfig-
urable architectures. Many of these works leverage the advantages of static
FPGA configuration prefetching. The authors of [CRR+09] proposed a par-
titioning algorithm, as well as an ILP formulation and a heuristic approach
to scheduling of task graphs. In [BBD05] the authors present an exact and a
heuristic algorithm that simultaneously partitions and schedules task graphs

1Note that the framework is general and can be implemented on any FPGA architec-
ture that supports partial dynamic reconfiguration (e.g. [Alt12]).

8
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on FPGAs. A similar problem is addressed in [CRM14], where the authors
present an approach to manage reconfigurations while ensuring that the tem-
poral constraints of hard real-time applications are met. The work presented
in [CBR+14] introduces a mapper-scheduler for temporal constrained data
flow diagrams that aims at reducing the reconfiguration overhead, using as
few hardware resources as possible, while meeting the application deadline.
Most of these works have the disadvantage that they do not consider the
control flow. For a large class of applications, by ignoring the control flow,
many prefetch opportunities are missed.

To our knowledge, the works most closely related to our own, presented
in Section 3.2, are [S+10], [LH02] and [PBV05]. Panainte et al. proposed
both an intra-procedural [PBV05] and an inter-procedural [PBV06] static
prefetch scheduling algorithm that minimizes the number of executed FPGA
reconfigurations taking into account FPGA area placement conflicts. In or-
der to compute the locations in the control flow graph of an application
where hardware reconfigurations can be anticipated, they first determine
the regions of the graph not shared between any two conflicting hardware
modules, and then insert prefetches at the beginning of each such region.
This approach is too conservative and a more aggressive speculation could
hide more reconfiguration overhead. Also, profiling information (such as
branch probabilities and execution time distributions) could be used to pri-
oritize between two non-conflicting modules.

Li et al. continued the pioneering work of Hauck [Hau98] in configuration
prefetching. They compute the probabilities to reach any hardware module,
based on profiling information [LH02]. This algorithm can be applied only
after all the loops in the control flow graph of the application are identified
and collapsed into dummy nodes. Then, the hardware modules are ranked
at each basic block according to these probabilities and prefetches are is-
sued. The main limitations of this work are that it removes all loops (which
leads to loss of path information) and that it uses only probabilities to guide
prefetch insertion (without taking into account execution time distributions,
for example). Also, this approach was developed for FPGAs with reloca-
tion and defragmentation, and it does not account for placement conflicts
between modules.

To our knowledge, the state-of-the-art in static configuration prefetching
for partially reconfigurable FPGAs is the work of Sim et al. [S+10]. The au-
thors present an algorithm that minimizes the reconfiguration overhead for
an application, taking into account FPGA area placement conflicts. Using
profiling information, the approach tries to predict the execution of hard-
ware modules by computing ‘placement-aware’ probabilities (PAPs). They
represent the probabilities to reach a hardware module from a certain basic
block without encountering any conflicting hardware module on the way.
These probabilities are then used in order to generate prefetch queues to
be inserted by the compiler in the control flow graph of the application.
The main limitation of this work is that it uses only the ‘placement-aware’

9
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probabilities to guide prefetch insertion. As we will show in Section 3.2,
it is possible to generate better prefetches (and, thus, further reduce the
execution time of the application) if we also take into account the execution
time distributions, correlated with the reconfiguration time of each hardware
module.

The authors of [MSP+12], [R+05] and [RCG+08] present hybrid heuris-
tics that identify a set of possible application configurations at design-time
and then, at run-time, a resource manager chooses among them. In [Li02],
the author also proposes a hybrid prefetch heuristic that performs part or
all of the scheduling computations at run-time and also requires additional
hardware. Although these approaches provide more flexibility than static
ones, they are still limited by the fact that they rely on off-line information.
For example, in the case of applications with highly non-stationary behavior
it might be impossible to get accurate and complete profiling information.
In such cases, a dynamic technique is more suitable.

2.1.3 Dynamic Configuration Prefetching

Several run-time resource managers for reconfigurable architectures have
been developed. The authors of [JTY+99] describe a dynamically reconfig-
urable system that can support multiple applications running concurrently
and implement a strategy to preload FPGA configurations in order to re-
duce the execution time. The authors of [HHSC10] propose a scheduling
algorithm that can cope with dynamically relocating tasks from software to
hardware, or vice versa. The authors of [PSA10] propose reconfiguration
strategies for minimizing the number of reconfigurations.

In [HV09], the authors continue their work from [HV08], and propose an
on-line algorithm that manages coprocessor loading by maintaining an ag-
gregate gain table for all hardware candidates. For each run of a candidate,
the performance gain resulted from a hardware execution over a software
one is added to the corresponding entry in the table. When a coprocessor is
considered for reconfiguration, the algorithm only loads it when the aggre-
gate gain exceeds the reconfiguration overhead. One limitation of this work
is that it does not perform prefetching, i.e it does not overlap the reconfig-
uration overhead with useful computations. Another difference between all
the works discussed so far and ours, presented in Section 3.3, is that none
of the above papers explicitly consider the control flow in their application
model. Furthermore, they also ignore correlations.

The authors of [LH02] propose a dynamic prefetch heuristic that rep-
resents hardware modules as the vertices in a Markov graph. Transitions
are updated based on the modules executed at run-time. Then, a weighted
probability in which recent accesses are given higher weight is used as a met-
ric for candidate selection and prefetch order. The main limitations of this
work are that it uses only the weighted probabilities for issuing prefetches
(ignoring other factors as, e.g., the execution time gain resulting from differ-

10
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ent prefetch decisions), and that it uses a history of length 1 (i.e. it predicts
only the next module to be executed based on the current module, conse-
quently completely ignoring branch correlations). As we will show in Section
3.3, it is possible to obtain significant improvements by taking into account
the branch history and capturing correlations, as well as by estimating the
execution time gains associated with different prefetches.

2.2 Heterogeneous Architectures

Much work has been done in the area of heterogeneous systems. In some
domains, using FPGAs (and their partial dynamic reconfiguration capabili-
ties) alongside CPUs in order to accelerate tasks or increase energy efficiency
is frequent practice (e.g. [SBH14], [PTW10]). However, the increasing use
of GPUs for general processing tasks has determined researchers to look into
heterogeneous architectures that consist of CPUs together with FPGA and
GPU accelerators [NOS13], [CMHM10].

2.2.1 Multiprocessor Systems

The authors of [TL10] present Axel, a heterogeneous computer cluster, in
which CPUs, FPGAs and GPUs run collaboratively. The architecture is de-
scribed, together with a Map-Reduce framework to be used for implement-
ing distributed applications. In [LHK09], the authors propose an adaptive
mapping technique that automatically maps computations to processing ele-
ments on a CPU+GPU machine. They build performance models per CPU
and accelerator, then use these models at run-time to balance the work-
load across processing elements and, thus, minimize the execution time. In
[BBG13] the authors propose a workload balancing scheme for the execution
of loops on heterogeneous multiprocessor systems composed of CPUs+GPUs
or CPUs+FPGAs. Their algorithm dynamically learns the computational
power of each processing element and then maps the workload accordingly.
The authors of [BLBY11] present a machine learning algorithm to perform
dynamic task scheduling and load balancing. In [HLS11], the authors present
an utilization balancing approach to scheduling of functionally heteroge-
neous systems.

In [PRP+15] the authors present a design flow for customizing OpenCL
applications in order to maximize their performance on heterogeneous plat-
forms with multiple accelerators. They take into account device-specific
constraints in a task tuning phase and, after that, they improve the task-
level parallelism in a mapping phase. For the validation, the authors have
used two heterogeneous platforms, one composed of CPU+GPU, and an-
other one composed of four quad-core CPUs. In [ZSJ10] the authors present
a Pareto efficient optimization approach that optimizes buffer requirements
and hardware/software implementation cost for streaming applications on

11
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a CPU+FPGA platform. Neither one of the above mentioned articles con-
siders energy minimization as an objective, and neither one of them targets
real-time computations.

The authors of [KFP+15] address the problem of scheduling dynamically-
arriving tasks in a high performance heterogeneous computing system that is
energy-constrained. They propose energy-aware resource allocation heuris-
tics whose goal is to maximize the total utility of the system based on each
task’s completion time. This problem is different from the one that we
address in Chapter 4, since we consider tasks with hard deadlines. Further-
more, we target multi-mode systems implemented on heterogeneous plat-
forms with CPUs, GPUs and FPGAs.

Mapping optimizations for many-core systems are extensively addressed
in the existing literature, targeting different application domains (see, e.g.
[JPT+10], [hKYS+12], [QP13a]). The authors of [JLK+14] present a hy-
brid approach that performs compile-time scheduling and then chooses be-
tween the stored schedules at run-time. In [QP13b], the authors present
a scenario-based task mapping algorithm for MPSoCs, based on statically
derived mappings. The authors of [SBR+12] present a scenario-based de-
sign flow for mapping streaming applications on many-core systems. In
[DSB+13], a DVFS technique for scenario-aware dataflow graphs is pro-
posed, which assures timing guarantees while minimizing the energy con-
sumption. The main limitation of these works is that they assume that the
scenarios (analogue to our modes from Chapter 4) are known at design-
time. There exist applications for which the scenarios are unknown, or their
number is exponential. In such cases, adaptive on-the-fly optimizations are
needed.

2.2.2 Real-Time Computing on GPUs

While GPUs have been traditionally used for graphics and throughput-
oriented applications, in recent years the idea of using GPUs to perform
real-time processing has been proposed [EA11], [EA12]. In [EA11], the
authors explore possible applications for GPUs in real-time systems, sum-
marizing the challenges and limitations, and discussing possible solutions
to address them. In [EA12], the same authors present two analysis meth-
ods that permit the integration of GPUs in soft real-time multiprocessor
systems. They follow up their work in [EWA13], where they propose and
analyze GPUSync, a highly configurable real-time GPU management frame-
work.

The authors of [VMS14] present a method that allows real-time appli-
cations to run in multi-GPU systems, by efficiently using the communi-
cation infrastructure and, at the same time, maintaining execution time
predictability. They rely on executing batch operations from multiple com-
mand streams that can run in parallel. The authors of [MLH+12] investi-
gate resource management and scheduling techniques for medical imaging
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applications that employ GPU accelerators. The work proposes a scheduler
capable to utilize multiple GPUs in order to minimize the response time
of multiple applications with soft real-time requirements. Both works men-
tioned above do not address multi-mode systems and do not take energy
minimization into consideration.

The recent work presented in [MBH+14] proposes an approach to schedul-
ing hard real-time jobs from data parallel streams, such that the energy con-
sumption of a GPU-based heterogeneous system is minimized. The authors
developed a heuristic to generate a static cyclic schedule and to map jobs
to computation resources. Although this work addresses the problem of en-
ergy minimization for real-time systems, its limitations lie in the simplified
application model, and the fact that the approach is not designed to adapt
to changing run-time conditions.

2.3 Fault-Tolerant and Multi-Mode Embed-
ded Systems

This section will discuss the background and previous work related to two
important topics in the embedded and real-time systems community: the
first topic is that of fault-tolerant systems (which must function correctly
even in the presence of faults), while the second topic addresses multi-mode
systems (whose computational requirements vary over time).

2.3.1 Fault-Tolerant Safety-Critical Applications

Modern electronic systems are experiencing an increase in the rate of tran-
sient and intermittent faults. This happens because of several reasons,
like smaller transistor sizes, higher operational frequencies, lower voltages
[Con03], [MBT04], [HMA+01]. From the point of view of the fault toler-
ance techniques, transient and intermittent faults manifest themselves very
similarly: they have a short duration and then disappear without causing
permanent damage. Thus, we will further refer to both types as transient
faults.

The topic of fault-tolerant systems has been addressed extensively in
the literature, from many different angles: starting with general design op-
timization methods [IPEP05], [GGPM11], [SPM10], continuing with opti-
mizations of control systems [SBE+12], [MEP05], and ending with consider-
ations related to fault-tolerant communications [TBEP10], [TBEP11]. The
considerable amount of research in this area highlights the importance of
the topic.

13
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2.3.1.1 Fault-Tolerant Scheduling

In this section we limit the discussion to transient faults2. One line of
previous work mainly focused on optimizing different fault tolerance tech-
niques, while considering error detection as a black box: [KHM03], [IPEP05],
[IPEP06], [IPEP08], [IPP+09]. In [KHM03], the authors present an ap-
proach to construct fault-tolerant schedules with sufficient slack to accom-
modate recovery and re-execution of at most one faulty task in a system
period. In [IPEP05], a design optimization approach is presented that de-
cides both the mapping of tasks to processors and the assignment of fault-
tolerant policies (re-execution or replication) to processes. In [IPEP06], a
more advanced scheduling algorithm is proposed, that makes use of the
fault-occurrence information to reduce the overhead due to fault tolerance.
In [IPP+09] a design optimization approach is presented, which combines
hardware and software fault tolerance techniques, in order to achieve the
required levels of reliability with low system costs. All the approaches dis-
cussed so far consider error detection as a black box. Thus, no optimization
is done in order to reduce the overhead (or cost) of the error detection tech-
niques.

2.3.1.2 Error Detection

Error detection is crucial for meeting the required reliability of the system.
Unfortunately, it is also a major source of time overhead. To reduce this
overhead, the error detection mechanisms could be implemented in hard-
ware, but this increases the overall cost. Because error detection incurs high
overheads, optimizing it early in the design phase of a system can result in
a big gain.

An important body of previous work refers to various error detection
techniques, both software-based and hardware-based: [BGFM06], [BMR+08],
[HLD+09], [RCV+05], [PKI11]. In [BGFM06], the authors present two low-
cost soft error protection techniques implemented in hardware. The first one
uses a cache of live register values to protect the register file. The second
technique augments a subset of flip-flops in the processor core with time-
delayed shadow latches for fault detection. This is a pure hardware-only
technique, and thus does not allow any trade-off between area and time
overhead. In [BMR+08], the authors develop a solution that uses both soft-
ware and hardware approaches to achieve high fault coverage in generic IP
processors. The software part consists of instruction replication and self
checking block signatures. Partial hardware replication is applied on top,
considering a subset of processor registers. In [HLD+09], a technique to du-
plicate instructions at compile time for error detection in VLIW datapaths
is presented. The need of comparison instructions is eliminated by using
a hardware enhancement for result verification. In [RCV+05], the authors
present SWIFT (software implemented fault tolerance), inserting redundant

2Permanent faults are not addressed in this thesis.
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code to recompute all register values and using validation instructions be-
fore control-flow and memory operations. The paper also presents CRAFT
(compiler-assisted fault tolerance), which is a hybrid hardware/software
technique, that extends SWIFT with microarchitectural enhancements (an
augmented store buffer that commits entries to memory only after they are
validated, and a load value queue that achieves redundant load execution).

Recently, the concept of application-aware reliability has been intro-
duced as an alternative to traditional one-size-fits-all approaches (like many
of those presented above). Application-aware techniques [PKI11] use the
knowledge about the application’s characteristics to create customized so-
lutions. Recent research has proved that it is possible to obtain high error
coverage, with low percentage of benign errors detected, at reasonable cost
and performance overheads [PKI11]. As a result, in Chapter 5 we will fo-
cus our attention on this technique and present approaches to optimize its
hardware/software implementation.

2.3.2 Multi-Mode Behavior

Another important topic, addressed by this thesis in Chapter 4, is that of
multi-mode applications; in this section we will present the background and
previous work related to it.

Many modern applications exhibit a multi-mode behavior, their compu-
tational requirements varying over time: certain tasks are active during a
certain period of time, determining the load during that period and defin-
ing a mode. A new mode is entered by the application if the set of ac-
tive tasks changes. For systems with dynamic and non-stationary behavior
[SSC03], [SBSH12], the information regarding mode changes, or even the
modes themselves, are usually unavailable at design-time. Such applica-
tions are too dynamic to be implemented as fixed designs; instead, it is very
important to have adaptive hardware platforms and flexible on-line opti-
mization algorithms that can ensure that the application’s constraints are
met.

The authors of [WAST12] address the problem of modeling and dynam-
ically placing, at run-time, multi-mode streaming applications on FPGA-
based platforms. This allows for resource sharing between tasks which run
mutually exclusive in different modes. The paper does not address energy
minimization or real-time applications.

The authors of [SEPC09] address the synthesis of multi-mode embedded
control systems. Since a control system can switch at run-time between
alternative functional modes, the approach tries to exploit the available
resources in each particular mode in order to optimize its control perfor-
mance. The authors of [WPQ+12] propose a formal visual modeling frame-
work which can be used to specify and analyze periodic control systems that
exhibit a multi-mode behavior. Both these works are particular to control
systems.

15
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In [JLE+13] the authors follow up their work from [JEP13] and present
a design framework that maximizes the security protection of a multi-mode
real-time system in an energy-efficient manner, while meeting all the dead-
lines. The approach pre-computes off-line solutions for a subset of all the
possible functional modes of the system. At run-time, if the solution for a
certain mode has been pre-computed it will be applied; otherwise, a solu-
tion is derived from the existing ones. The limitation of this work is that
for systems with dynamic and non-stationary behavior the information re-
garding the modes is, in most cases, unavailable at design-time. Thus, it is
impossible to prepare solutions off-line.

The authors of [SAHE05] present a co-synthesis methodology that takes
into account mode execution probabilities in order to statically decide the
implementation of a multi-mode application such that the energy consump-
tion is minimized and the timing constraints are satisfied. While taking
into account mode execution probabilities is useful, this information is not
always available (e.g. for applications with non-stationary behavior) and
better results could be obtained with run-time management of resources.

16
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I
n recent years, FPGA-based reconfigurable computing systems have
gained popularity because they promise to satisfy the simultaneous needs

of high performance and flexibility [PTW10]. Modern FPGAs provide sup-
port for partial dynamic reconfiguration [Xil12], which means that parts of
the device may be reconfigured at run-time, while the other parts remain
fully functional. This feature offers high flexibility, but does not come with-
out challenges: one major impediment is the high reconfiguration overhead.
Configuration prefetching is one method to reduce this penalty by overlap-
ping FPGA reconfigurations with useful computations.

Despite the potential advantages of partial dynamic reconfiguration of
FPGAs [Koc13], the challenges faced by designers trying to set-up a func-
tioning system are still significant, mainly because of the still immature
design tools and limited device drivers [TK11]. In this chapter we first de-
scribe a complete framework, based on Xilinx’s commercial design suite,
that enables an application designer to leverage the advantages of partial
dynamic reconfiguration with minimal effort. Our IP-based architecture,
together with the comprehensive API, can be employed to accelerate an
application by dynamically scheduling hardware prefetches. Based on this
framework, we further propose two approaches to configuration prefetching
for performance enhancement:

1. The first one is a speculative approach that schedules prefetches at
design-time and simultaneously performs hardware/software partition-
ing, in order to minimize the expected execution time of an application.
Our method prefetches and executes in hardware those configurations
that provide the highest performance improvement. The algorithm
takes into consideration profiling information (such as branch proba-

17
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bilities and execution time distributions), correlated with the applica-
tion characteristics.

2. The second approach addresses modern applications that exhibit a dy-
namic and non-stationary behavior, with certain characteristics in one
phase of their execution, which change as the application enters new
phases, in a manner unpredictable at design-time. In order to meet
the demands of such applications, it is important to have adaptive and
self-reconfiguring hardware platforms, coupled with intelligent on-line
optimization algorithms, that together can adjust to the run-time re-
quirements. Thus, we propose an optimization technique that mini-
mizes the expected execution time of an application by dynamically
scheduling hardware prefetches based on a piecewise linear predictor
that captures correlations and predicts the hardware modules that will
be reached.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 in-
troduces our framework for partial dynamic reconfiguration of FPGAs, de-
tailing the hardware platform together with the middleware and API, and
discussing the application model assumed in this chapter. Our approaches
to static and dynamic FPGA configuration prefetching are presented in Sec-
tions 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. The contribution of the chapter is summa-
rized in Section 3.4.

3.1 System Model

3.1.1 Hardware Platform

Many dynamically reconfigurable systems are implemented using FPGA
platforms [PTW10]. One common architecture choice is to partition the
FPGA into a static region, and a partially dynamically reconfigurable (PDR)
region (used as a coprocessor for hardware acceleration) [Koc13]. A host
CPU resides in the static region, together with a reconfiguration controller
and other hardware modules that need not change at run-time. In the PDR
region, the application hardware modules can be dynamically loaded at run-
time [SBB+06]. The host CPU executes the software part of the application
and is also responsible for initiating the reconfiguration of the PDR region
of the FPGA. The reconfiguration controller will configure this region by
loading the bitstreams from the memory, upon CPU requests. While one
reconfiguration is going on, the execution of the other (non-overlapping)
modules on the FPGA is not affected.

Figure 3.1 presents our overall architecture, which is described next.
The entire framework has been implemented and tested on a ML605 board
from Xilinx1, featuring an XC6VLX240T Virtex6 FPGA, which was one of

1Note that the framework is general and can be implemented on any FPGA architec-
ture that supports partial dynamic reconfiguration (e.g. [Alt12]).
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Table 3.1: Resource utilization for the partial dynamic reconfiguration
framework

LUTs FFs BRAMs
(36 Kb)

AXI4 Interconnect 886 1016 1
AXI4-Lite Interconnect 190 455 0
MicroBlaze 2114 2186 6
Interrupt Controller 78 115 0
DDR3 Controller 3264 3750 0
AXI Central DMA 1442 1263 1
AXI DMA Engine 1061 905 3
Reconfiguration Controller 202 272 0
Predictor 419 151 0
Reconfigurable Slot 133 192 0
BRAM Controller 281 446 0
BRAM Block 0 0 32
Total 10070 10751 43

the most advanced platforms at the time this research started. Table 3.1
presents the resource utilization for the different parts of our framework.

3.1.1.1 Reconfigurable Slots

We will first introduce some terminology. A reconfigurable slot is a dedi-
cated region on the FPGA that contains a reconfigurable partition, which
basically represents a placeholder that can be reconfigured dynamically with
arbitrary functionality. A reconfigurable module is a netlist that resides in
a reconfigurable partition. Multiple reconfigurable modules are mapped to
the same reconfigurable partition (similar ideas and designs are proposed
by the RecoBlock SoC platform [NSO13] and by the Erlangen Slot Machine
[BMA+05]), but all of them must have the same fixed interface. At run-time,
in order to configure a reconfigurable partition with a certain reconfigurable
module, the partial bitstream for that module needs to be written to the
internal configuration access port (ICAP).

Figure 3.1 includes two possible types of reconfigurable slots, RS1 and
RS2. Please note that this is just an illustrative example, and more in-
stances of the same type of slot could coexist, as well as there could be more
types of slots. As can be seen, RS1 has a slave interface to the AXI4-Lite
interconnect, which can be accessed by the embedded CPU (MicroBlaze in
our case). The slot has an interrupt port that can be used to signal the
CPU. For data-intensive applications, a fast local memory might be useful.
For this purpose, RS1 has direct access to a dual port BRAM block. Data
can be transferred there with minimal intervention from the CPU, using the
AXI Central DMA.

20
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Figure 3.2: The internal architecture of the reconfigurable slot RS2

Reconfigurable slot RS2 differs from RS1 by not having access to a shared
BRAM block but, instead, benefiting from a master interface to the AXI4
interconnect. Figure 3.2 presents the internal organization of such a reconfig-
urable slot. The slot is connected to the AXI4 and AXI4-Lite interconnects
through the corresponding AXI IP Interfaces (IPIF), master and slave, which
simplify the implementation of the user logic (the reconfigurable partition).
Of course, other types of interfaces could also be implemented, depending
on the application needs.

The main advantage of such a design is the generality of the recon-
figurable slots. The designer needs to implement only the logic which is
particular to the actual application (user logic in Figure 3.2). Note that
only this area (the reconfigurable partition) will be partially reconfigured
at run-time, and everything else is static logic that will remain unchanged.
An enable signal can be used to isolate the user logic until it is completely
reconfigured, and all output signals should be registered on the static side.
The local reset should be asserted in the user logic after reconfiguration has
completed to ensure a known valid initial state.

3.1.1.2 Custom Reconfiguration Controller

All the bitstreams are stored in the DDR3 memory (Bitstream1 to Bitstreamn

in Figure 3.1). When a reconfiguration is requested, the bitstream is trans-
ferred to the ICAP using DMA burst transfers. Thus, the CPU (MicroBlaze)
is almost completely out of the loop. After setting up the DMA transfer,
MicroBlaze can perform useful computations in parallel with the reconfigu-
ration. We have implemented a custom reconfiguration controller, which is
described below.

In Figure 3.1 the AXI DMA Engine streams the bitstream data through
the Xilinx AXI4-Stream (AXI4S) interface (a high throughput point-to-
point connection) to our reconfiguration controller, which forwards it to the
ICAP. Similar solutions have been proposed in the literature (e.g. [LKLJ09],

21
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Figure 3.3: The custom reconfiguration controller

[DML11]). The controller’s architecture is depicted in Figure 3.3. On com-
pletion of every DMA transfer, the CPU (MicroBlaze) is notified via an
interrupt. The CPU will use this opportunity to check if the reconfiguration
has finished without errors. The main part of the controller is implemented
as a finite state machine (FSM), that is clocked by the AXI4-Stream clock
(100 MHz in our case) and has the main duty to deliver the reconfiguration
stream to the ICAP. A bit ordering module takes care that the data has the
format expected by ICAP. The AXI4-Lite IPIF (IP interface) is used by the
MicroBlaze to read the reconfiguration status registers.

3.1.1.3 Piecewise Linear Predictor

We have performed a hybrid hardware/software implementation of the piece-
wise linear prediction algorithm (described in detail in Section 3.3.3.1),
which is used to predict the hardware candidates that should be specula-
tively prefetched on the PDR region (i.e. the modules that should be loaded
into the reconfigurable slots). Part of its functionality is implemented as a
set of API functions (see Section 3.1.2.3), and part of it as a hardware
module (Section 3.3.4 presents its architecture). The predictor has a slave
interface, which is connected to the AXI4-Lite interconnect (see Figure 3.1),
and is used by the embedded CPU (MicroBlaze) to transfer commands and
relevant data for the prefetch prediction. Note that the predictor is used
only by our dynamic configuration prefetching approach described in Section
3.3.

22
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3.1.2 Middleware and Reconfiguration API

Our extensive API can be divided into several sets of utility functions, as
described below.

3.1.2.1 Partial Reconfiguration

These functions hide most of the details from the application programmer
and allow for:

• Initializing the reconfiguration components (the AXI DMA engine and
the custom reconfiguration controller).

• Starting partial reconfigurations by setting up the DMA transfers.
After that, the embedded CPU (MicroBlaze) is free to perform other
useful computations.

• Treating the interrupts when partial reconfigurations finish. This in-
cludes reading the status registers of the DMA engine and of the re-
configuration controller, and dealing with eventual errors in case of
failure.

• Managing the reconfigurable modules in the system: keeping track of
which modules are currently configured and their status, as well as
resetting them.

3.1.2.2 Reconfigurable Slots

These functions are the interface between the MicroBlaze and the hardware
modules placed in the reconfigurable slots. They permit:

• Reading the status registers and writing the control registers (if any)
of the reconfigurable modules, via the AXI4-Lite Interconnect.

• Sending and receiving data, either by reading/writing software mapped
registers, or by setting up DMA transfers to shared BRAM blocks.

• Providing interrupt subroutines for the programmer, which deal with
eventual interrupts coming from the reconfigurable modules.

3.1.2.3 Piecewise Linear Predictor

Our framework permits dynamic configuration prefetching by implement-
ing a piecewise linear prediction algorithm (described in detail in Section
3.3.3.1). The application programmer will instrument the program using
functions for:

• Initializing all the data structures needed by the predictor (see Section
3.3.3.1).
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• Updating all the predictor data, e.g. execution frequencies for hard-
ware modules, timestamps, the weights and all the branch histories
used by the predictor.

• Performing the actual prediction, whose result will determine the mod-
ules to be prefetched.

3.1.3 Application Model

The main goal of our approaches (presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 respec-
tively) is to minimize the expected execution time of a sequential program
executed on the hardware platform described above. We model the appli-
cation as a control flow graph G(N , E), where nodes in N correspond to
computational tasks (either basic blocks, or hardware modules), and edges
in E model the flow of control within the application (G captures all poten-
tial execution paths). We distinguish several types of nodes: root and sink,
correspond to the entry and the exit of the program; control nodes represent
conditional instructions in the program; loop header nodes represent the en-
try points of loops, and they are the target of a back edge (i.e. an edge that
points to a block that has already been met during a depth-first traversal of
the graph). All the other nodes in N are either regular basic blocks (that
will be executed only in software), or hardware modules (described below).

We denote with H ⊆ N the set of tasks (also referred to as modules) con-
sidered for hardware implementation. We assume that all modules in H have
both a hardware and a corresponding software implementation. Since some-
times it might be impossible to hide enough of the reconfiguration overhead
for all candidates in H, our techniques decide which are the most profitable
modules to perform prefetches for (at a certain point in the application).
Thus, for some candidates, it might be better to execute the module in
software, instead of performing a prefetch too close to its location (because
waiting for the reconfiguration to finish and then executing the module on
the FPGA is slower than executing it in software).

Note that there exist many established methodologies (e.g. [SHTT13],
[BPCF13], [NSO+12], [BSY+10], [LCD+00]) to perform the hardware/software
partitioning step (i.e. determine the set H automatically), that will decide
which are the hardware candidates to be (potentially) implemented on the
FPGA. Alternatively, this decision can be taken by the designer, who has
in-depth knowledge about the application domain. Intuitively, the hard-
ware candidates in H will represent those parts of the application which
are computationally intensive, and at the same time amenable for FPGA
acceleration. Please note that it is not necessary that all candidate modules
from H will end up on the FPGA. Given a particular choice for H, our
techniques will try to use the limited hardware resources as efficiently as
possible in order to maximize the performance of the application.

At run-time, once a candidate m ∈ H is reached, there are two possibil-
ities:
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1. m is already fully loaded in a reconfigurable slot on the FPGA, and
thus it will be used and executed there;

2. m is not fully loaded. Then, we face two scenarios:

(a) if starting/continuing the reconfiguration of m, waiting for it to
finish, and then executing the module on FPGA results in an
earlier finishing time than the software execution, then the appli-
cation will do so;

(b) otherwise, m will be executed in software.

For each hardware candidate m ∈ H, we assume that we know its soft-
ware execution time, sw : H → R

+, its hardware execution time (including
any additional communication overhead between the CPU and the reconfig-
urable partition hosting m), hw : H → R

+, and the time to reconfigure m
on the FPGA, rec : H → R

+.

3.2 Static FPGA Configuration Prefetching

In this section we will present our contribution to static configuration prefetch-
ing. We use profiling information (e.g. the function prob : E → [0, 1] rep-
resents the probability of each edge in the control flow graph to be taken,
and for each loop header n, iter_probn : N → [0, 1] represents the probabil-
ity mass function of the discrete distribution of loop iterations) to decide at
design-time what prefetches to apply in order to obtain the best performance
improvement for the application.

3.2.1 Problem Formulation

Given an application (as described in Section 3.1.3) intended to run on the
reconfigurable architecture described in Section 3.1.1, our goal is to deter-
mine, at each node n ∈ N , the candidate modules to be prefetched (stored
in loadQ(n)) by the middleware described in Section 3.1.2 such that the ex-
pected execution time of the application is minimized. This will implicitly
also determine the hardware/software partitioning of the candidate modules
from H.

3.2.2 Motivational Example

Let us consider the control flow graph (CFG) in Figure 3.4a, where candidate
hardware modules are represented with squares, and software nodes with
circles. The discrete probability distribution for the iterations of the loop
a − b, the software and hardware execution times for the nodes, as well as
the edge probabilities, are illustrated on the graph. The reconfiguration
times are: rec(M1) = 37, rec(M2) = 20, rec(M3) = 46. We also consider
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that hardware modules M1 and M2 are conflicting due to their placement
(denoted with M1 ⊲⊳ M2).

Let us try to schedule the configuration prefetches for the three hardware
modules on the given CFG. If we use the method developed by Panainte et
al. [PBV05], the result is shown in Figure 3.4b. As we can see, the load
for M3 can be propagated upwards in the CFG from node M3 up to r. For
nodes M1 and M2 it is not possible (according to this approach) to propagate
their load calls to their ancestors, because they are in placement conflict.
The data-flow analysis performed by the authors is too conservative, and
the propagation of prefetches is stopped whenever two load calls targeting
conflicting modules meet at a common ancestor (e.g. node f for M1 and
M2). As a result, since the method fails to prefetch modules earlier, the
reconfiguration overhead for neither M1, nor M2, can be hidden at all. Only
module M3 will not generate any waiting time, since the minimum time to
reach it from r is 92 > rec(M3) = 46. Using this approach, the application
must stall (waiting for the reconfigurations to finish) W1 = 90% · rec(M1) +
rec(M2) = 90% · 37 + 20 = 53.3 time units on average (because M1 is
executed with a probability of 90%, and M2 is always executed).

Figure 3.4c shows the resulting prefetches after using the method pro-
posed by Li et al. [LH02]. As we can see, the prefetch queue generated by
this approach at node r is loadQ(r) : M2, M3, M1, because the probabilities
to reach the hardware modules from r are 100%, 95% and 90% respectively.
Please note that this method is developed for FPGAs with relocation and
defragmentation and it ignores placement conflicts. Also, the load queues
are generated considering only the probability to reach a module (and ignor-
ing other factors, such as the execution time distribution from the prefetch
point up to the prefetched module). Thus, if applied to our example, the
method performs poorly: in 90% of the cases, module M1 will replace mod-
ule M2 (initially prefetched at r) on the FPGA. In this cases, none of the
reconfiguration overhead for M1 can be hidden, and in addition, the initial
prefetch for M2 is wasted. The average waiting time for this scenario is
W2 = 90% · rec(M1) + (100% − 10%) · rec(M2) = 90% · 37 + 90% · 20 = 51.3
time units (the reconfiguration overhead is hidden in 10% of the cases for
M2, and always for M3).

For this example, although the approach proposed by Sim et al. [S+10]
tries to avoid some of the previous problems, it ends up with similar waiting
time as Li et al. [LH02]. The method uses ‘placement-aware’ probabilities
(PAPs). For any node n ∈ N and any hardware module m ∈ H, PAP (n, m)
represents the probability to reach module m from node n, without encoun-
tering any conflicting hardware module on the way. Thus, the prefetch order
for M1 and M2 is correctly inverted since PAP (r, M1) = 90%, as in the pre-
vious case, but PAP (r, M2) = 10%, instead of 100% (because in 90% of the
cases, M2 is reached via the conflicting module M1). Unfortunately, since
the method uses only PAPs to generate prefetches, and PAP (r, M3) = 95%
(since it is not conflicting with neither M1, nor M2), M3 is prefetched before
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M1 at node r, although its prefetch could be safely postponed. The result
is illustrated in Figure 3.4d (M2 is removed from the load queue of node
r because it conflicts with M1, which has a higher PAP). These prefetches
will determine that no reconfiguration overhead can be hidden for M1 or
M2 (since the long reconfiguration of M3 postpones their own one until
the last moment). The average waiting time for the application will be
W3 = 90% · rec(M1) + rec(M2) = 90% · 37 + 20 = 53.3 time units.

If we examine the example carefully, we can see that taking into account
only the ‘placement-aware’ probabilities is not enough. The prefetch gener-
ation mechanism should also consider the distance from the current decision
point to the hardware modules candidate for prefetching, correlated with
the reconfiguration time of each module. Our approach, presented in this
section, is to estimate the performance gain associated with starting the
reconfiguration of a certain module at a certain node in the CFG. We do
this by considering both the execution time gain resulting from the hard-
ware execution of that module (including any stalling cycles spent wait-
ing for the reconfiguration to finish) compared to the software execution,
and by investigating how this prefetch influences the execution time of the
other reachable modules. For the example presented here, it is not a good
idea to prefetch M3 at node r, because this results in a long waiting time
for M1 (similar reasoning applies for prefetching M2 at r). The resulting
prefetches are illustrated in Figure 3.4e. As we can see, the best choice of
prefetch order is M1, M3 at node r (M2 is removed from the load queue
because it conflicts with M1), and this will hide most of the reconfigura-
tion overhead for M1, and all for M3. The overall average waiting time
is W = 90% · W rM1

+ rec(M2) = 90% · 4.56 + 20 ≈ 24.1, less than half of
the penalties generated by the previous methods (Section 3.2.3.2 and Figure
3.5 explain the computation of the average waiting time generated by M1,
W rM1

= 4.56 time units).

3.2.3 Speculative Prefetching

Our goal is to determine, at each node n ∈ N in the CFG, a queue of
modules to be prefetched at run-time when that point in the program is
reached. We will denote this load queue with loadQ(n). Our overall strategy
is shown in Algorithm 1. The main idea is to intelligently assign priorities to
the candidate prefetches and determine the loadQ(n) for every node n ∈ N
(line 8). We try to use all the available knowledge from the profiling in order
to take the best possible decisions and speculatively prefetch the hardware
modules with the highest potential to reduce the expected execution time of
the application. The intelligence of our algorithm resides in computing the
priority function Cnm (line 5), which tries to estimate at design-time what
is the impact of reconfiguring a certain module on the average execution
time (see Section 3.2.3.1). We consider for prefetch only the modules for
which it is profitable to start a prefetch at the current point (line 4): either
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Algorithm 1 Generating the prefetch queues
Input: N , H, PAP (n, m), profiling information
Output: loadQ(n) = prefetches to apply at node n

1: procedure GeneratePrefetchQ

2: for all n ∈ N do

3: for all {m ∈ H|PAP (n, m) Ó= 0} do

4: if Gnm > 0 ∨ m in loop then

5: compute priority function Cnm

6: end if

7: end for

8: loadQ(n) ← modules in decreasing order of Cnm

9: remove all lower priority modules that have area conflicts with
higher priority modules in loadQ(n)

10: end for

11: eliminate redundant prefetches
12: end procedure

the average execution time gain Gnm (over the software execution of the
candidate) obtained if its reconfiguration starts at this node is greater than 0,
or the module is inside a loop. In the latter case, even if the reconfiguration
is not finished in the first few loop iterations and we execute the module
in software, we will gain from executing the module in hardware in future
loop iterations. Since in most of the cases the software execution time of a
module has the same order of magnitude as the reconfiguration overhead for
the module, the reconfiguration will be finished after the first loop iteration.
More exactly, while the module in discussion is executed in software in
the first loop iteration, its hardware version is being reconfigured on the
FPGA. As a result, in the next loop iterations the module will be executed
in hardware.

The next step is to sort the prefetch candidates in decreasing order of
their priority function (line 8), and in case of equality we give higher priority
to modules placed in loops. After the loadQ(n) has been generated for a node
n, we remove all the lower priority modules that have area conflicts with the
higher priority modules in the queue (line 9). Once all the queues have been
generated, we eliminate redundant prefetches (all consecutive candidates at
a child node that are a starting sub-sequence at all its parents in the CFG),
as in [LH02] or [S+10].

The actual hardware module to be prefetched will be determined at run-
time (by the middleware, using the reconfiguration API), since it depends on
the run-time conditions. If the module with the highest priority (the head
of loadQ(n)) is not yet loaded and is not being currently reconfigured, it will
be loaded at that particular node n. If the head of loadQ(n) is already on
FPGA, the module with the next priority that is not yet on the FPGA will
be loaded, but only in case the reconfiguration controller is idle. Finally, if
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a reconfiguration is ongoing, it will be preempted only in case a hardware
module with a priority higher than that of the module being reconfigured is
found in the current list of prefetch candidates (loadQ(n)). As explained in
Section 3.1.3, once a hardware module m ∈ H is reached at run-time, the
middleware checks whether m is already fully loaded on the FPGA, and in
this case it will be executed there. Thus, previously reconfigured modules are
reused. Otherwise, if m is currently reconfiguring, the application will wait
for the reconfiguration to finish and then execute the module on FPGA, but
only if this generates a shorter execution time than the software execution.
If none of the above are true, the software version of m will be executed.

3.2.3.1 Prefetch Priority Function

Our prefetch function represents the priorities assigned to the hardware
modules reachable from a certain node n ∈ N in the CFG and, thus, deter-
mines the loadQ(n) at that location. Considering that the processor must
stall if the reconfiguration overhead cannot be completely hidden and that
some candidates will provide a higher performance gain than others, our
priority function will try to estimate the overall impact on the average exe-
cution time that results from different prefetches being issued at a particular
node in the CFG. In order to accurately predict the next configuration to
prefetch, several factors have to be considered.

The first one is represented by the ‘placement-aware’ probabilities (PAPs),
computed with the method from [S+10]. The second factor that influences
the decision of prefetch scheduling is represented by the execution time gain
distributions (that will be discussed in detail in Section 3.2.3.2). The gain
distributions reflect the reduction of execution time resulting from prefetch-
ing a certain candidate and executing it in hardware, compared to executing
it in software. They are directly impacted by the waiting time distributions
(which capture the relation between the reconfiguration time for a certain
hardware module and the execution time distribution between the prefetch
node in the CFG and the node corresponding to that module).

We denote the set of hardware modules for which it is profitable to com-
pute the priority function at node n with Reach(n) = {m ∈ H | PAP (n, m) Ó=
0 ∧ (Gnm > 0 ∨ m in loop)}. For our example in Figure 3.4a, Reach(r) =
{M1, M2, M3}, but Reach(M3) = ∅, because it does not make sense to recon-
figure M3 anymore (although PAP (M3, M3) = 100%, we have the average
waiting time W M3M3

= rec(M3) and rec(M3) + hw(M3) = 46 + 12 > 50 =
sw(M3)). Thus, we do not gain anything by starting the reconfiguration of
M3 right before it is reached, i.e. GM3M3

= 0. Considering the above dis-
cussion, our priority function expressing the reconfiguration gain generated
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by prefetching module m ∈ Reach(n) at node n is defined as:

Cnm = PAP (n, m) · Gnm

+
∑

k∈MutEx(m)

PAP (n, k) · Gsk

+
∑

k Ó∈MutEx(m)

PAP (n, k) · G
k

nm

(3.1)

In the above equation, Gnm denotes the average execution time gain gen-
erated by prefetching module m at node n (see Section 3.2.3.2), MutEx(m)
denotes the set of hardware modules that are executed mutually exclusive
with m, the index s in Gsk represents the node where the paths leading from
n to m and k split, and G

k

nm represents the expected gain generated by k,
given that its reconfiguration is started immediately after the one for m.

The first term of the priority function represents the contribution (in
terms of average execution time gain) of the candidate module m. The
second term tries to capture the impact that the reconfiguration of m will
produce on other modules that are executed mutually exclusive with it. In
this case, the earliest time we can start the reconfiguration of module k,
which is competing with m for the reconfiguration controller, is at node
s, where the paths reaching m and k split. The third term captures the
impact on the execution time of modules that are not mutually exclusive
with m (and might be executed after m). The intuition behind the third
term is the following: if from node n we can reach both module m and k (i.e.
they are not mutually exclusive), then we want to see what is the impact of
reconfiguring m first, and only then k.

In Figure 3.4a, modules M1, M2 and M3 are not mutually exclusive2.
Let us calculate the priority function for the three hardware modules from
Figure 3.4a at node r (considering their areas proportional with their re-
configuration time). CrM1

= 90% · 40.4 + 0 + 10% · 36.9 + 95% · 38 ≈
76.1. Note that MutEx(M1) = ∅, PAP (r, M1) = 90%, PAP (r, M2) =
10%, PAP (r, M3) = 95%, GrM1

= 40.4, GrM2
= 36.9, GrM3

= 38. Simi-
larly we compute CrM2

= 10% · 40 + 90% · 22.5 + 95% · 38 ≈ 60.3 and
CrM3

= 95% · 38 + 90% · 1.7 + 10% · 30.9 ≈ 40.7 (the computation of ex-
ecution time gains is discussed in Section 3.2.3.2). As we can see, since
CrM1

> CrM2
> CrM3

, the correct loadQ(r) = M1, M3 is generated at node
r. Note that M2 is removed from loadQ(r) because it is in placement conflict
with M1, which is the head of the queue (see line 9 in Algorithm 1).

3.2.3.2 Expected Execution Time Gain

Let us consider a node n ∈ N from the CFG and a hardware module m ∈ H,
reachable from n. Given that the reconfiguration of module m starts at

2Two mutually exclusive nodes are, for example, d and e in Figure 3.4a, and the paths
reaching them split at c.
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node n, we define the average execution time gain Gnm as the expected
execution time that is saved by executing m in hardware (including any
stalling cycles when the application is waiting for the reconfiguration of m
to be completed), compared to the software execution of m. In order to
compute it, we start with the distance (in time) from n to m. Let Xnm

be the random variable associated with this distance. The waiting time is
given by the random variable:

Wnm = max(0, rec(m) − Xnm) (3.2)

Note that the waiting time cannot be negative (if a module is already present
on FPGA when we reach it, it does not matter how long ago its reconfigu-
ration finished). The execution time gain is given by the distribution of the
random variable:

Gnm = max(0, sw(m) − (Wnm + hw(m))) (3.3)

In case the software execution time of a candidate is shorter than waiting for
its reconfiguration to finish and executing it in hardware, then the module
will be executed in software by the middleware, and the gain is zero. If
we denote the probability mass function (pmf) of Gnm with gnm, then the
average gain Gnm will be computed as:

Gnm =

∞∑

x=0

(
x · gnm(x)

)
(3.4)

The discussion is illustrated graphically in Figure 3.5, considering the
nodes n = r and m = M1 from Figure 3.4a. The probability mass function
(pmf) for XrM1

(distance in time from r to M1) is represented in Figure
3.5a and the pmf for the waiting time WrM1

in Figure 3.5b. Note that the
negative part of the distribution (depicted with dotted line) generates no
waiting time. In Figure 3.5c we add the hardware execution time to the
potential waiting time incurred. Finally, Figure 3.5d represents the discrete
probability distribution of the gain GrM1

. The resulting average gain is
GrM1

= 34 · 18% + 39 · 42% + 44 · 6% + 45 · 34% = 40.44 time units.
Before presenting our algorithm for computing the gain distribution and

the average gain, let us first introduce a few concepts. Given a control flow
graph Gcf (Ncf , Ecf ), we introduce the following definitions [ALSU06]:

Definition 3.1 A node n ∈ Ncf is post-dominated by a node m ∈ Ncf in
the control flow graph Gcf if every directed path from n to sink (excluding
n) contains m.

Definition 3.2 Given a control flow graph Gcf , a node m ∈ Ncf is control
dependent upon a node n ∈ Ncf via a control flow edge e ∈ Ecf if the
following two hold:
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Figure 3.6: Forward control dependence tree

• There exists a directed path P from n to m in Gcf , starting with e,
with all nodes in P (except m and n) post-dominated by m;

• m does not post-dominate n in Gcf .

In other words, there is some control edge from n that definitely causes m
to execute, and there is some path from n to sink that avoids executing m.

Definition 3.3 A control dependence graph (CDG) Gcd(Ncd, Ecd) correspond-
ing to a control flow graph Gcf (Ncf , Ecf ) is defined as: Ncd = Ncf and
Ecd = {((n, m), e) | m is control dependent upon n via edge e}. If we
ignore all the backward edges in the CDG we obtain a forward control de-
pendence tree (FCDT) [ALSU06].

Figure 3.6 shows the FCDT corresponding to the CFG in Figure 3.4a (note
that the pseudo-edge r → s was introduced in the CFG in order to get all
nodes to be directly, or indirectly, control dependent on r).

Algorithm 2 presents our method for computing the average gain. Let
us consider a node n ∈ N and a hardware module m ∈ H. Given that the
reconfiguration of module m starts at node n, our algorithm estimates the
average execution time gain over the software execution, that results from
executing m in hardware (after waiting for its reconfiguration to finish if
needed). The first steps are to construct the subgraph with all the nodes
between n and m and to build its FCDT (lines 2-3), according to Definition
3.3. Then we compute the execution time distribution of the subgraph
constructed earlier, representing the distance (in time) between n and m
(line 4). Next we compute the waiting time distribution (line 5) and the
gain distribution (line 6). Finally we compute the average gain with formula
(3.4) (lines 7-8). In the following section we will present our algorithm for
computing the execution time distribution (used at line 4).

3.2.3.3 Execution Time Distribution

Algorithm 3 details our method for computing the execution time distri-
bution between node n and module m. We remind the reader that all the

34
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Algorithm 2 Computing the average execution time gain
Input: G(N , E), FCDT
Output: Gnm = average gain if reconfiguration of m starts at n

1: procedure AvgExecTimeGain(n, m)
2: construct subgraph with nodes between n and m
3: build its FCDT
4: Xnm ← ExecTimeDist(n, m) ⊲ see Algorithm 3
5: Wnm ← max(0, rec(m) − Xnm)
6: Gnm ← max(0, sw(m) − (Wnm + hw(m)))
7: for all y ∈ {t | gnm(t) Ó= 0} do

8: Gnm ← Gnm + gnm(y) · y
9: end for

10: end procedure

computation is done considering the subgraph containing only the nodes
between n and m and its forward control dependence tree. Before apply-
ing the algorithm we transform all post-test loops into pre-test ones (this
transformation is done on the CFG representation, for analysis purposes
only). Note that in this section we assume that branches are independent.
In Section 3.3 we will present a method for dynamic FPGA configuration
prefetching that takes into consideration branch correlations.

Our approach is to compute the execution time distribution of node n and
all its children in the FCDT, using the recursive function ExecTimeDist.
If n has no children in the FCDT (i.e. no nodes control dependent on it),
then we simply return its own execution time (line 4). For the root node we
convolute3 its execution time with the execution time distribution of all its
children in the FCDT (line 6).

For a control node, the approach is to compute the execution time dis-
tribution for all its children in the FCDG that are control dependent on the
‘true’ branch, convolute this with the execution time of n and scale the distri-
bution with the probability of the ‘true’ branch, t (line 9). Similarly, we com-
pute the distribution for the ‘false’ branch as well (line 10) and then we su-
perpose the two distributions to get the final one (line 11). For example, for
the branch node c in Figure 3.4a, we have ext(2+3) = 30%, exf (2+8) = 70%
and, thus, the pmf for the execution time of the entire if-then-else structure
is x(5) = 30% and x(10) = 70%.

Finally, for a loop header, we first compute the distribution of all its
children in the FCDT (which represents the execution time of all the nodes
inside the loop body) and then we convolute this with the execution time
of the header (line 13). The result will be the execution time distribution
of one iteration through the loop (exli). Then we use the distribution of
loop iterations (available from profiling) to convolute exli with itself ((∗i)

3This is done because the probability distribution of a sum of two random variables
is obtained as the convolution of the individual probability distributions.
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Algorithm 3 Computing the execution time distribution
Input: G(N , E)
Output: x = execution time distribution between n and m

1: function ExecTimeDist(n, m)
2: exn ← Exec(n)
3: if n has 0 children in FCDT then

4: x(exn) ← 100%
5: else if n.type = root then

6: x ← exn ∗ FCDTChildrenDist(n, m, l)
7: else if n.type == control then ⊲ ‘if’ blocks
8: (t, f) ← GetLabels(n) ⊲ branch frequencies
9: ext ← t ×

(
exn ∗ FCDTChildrenDist(n, m, t)

)

10: exf ← f ×
(
exn ∗ FCDTChildrenDist(n, m, f)

)

11: x ← ext + exf

12: else if n.type == loop header then

13: exli ← exn ∗ FCDTChildrenDist(n, m, l)
14: Truncate(exli, rec(m))
15: for all i ∈ Iterations(n) do

16: exi ← iter_probn(i) ×
[
(∗i)exli

]

17: Truncate(exi, rec(m))
18: exlb ← exlb + exi ⊲ the loop body
19: if min{y | exi(y) Ó= 0} ≥ rec(m) then

20: break ⊲ no point to continue
21: end if

22: end for

23: x ← exn ∗ exlb ⊲ header executed last time
24: end if

25: Truncate(x, rec(m))
26: return x
27: end function

28: function FCDTChildrenDist(n, m, label)
29: for all c ∈ FCDTChildren(n, label) do

30: dist ← dist ∗ ExecTimeDist(n, m)
31: Truncate(dist, rec(m))
32: if min{y | dist(y) Ó= 0} ≥ rec(m) then

33: break ⊲ no point to continue
34: end if

35: end for

36: return dist
37: end function

38: function Truncate(dist, rec)
39: ymin ← min{y | dist(y) Ó= 0}

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
40: if ymin ≥ rec then

41: trunc(ymin) ← dist(ymin)
42: else

43: trunc(y) ←
{

dist(y) : y < rec
0 : y ≥ rec

44: end if

45: return trunc
46: end function

47: function Exec(m)
48: if m.type == hardware then

49: return hw(m) + αm · (sw(m) − hw(m))
50: else

51: return sw(m)
52: end if

53: end function

denotes the operation of convolution with itself i times). The result is scaled
(line 16) with the probability of i iterations to occur (iter_probn(i)) and
then superposed (line 18) with the distribution of the loop body computed
so far (exlb).

Let us illustrate the computation for the loop composed of nodes a − b
in our CFG example from Figure 3.4a using its corresponding FCDT from
Figure 3.6. Since in this particular case b is the only node inside the loop
body (note that a is the loop header), exli = exa ∗ exb gives the probability
mass function (pmf) exli(1 + 4) = 100%. Then we convolute exli with
itself two times, and we scale the result with the probability to iterate twice
through the loop, iter_proba(2) = 60%. Thus, we obtain ex2(10) = 60%.
Similarly, ex4(20) = 20% and ex5(25) = 20%. By superposing ex2, ex4 and
ex5 we get the pmf for the loop body, exlb, which we finally have to convolute
with exa to get the pmf of the entire loop: x(10 + 1) = 60%, x(20 + 1) =
20% and x(25 + 1) = 20%. This distribution can be further used in the
computation of GrM1

, for example.
The function FCDTChildrenDist (line 28) simply convolutes the dis-

tributions of all children of n in the FCDT that are control dependent on
the parameter edge label. In order to speed-up the computation, we ex-
ploit the following observation: when computing the pmf for the execution
time distributions, we discard any values that are greater than or equal to
the reconfiguration time, because those components of the distribution will
generate no waiting time (one example in lines 31-33).

Function Truncate works as follows: if the smallest execution time is
already greater than the reconfiguration overhead, we keep only this small-
est value in the distribution (line 41). This is done because the distribution
in question might be involved in convolutions or superpositions (in function
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ExecTimeDist), and keeping only this minimal value is enough for com-
puting the part of the execution time distribution of interest (that might
generate waiting time). Otherwise, we simply truncate the distribution at
rec (line 43).

One observation related to the computation of the execution time of a
node m ∈ N (function Exec in Algorithm 3, line 47) is that, if m is a
hardware candidate (m ∈ H) we need to approximate its execution time,
since the prefetches for it might be yet undecided and, thus, it is not known
if the module will be executed in software or on the FPGA. In order to
estimate the execution time, we make use of a coefficient αm ∈ [0, 1]. The
execution time for a hardware module m will be computed as (line 49):
exec(m) = hw(m) + αm · (sw(m) − hw(m)). Our experiments have proven
that good results are obtained by setting the value of αm, for each hardware
module, to the ratio between its own hardware area and the total area needed
for all modules in H: αm = area(m)∑

k∈H
area(k)

. The intuition behind using αm is

the following: the smaller the area of a module, the faster it is to reconfigure
it and the easier it is to accommodate it on the FPGA. As a result, we can
expect that module to be executed in hardware often. For modules with big
area, it will be harder to accommodate them on the FPGA. Thus, they will
be executed sometimes in software too.

3.2.4 Experimental Evaluation

3.2.4.1 Monte Carlo Simulator

Sampling

In order to evaluate the quality of our prefetch solutions we have used
an in-house developed Monte Carlo simulator that produces the execution
time distribution of an application considering the architectural assumptions
described in Section 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. Each simulation generates a trace
through the control flow graph, starting at the root node, and ending at the
sink node (and we record the length of these traces). Whenever a branch
node is encountered, we perform a Bernoulli draw (based on the probabilities
of the outgoing edges) to decide if the branch is taken or not. At loop header
nodes we perform random sampling from the discrete distribution of loop
iterations (iter_probn) to decide how many times to loop. Note that, as
mentioned earlier, we consider branches independent. In Section 3.3 we will
address the case when branches are correlated and will present a dynamic
FPGA configuration prefetching method that will take advantage of this.

Accuracy Analysis

We stop the Monte Carlo simulation once we reach a satisfactory ac-
curacy for the mean of the execution time distribution. We describe the
desired accuracy in the following way: “The mean of the output distribution
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should be accurate to within ±ǫ with confidence κ”. The accuracy can be
arbitrarily precise at the expense of longer simulation times. We will next
present an analysis based on confidence intervals [HWC14], to determine the
number of samples to run in order to achieve the required accuracy.

Let us assume that µ is the actual mean of the true output distribution
and µ̂ is the estimate mean computed by the Monte Carlo simulation. Since
each simulation result is an independent sample from the same distribu-
tion, using the Central Limit Theorem we have that the distribution of the
estimate of the true mean is (asymptotically) given by:

µ̂ = Normal

(
µ,

σ√
N

)

where σ is the true standard deviation of the output execution time distri-
bution and N represents the number of samples. The above equation can
be rewritten as follows:

µ = Normal

(
µ̂,

σ√
N

)

By considering the required accuracy for our mean estimate and per-
forming a transformation to the standard Normal distribution (i.e. with
mean 0 and standard deviation 1), we can obtain the following relationship
[HWC14]:

ǫ =
σ√
N

Φ−1

(
1 + κ

2

)

where the function Φ−1(•) is the inverse of the standard Normal cumulative
distribution function. By rearranging the terms and considering that we
want to achieve at least this accuracy we obtain the minimum value for the
number of samples N :

N >

(
σ · Φ−1

(
1+κ

2

)

ǫ

)2

Please note that we do not know the true standard deviation σ, but for
our purpose we can estimate it by taking the standard deviation of the first
few samples (e.g. the first 40).

3.2.4.2 Simulation Results

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm we first performed
experiments on synthetic examples. We generated two sets of control flow
graphs: Set1 contains 20 CFGs with ∼100 nodes on average (between 67
and 126) and Set2 contains 20 CFGs with ∼200 nodes on average (between
142 and 268).

The software execution time for each node was randomly generated in
the range of 10 to 100 time units. A fraction of all the nodes (between
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15% and 25%) were then chosen to become hardware candidates, and their
software execution time was generated β times larger than their hardware
execution time. The coefficient β was chosen from the uniform distribution
on the interval [3, 7], in order to model the variability of hardware speedups
over software. We also generated the size of the hardware modules, which
in turn determined their reconfiguration time.

The size of the PDR region available for placement of hardware modules
for each application was varied as follows: we summed up the areas of all
those hardware nodes for which our heuristic performed at least one prefetch:
max_hw =

∑
m∈H area(m). Then we generated problem instances by

considering the size of the available reconfigurable region corresponding to
different fractions of max_hw: 15%, 25%, 35%, 45%, and 55%. As a result,
we obtained a total of 2×20×5 = 200 experimental settings. All experiments
were run on a PC with CPU frequency 2.83 GHz, 8 GB of RAM, and running
Windows Vista.

For each experimental setting, we first generated a placement for all the
hardware modules, which determined the area conflict relationship between
them. Then, for each application we inserted the configuration prefetches
in the control flow graph. Finally, we have evaluated the result using the
simulator described in Section 3.2.4.1 that produces the average execution
time of the application considering the architectural assumptions described
in Section 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. We have determined the result with an accuracy
of ±1% with confidence 99%.

As a baseline we have considered the average execution time of the appli-
cation (denoted as baseline) in case all the hardware candidates are placed
on FPGA from the beginning and, thus, no prefetch is necessary. Please
note that this is an absolute lower bound on the execution time; this ideal
value might be unachievable even by the optimal static prefetch, because it
might happen that it is impossible to hide all the reconfiguration overhead
for a particular application.

First of all we were interested to see how our approach compares to the
current state-of-the-art [S+10]. Thus, we have simulated each application
using the prefetch queues generated by our approach and those generated
by [S+10]. Let us denote the average execution times obtained with exG for
our approach, and exP AP for [S+10]. Then we computed the performance
loss over the baseline for our approach, PLG = exG−baseline

baseline
; similarly we

calculate PLP AP . Figures 3.7a and 3.7c show the results obtained (averaged
over all CFGs in Set1 and in Set2). As can be seen, for all FPGA sizes, our
approach achieves better results compared to [S+10]: for Set1, the perfor-
mance loss over ideal is between 10% and 11.5% for our method, while for
[S+10] it is between 15.5% and 20% (Figure 3.7a). In other words, we are
between 27% and 42.6% closer to the ideal baseline than [S+10]. For Set2,
we also manage to get from 28% to 41% closer to the ideal baseline than
[S+10] (Figure 3.7c).

One other metric suited to evaluate prefetch policies is the total time
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(d) Set2

Figure 3.7: Comparison with state-of-the-art [S+10] for the synthetic bench-
marks

spent by the application waiting for FPGA reconfigurations to finish (in case
the reconfiguration overhead was not entirely hidden). One major difference
between the approach proposed in this report and that in [S+10] is that
we also execute candidates from H in software (if this is more profitable
than reconfiguring and executing on FPGA), while under the assumptions
in [S+10] all candidates from H are executed only on FPGA. Considering
this, for each execution in software of a candidate m ∈ H, we have no
waiting time, but we do not execute m on FPGA either. In these cases,
in order to make the comparison to [S+10] fair, we penalize our approach
with sw(m) − hw(m). Let us define the reconfiguration penalty (RP): for
[S+10] RPP AP is the sum of all waiting times incurred during simulation,
and for our approach RPG is the sum of all waiting times plus the sum
of penalties sw(m) − hw(m) whenever a module m ∈ H is executed in
software during simulation. Figures 3.7b and 3.7d show the reconfiguration
penalty reduction RPR = RPP AP −RPG

RPP AP
, averaged over all CFGs in Set1 and

in Set2. As we can see, by intelligently generating the prefetches we manage
to significantly reduce the penalty (with up to 40%, for both experimental
sets), compared to [S+10].

Concerning the running times of the heuristics, our approach took longer
time than [S+10] to generate the prefetches: from just 1.6× longer in the
best case, up to 12× longer in the worst case, incurring on average 4.5×
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more optimization time. For example, for the 15% FPGA fraction, for the
biggest CFG in Set2 (with 268 nodes), the running time of our approach
was 3832 seconds, compared to 813 seconds for [S+10]; for CFGs with a
smaller size and a less complex structure we generated a solution in as low
as 6 seconds (vs 2 seconds for [S+10]).

3.2.4.3 Case Study – GSM Encoder

We also tested our approach on a GSM encoder, which implements the Euro-
pean GSM 06.10 provisional standard for full-rate speech transcoding. This
application can be decomposed into 10 functions executed in a sequential
order: Init, GetAudioInput, Preprocess, LPC_Analysis, ShortTermAnaly-
sisFilter, LongTermPredictor, RPE_Encoding, Add, Encode, Output. The
execution times were derived using the MPARM cycle accurate simulator,
considering an ARM processor with an operational frequency of 60 MHz.
We have identified through profiling the most computation intensive parts
of the application, and then these parts were synthesized as hardware mod-
ules for an XC6VLX240T Virtex6 device, using the Xilinx ISE design suite.
The resulting overall CFG of the application contains 30 nodes. The re-
configuration times were estimated considering a 100 MHz configuration
clock frequency and the ICAP 32-bit width configuration interface (see our
reconfiguration controller described in Section 3.1.1.2).

The CFG for the GSM Encoder, as well as the profiling information, was
generated using the LLVM suite [LA04] as follows: l lvm-gcc was first used
to generate LLVM bytecode from the C files. The opt tool was then used
to instrument the bytecode with edge and basic block profiling instructions.
The bytecode was next run using l li, and then the execution profile was
generated using l lvm-prof. Finally, opt-analyze was used to print the CFGs
to .dot files. Profiling was run considering several audio files (.au) as input.

Figure 3.8a shows the detailed control flow graph (CFG) for our GSM
encoder case study. Nodes are labeled with their ID, their execution time
(for example, for node with id = 1, the execution time is 10 time units)
and their type: root, sink, control nodes, loop header nodes, basic nodes
and hardware candidates (denoted with HW and represented with shaded
boxes). We have used two scenarios: one considering 5 nodes as hardware
candidates (namely modules with IDs 6, 9, 12, 15 and 22), and another
scenario considering 9 nodes as hardware candidates (depicted in Figure
3.8a).

We have used the same methodology as for the synthetic examples and
compared the results using the same metrics defined above in Section 3.2.4.2,
i.e. performance loss over ideal and reconfiguration penalty reduction (pre-
sented in Figure 3.9). As can be seen, for the scenario with 5 candidate
modules, the performance loss over ideal is between 10.5% and 14.8% for
our approach, while for [S+10] it is between 25.5% and 32.9% (Figure 3.9a).
Thus, we were from 50% up to 65% closer to the ideal baseline than [S+10].
The reconfiguration penalty reduction obtained is as high as 58.9% (Figure
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(a) CFG for the GSM en-
coder

(b) CFG for the FP-5 benchmark

Figure 3.8: Control flow graphs for the case studies
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(a) 5 HW candidates
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(b) 5 HW candidates
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(c) 9 HW candidates
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(d) 9 HW candidates

Figure 3.9: Comparison with state-of-the-art [S+10] for the GSM encoder
case study

3.9b). For the setting with 9 hardware candidates, the performance loss
over ideal is between 50% and 56% for our approach, while for [S+10] it is
between 117% and 135% (Figure 3.9c). Thus we manage to get from 52%
up to 59% closer to the ideal baseline than [S+10]. This is also reflected
in the reconfiguration penalty reduction of up to 60% (Figure 3.9d). The
prefetches were generated in 27 seconds by our approach and in 11 seconds
by [S+10].

3.2.4.4 Case Study – Floating Point Benchmark

Our second case study was a SPECfp benchmark (FP-5 from [CBP04]),
characteristic for scientific and computation-intensive applications. Modern
FPGAs, coupled with floating-point tools and IP, provide performance levels
much higher than software-only solutions for such applications [Alt09]. In or-
der to obtain the inputs needed for our experiments, we used the framework
and traces provided for the first Championship Branch Prediction competi-
tion [CBP04]. The given instruction trace consists of 30 million instructions,
obtained by profiling the program with representative inputs.

We have used the framework provided in [CBP04] to reconstruct the
control flow graph (CFG) of the FP-5 application based on the given trace.
We have obtained a CFG with 65 nodes, after inlining the functions and
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(b) 9 HW candidates
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(c) 25 HW candidates
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(d) 25 HW candidates

Figure 3.10: Comparison with state-of-the-art [S+10] for the floating point
benchmark case study

pruning all control flow edges with a probability lower than 10−5. Then we
used the traces to identify the parts of the CFG that have a high execution
time (mainly loops).

Figure 3.8b shows the detailed control flow graph (CFG) for our sec-
ond case study: the floating point benchmark from SPECfp. Nodes are
represented as discussed in Section 3.2.4.3. The software execution times
for the basic blocks were obtained by considering the following cycles per
instruction (CPI) values for each instruction: for calls, returns and floating
point instructions CPI = 3, for load, store and branch instructions CPI =
2, and for other instructions CPI = 1. Similar to the previous experimental
sections, we considered the hardware execution time β times smaller than
the software one, where β was chosen from the uniform distribution on the
interval [3, 7].

We have used two scenarios: one considering as hardware candidates the
top 9 nodes with the highest software execution times (namely modules with
IDs 5, 11, 17, 21, 22, 32, 42, 45 and 56), and another scenario considering
the top 25 nodes (depicted in Figure 3.8b). Following the same methodology
as described in Section 3.2.4.2, we compared our approach with [S+10]. The
results are presented in Figure 3.10. For example, for the scenario with 9
candidate modules, the performance loss over ideal is between 77% and 90%
for our approach, while for [S+10] it is between 107% and 118% (Figure
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3.10a). Thus, we are from 20% up to 28% closer to the ideal baseline than
[S+10]. The reconfiguration penalty reduction is as high as 28% (Figure
3.10b). For the setting with 25 hardware candidates the reconfiguration
penalty reduction increases, up to 31.1% (Figure 3.10d). As we can see, for
both case studies our approach produces significant improvements compared
to the state-of-the-art. The prefetches for FP-5 were generated in 53 seconds
by our approach and in 32 seconds by [S+10].

3.3 Dynamic FPGA Configuration Prefetch-
ing

As we have shown above, static configuration prefetching algorithms can
significantly improve the performance of an application. Unfortunately, they
suffer from one important limitation: in case of non-stationary behavior they
are unable to adapt since the prefetch schedule is fixed based on average
profiling information. In such cases a dynamic configuration prefetching
technique is desirable, as the one that we will present in this chapter.

We assume that the application exhibits a non-stationary branch be-
havior. More exactly, we consider that the application passes through an
unpredictable number of stationary phases [SSC03]. Branch probabilities
and correlations are stable in one phase and then change to another stable
phase, in a manner unpredictable at design-time. This model can be applied
to a large class of applications [SBSH12].

3.3.1 Problem Formulation

Given an application (as described in Section 3.1.3) intended to run on
the reconfigurable architecture described in Section 3.1.1, our goal is to
determine dynamically, at run-time, at each node m ∈ H, the prefetches
to be issued such that the expected execution time of the application is
minimized.

3.3.2 Motivational Example

Figure 3.11 illustrates two of the stationary phases, each one with a different
branch behavior, among those exhibited by an application. Hardware can-
didates are represented with squares (i.e. H = {M0, M1, M2, M3, M4}),
and software-only nodes with circles (i.e. {B0, B1, B2, B3, n0, n1, n2, n3,
n4, n5, n6}). For each phase, the edge probabilities of interest are illus-
trated on the graph, and they remain unchanged for that phase. We repre-
sent branch correlations with different line patterns: in phase 1, conditional
branch B0 is positively correlated with B2 and B1 is positively correlated
with B3; in phase 2, B0 and B2, as well as B1 and B3, become negatively
correlated and the probabilities of B0 and B2 also change, from 50%-50%
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(b) Phase 2

Figure 3.11: Motivational example for dynamic FPGA configuration
prefetching

initially, to 34%-66%. For the simplicity of illustration we assume that the
correlation in this example is perfect. However, our prediction algorithm will
capture the tendency of branches to be correlated even if it is not perfect
correlation. The software and hardware execution times for the candidates,
as well as their reconfiguration times are given in Table 3.2.

Let us assume that the PDR region of the FPGA is big enough to host
only one module at a time, i.e. we have only one reconfigurable slot available.
Hardware modules M0, M1, M2, M3 and M4 cannot coexist since they are all
mapped to this unique slot, thus having a so-called placement conflict. Let us
consider a prediction point in the application, module M1, currently placed
on the FPGA and executing. After its execution we want to issue a prefetch
for a new module, M2, M3 or M4, in order to improve the performance of the
application. Note that, by issuing a prefetch after M1 the reconfiguration
overhead will be hidden (at least partly). In the case of M2 or M3, the
overhead is overlapped with the computation of nodes n4, B2 and B3, while
in the case of M4, its reconfiguration is overlapped with n4 and B2.

Let us see how a static prefetch approach works, like the one we pre-
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Table 3.2: Hardware candidates’ characteristics

Mi sw hw rec

M0 40 11 90
M1 70 3 80
M2 90 5 110
M3 80 4 100
M4 50 10 160

sented in Section 3.2 or the one from [S+10]. Since it considers profiling
information, regardless of the application’s phase, it will issue the prefetch
based on the average branch probabilities. In our example, considering the
reconfiguration overheads and the execution times of the modules, [S+10]
would always prefetch M4 because it has the highest average probability to
be reached from M1, i.e. 50%+34%

2 = 42%; our own method from Section 3.2
would always prefetch M2 because it generates the biggest expected perfor-
mance improvement of 50%·45%+66%·55%

2 ·(sw(M2)−hw(M2)) = 29.4% ·85 =
24.99 time units. The static approaches are performing poorly, because in
more than 50% of the cases (when module M4 is not reached for [S+10], or
M2 is not reached for our own static prefetching technique), the prefetches
are wasted and the other modules (depending on the path followed) will be
executed in software.

Let us now see how the dynamic technique proposed in [LH02] works:
using a Markov model, the approach estimates the probability to reach the
next module from M1, and based on this it issues the prefetches. Assuming
that a phase is long enough for the model to learn the branch probabili-
ties, the priorities associated with modules M2, M3 and M4 are equal to
their probabilities to be reached, i.e 22.5%, 27.5% and 50% in phase 1, and
36.3%, 29.7% and 34% in phase 2 respectively. Based on this technique,
the generated prefetches at M1 will be: M4 in phase 1 and M2 in phase 2.
Although this is a dynamic approach, many prefetch opportunities are still
wasted (e.g. when M4 is not reached in phase 1, in 100% − 50% = 50% of
the cases or, similarly, when M2 is not reached in phase 2).

The dynamic technique presented in [HV09], based on an aggregate gain
table, will prefetch M3 in phase 1, and M2 in phase 2, because they have
the highest normalized long run aggregate gains in each phase, i.e. 50% ·
55% · (sw(M3) − hw(M3)) = 27.5% · 76 = 20.9 time units for M3 and
66% · 55% · (sw(M2) − hw(M2)) = 36.3% · 85 = 30.85 time units for M2

respectively (note that the other modules have smaller normalized long run
aggregate gains).

If we could also exploit the branch correlation information, then we could
issue prefetches better than both the static and the dynamic approaches
discussed above. In phase 1, we should prefetch M4 whenever path B0 − n1
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is followed (because of the positive correlation of B0 with B2), M2 whenever
path B0 − n0 : B1 − n2 is followed and M3 whenever path B0 − n0 : B1 − n3

is followed (for similar considerations). Similar reasoning can be used for
phase 2.

The big limitation of static prefetching is its lack of robustness and
flexibility: the prefetches are fixed based on average profiling information
and they cannot adapt to the run-time conditions. For our example, the
static approaches always prefetch M4, which is a very restrictive decision.
Although the dynamic approaches provide extra flexibility, they still miss
prefetch opportunities. One limitation exhibited by [LH02] and [HV09] is
that the approaches rely only on the hardware modules’ history and do not
exploit the path information (like branch outcomes together with their cor-
relations). As a result, for [LH02] and [HV09], the prefetch opportunities
are wasted in more than 50% of the cases. We will present an approach that
tries to overcome the mentioned limitations.

3.3.3 Dynamic Prefetching

We next describe a piecewise linear prediction algorithm used for FPGA
configuration prefetching and its hardware organization. The main idea is
to assign priorities to all the hardware candidates and then issue prefetches
based on them, at certain points in the application (a natural choice for the
prefetch points is after the execution of a candidate m ∈ H).

3.3.3.1 The Piecewise Linear Predictor

The concept of piecewise linear prediction was successfully applied in the
context of branch prediction [Jim05] and it is based on the idea to use the
history of a branch in order to predict its outcome (taken or not taken).
We extend the concept for the case of FPGA configuration prefetching. We
associate one piecewise linear predictor with each hardware candidate and
try to capture the correlation between a certain branch history leading to a
certain prediction point, and a candidate being reached in the future. The
branch history for a prefetch point m ∈ H is represented by the dynamic se-
quence of conditional branches (program path) leading to m. The predictor
keeps track of the positive or negative correlation of the outcome of every
branch in the history with the predicted hardware candidate being reached
or not.

The output of a predictor (associated with a hardware candidate) is
a single number, obtained by aggregating the correlations of all branches
in the current history, using a linear function (Predict in Algorithm 4).
This function induces a hyperplane in the space of all outcomes for the
current branch history, used to estimate what is the likelihood to reach the
hardware candidate in discussion. We interpret the output y of the predictor
as the probability to reach the candidate, since the distance of y from the
hyperplane (on the positive side) is proportional to the degree of certainty
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Figure 3.12: The 3D weight array (Ω) of the predictor

that the candidate will be reached. Considering that there are many paths
leading to a prediction point m ∈ H, there are also many linear functions
used for prediction. Together, they form a piecewise linear surface that
separates the paths for which the hardware candidate will be reached in the
future, from those paths for which it will not be reached.

Data Structures

The predictor uses the following data structures:

• A – the branch address history register. At run-time, when a condi-
tional branch is executed, its address is shifted into the first position
of this register.

• H – the branch outcome history register, containing the taken or
not taken outcomes for branches. As for the address register, the
outcomes are shifted into the first position. Together, A and H char-
acterize the path history.

• h – the length4 of both the history registers A and H.

• HW – the hardware history register, containing the last q hardware
candidates reached.

• q – the length4 of the hardware history register HW .

• Ω – a 3D array of weights (shown in Figure 3.12 for the example from
Figure 3.11, with five hardware candidates, M0 to M4). The indexes
are: the ID of a hardware candidate, the ID of a branch and its position
(index) in the path history. We can view Ω as a collection of matrices,
one for each hardware candidate. The entries in Ω keep track of the

4The values of h and q reflect the trade-off between the space budget available for the
predictor and its accuracy. We obtained good experimental results for relatively small
values: h ∈ [4, 16] and q ∈ [2, 8].
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Algorithm 4 Prediction function
Input: H, history registers H and A
Output: L̃mk = probability to reach k from m

1: procedure Likelihoods(m)
2: for all k ∈ H\{m} do

3: λmk ← Predict(k, H, A)
4: end for

5: λmin ← min
k

λmk

6: λmax ← max
k

λmk

7: for all k ∈ H\{m} do

8: L̃mk ← λmk − λmin

λmax − λmin
9: end for

10: end procedure

11: function Predict(k, H[1..h], A[1..h])
12: output ← 0
13: for all i = 1..h do

14: if H[i] == taken then

15: output ← output + Ω[k, A[i], i]
16: else

17: output ← output − Ω[k, A[i], i]
18: end if

19: end for

20: return output
21: end function

correlations between branches and hardware candidates. For exam-
ple, Ω[Mi, Bj , p], denoted ωi

jp, represents the weight of the correlation
between branch Bj occurring at index p in the history A and module
Mi being reached. Please note that addition and subtraction on the
weights ωi

jp saturate5 at ±t. The more positive the weight ωi
jp is, the

stronger the positive correlation (i.e., if Bj , present at index p in A
is taken, then it is likely to reach Mi later), the more negative the
weight is, the stronger the negative correlation, and for ωi

jp close to
zero, there is no or only weak correlation.

Prediction Function

Algorithm 4 details our approach for computing the likelihoods to reach
the hardware candidates from a prediction point m ∈ H. We use the function
Predict to compute the output that reflects the correlation between the

5The threshold t is chosen based on the application characteristics: in case the phases
are short and switch often, then a smaller value of t is preferred (e.g. t ∈ [8, 16]), for
quick adaptation. Otherwise, larger values can be used (e.g. t ∈ [32, 128]).
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branch history leading to module m and candidate k being reached in the
future. For all the entries in the current history (line 13), if the branch on
position i was taken then we add to the output the weight Ω[k, A[i], i] (line
15); otherwise we subtract it (line 17). Once the outputs were calculated
for all candidates (lines 2-4), we normalize the results (line 8). The result
L̃mk ∈ [0, 1] represents the estimated likelihood to reach hardware candidate
k from prefetch point m, and will be used in computing the prefetch priority
function (see Section 3.3.3.3). Consider the example in Figure 3.11, with
A = [B0 B1] and H = [taken taken] at prediction point M1. Then, in
phase 1, the estimated probability to reach M2 is L̃M1M2

= 100% and the
probabilities to reach M3 or M4 are L̃M1M3

= L̃M1M4
= 0. This is because

the predictor weights are ω2
00 = ω2

11 = +t and ω3
00 = ω3

11 = ω4
00 = ω4

11 = −t
(where t is the saturation threshold).

Lazy Update Function

After making a prediction, we need to train the predictor based on the
real outcome (i.e. which modules were actually reached). Since this infor-
mation becomes available only later, we opted for a lazy update: we save the
context (history registers A and H) based on which the current prediction
is made, and we update the predictor as late as possible, i.e. only when the
same prediction point is reached again, and before making a new prediction.
The next q candidates that will be reached after the prediction point are
accumulated in the hardware history register HW .

Algorithm 5 presents our lazy update. It takes as parameters the module
m where the update is done, the saved branch outcome register (Hm

S ), the
saved branch address register (Am

S ) and the saved hardware history register
(HW m

R ), containing the first q hardware modules executed after the predic-
tion point m. The path information was saved when the last prediction was
made at m, and the register HW was saved when the qth module after m
was reached and m was evicted from the HW register. For all history posi-
tions (line 2), for all the q modules reached after m (line 3), we update the
corresponding weights in Ω (saturating at ±t), depending on the outcome
of the branch on position i: if the branch was taken, then we increment the
corresponding weight (line 5); otherwise we decrement it (line 7). For all the
modules not reached after m we do the opposite: decrement the weights in
Ω for taken branches, and increment them for not taken ones (lines 10-16).

Next, we save the current path that has led to m (lines 18-19). Then we
pop the qth hardware module (top) from the history register HW (line 20)
and we push the current module m on the first position of HW , but only
if m is not already there (line 21). If m is executed in a loop, we want to
avoid having repetitions in the HW history register; instead of pushing m,
we only update its timestamp, used for computing the potential execution
time gain (see Section 3.3.3.2). Finally we save the hardware history register
containing the q modules executed after top (line 24).
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Algorithm 5 Lazy update function
Input: H, history registers Hm

S [1..h], Am
S [1..h] and HW m

R [1..q]
Output: Ω is updated

1: procedure Update(m, Hm
S [1..h], Am

S [1..h], HW m
R [1..q])

2: for all i = 1..h do

3: for all j = 1..q do

4: if Hm
S [i] == taken then

5: Ω[HW m
R [j], Am

S [i], i] ← max
(
t, Ω[HW m

R [j], Am
S [i], i] + 1

)

6: else

7: Ω[HW m
R [j], Am

S [i], i] ← min
(
−t, Ω[HW m

R [j], Am
S [i], i] − 1

)

8: end if

9: end for

10: for all k ∈ H\HW m
R do

11: if Hm
S [i] == taken then

12: Ω[k, Am
S [i], i] ← min

(
−t, Ω[k, Am

S [i], i] − 1
)

13: else

14: Ω[k, Am
S [i], i] ← max

(
t, Ω[k, Am

S [i], i] + 1
)

15: end if

16: end for

17: end for

18: Hm
S ← H

19: Am
S ← A

20: top ← HW [q]
21: if m Ó= HW [1] then

22: push m in history register HW
23: end if

24: HW top
R ← HW

25: end procedure

3.3.3.2 Expected Execution Time Gain

Let us consider a prediction point at the completion of m ∈ H (e.g. M1

in Figure 3.11) and one hardware candidate k ∈ H (e.g. M2 in Figure
3.11), reachable from m. Given that the reconfiguration of k starts imme-
diately after m finishes executing, we define the execution time gain γmk as
the time that is saved by executing k in hardware (including any stalling
cycles when the application is waiting for the reconfiguration of k to be
completed), compared to the software execution of k, given that module k
will be reached in the current application run. Let χmk represent how much
time it takes to reach k from the moment m finishes executing. The waiting
time, corresponding to a particular run of the application is given by:

̟mk = max(0, rec(k) − χmk) (3.5)

This time cannot be negative (if a module is present on FPGA when it is
reached, it does not matter how long ago its reconfiguration finished). The
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execution time gain over the software execution is:

γmk = max(0, sw(k) − (̟mk + hw(k))) (3.6)

If the software execution time of a candidate is shorter than waiting for its
reconfiguration to finish plus executing it in hardware, then the module is
executed in software, and the gain is zero.

In order to estimate χmk on-line, we use timestamps. At run-time, when-
ever a candidate k finishes executing, we save the value of the system clock
and, at the same time, we compute χmk for all modules m present in the
current history HW (relative to the timestamps when they finished execut-
ing).

As an example, assume the reconfiguration and hardware/software ex-
ecution times for candidates given in Table 3.2. Let us consider that,
for a particular application run, nodes n4, B2 and B3 from Figure 3.11,
have execution times of 100, 2 and 2 time units, respectively. Consider-
ing the prediction point M1, the time to reach the candidates from M1

are χM1M2
= χM1M3

= 100 + 2 + 2 = 104 time units and χM1M4
=

100 + 2 = 102 time units. Note that these values are actually estimated
on-line during each application run, using timestamps (and not computed
as in this illustrative example). The waiting times experienced by each
candidate if we start its reconfiguration after M1 finishes executing are:
̟M1M2

= max(0, 110 − 104) = 6, ̟M1M3
= max(0, 100 − 104) = 0 and

̟M1M4
= max(0, 160 − 102) = 58. Thus, we can compute the potential

gains γM1M2
= max(0, 90− (6+5)) = 79, γM1M3

= max(0, 80− (0+4)) = 76
and γM1M4

= max(0, 50 − (58 + 10)) = 0.
In the case of M2, the reconfiguration is not completely overlapped with

the execution of n4, B2 and B3, but it is worth waiting for 6 time units and
then execute the module in hardware for another 5, instead of executing
the module in software for 90 time units. In the case of M3, the entire
reconfiguration overhead is overlapped with the execution of n4, B2 and
B3, so when we reach the module it is already on the FPGA, prepared for
execution. Finally, in the case of M4, the waiting time is too large (which
means that not enough of its reconfiguration overhead can be hidden), and
it is actually better to execute the candidate in software. In other words, it
is too late to start reconfiguring M4 after module M1 finishes executing.

In order to give higher precedence to candidates placed in loops, we
adjust the value of ̟mk as follows: First, for every hardware candidate
k ∈ H we record its frequency (number of times it is executed inside a
loop), ϕk, during each run of the application. In the simple example from
Figure 3.11, since there are no loops, ϕi = 1, ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., 4}. Then we
compute an estimate F̃k for the average frequency over the past runs, using
an exponential smoothing formula in order to emphasize the recent history:

F̃ t
k = α · ϕt

k + (1 − α) · F̃ t−1
k (3.7)
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In equation 3.7, F̃ t
k represents the estimate at time t of the expected fre-

quency for module k, F̃ t−1
k represents the previous estimate, ϕt

k represents
k’s frequency in the current application run and α is the smoothing param-
eter. Given F̃k, we adjust the waiting time ˜̟ mk = ̟mk

F̃k

, and consequently

the adjusted gain is:

γ̃mk = max(0, sw(k) − ( ˜̟ mk + hw(k))) (3.8)

This adjustment is done because, for modules in loops, even if the recon-
figuration is not finished in the first few loop iterations and we execute the
module in software first, we will gain from executing the module in hardware
in future loop iterations. Note that for the simple illustrative example from
Figure 3.11, since ϕi = 1, ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., 4}, we have γ̃mk = γmk, ∀m, k ∈ H.

We are interested to estimate the potential performance gain γ̃mk over
several application runs. We denote this estimate G̃mk, and we use an
exponential smoothing formula (similar to equation 3.7) to compute it, em-
phasizing recent history:

G̃t
mk = α · γ̃t

mk + (1 − α) · G̃t−1
mk (3.9)

In equation 3.9, G̃t
mk represents the estimate at time t of the potential gain

obtained if we start reconfiguring module k immediately after m finishes ex-
ecuting, G̃t−1

mk represents the previous estimate, γ̃t
mk represents the adjusted

gain computed considering the current application run and α is the smooth-
ing parameter. The speed at which older observations are dampened is a
function of α, which can be adjusted to reflect the application characteris-
tics: if the stationary phases are short, then α should be larger (for quick
dampening and fast adaptation); if the phases are long, then α should be
smaller.

3.3.3.3 Prefetch Priority Function

At each node m ∈ H we assign priorities to all the hardware candidates
in Km = {k ∈ H|L̃mk > 0}, thus deciding a prefetch order for all the
candidates reachable from m with nonzero likelihood (the computation of
L̃mk is described in Algorithm 4). Our priority function estimates the overall
impact on the average execution time that results from different prefetches
being issued after module m finishes executing. Three factors are considered:

1. The estimated likelihood L̃mk to reach a candidate k ∈ Km from m,
obtained from the piecewise linear prediction algorithm (see Section
3.3.3.1);

2. The estimated performance gain G̃mk resulting if k is prefetched at m
(see Section 3.3.3.2);
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3. The estimated frequencies for candidates, F̃k (see equation 3.7), used
to give higher precedence to modules executed many times inside a
loop:

Γmk = L̃mk(1 + log2 F̃k)G̃mk +

+
∑

h∈Km\{k}

L̃mh(1 + log2 F̃h)G̃kh
(3.10)

The first term in equation 3.10 represents the contribution (in terms of ex-
ecution time gain) of module k: the larger the probability to reach it from
m (L̃mk), the higher its estimated frequency (F̃k) and the bigger the perfor-
mance gain (G̃mk) it generates if its reconfiguration is started immediately
after m finishes executing, the better. Note that the potential execution
time gain of module k (G̃mk) is weighted with the estimated probability to
reach it (L̃mk) in the current application run. The second term captures
the impact that k’s reconfiguration will produce on other modules compet-
ing with it for the reconfiguration controller. For all these other reachable
modules (h ∈ Km\{k}), we look at the gain (G̃kh) obtained if we will re-
configure them only after k has finished executing. If for example, k and
h are mutually exclusive, then G̃kh = 0. Otherwise, if G̃kh Ó= 0, it means
that we can afford to start the reconfiguration of h after k and, thus, by
reconfiguring k first we still have potential gain generated by h.

Let us compare Γmk from equation 3.10 (used for dynamic configura-
tion prefetching) with Cnm from equation 3.1 (used for static configuration
prefetching). L̃mk is the analogue of PAP (n, m) and reflects the probabil-
ity to reach the hardware module in discussion from the current prediction
point. G̃mk is the analogue of Gnm and represents the execution time gain
generated by the hardware module in discussion if we prefetch it at the
current prediction point. Note that the frequency with which module k is
executed, F̃k, is taken into consideration in the case of dynamic configu-
ration prefetching, as a way to improve over the priority function used for
static configuration prefetching. Another difference between the two prior-
ity functions is that, in the case of dynamic prefetching (equation 3.10), it
does not make sense to discriminate the modules that are mutually exclusive
with the one in discussion. This is because in the dynamic prefetching case
we only issue prefetches after hardware candidates, not after every node in
the control flow graph (as in the static prefetching case). To summarize, the
first term in equation 3.10 is analogue to the first term in equation 3.1, and
the second term in 3.10 is analogue to the second and third terms in 3.1.

Let us consider the example from Figure 3.11, and the prediction point
immediately after M0 finishes executing. In this case, we have 4 reachable
candidates, M1 to M4, and we want to start the reconfiguration of one of
them. Assume the reconfiguration and execution times for candidates given
in Table 3.2; nodes B1, n2 and n3 have execution times of 2, 100 and 100
time units, respectively. For these values, the time to reach M1 from M0 is
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χM0M1
= 2+100 = 102 time units, the waiting time experienced by M1 if we

start its reconfiguration immediately after M0 finishes executing is ̟M0M1
=

max(0, 80 − 102) = 0 and the gain γM0M1
= max(0, 70 − (0 + 3)) = 67 time

units. The potential gains for M2, M3 and M4, as computed in Section
3.3.3.2, are γM1M2

= 79, γM1M3
= 76 and γM1M4

= 0 (similarly, we can
compute all the other needed gains, γM0M2

= 85, γM0M3
= 76, γM0M4

= 40
and γM2M1

= γM2M3
= γM2M4

= γM3M1
= γM3M2

= γM3M4
= γM4M1

=
γM4M2

= γM4M3
= 0).

Let us now consider phase 1 from Figure 3.11a, and assume that B0

was taken, i.e. n0 was executed. Under these assumptions, we have the
following probabilities to reach the four hardware candidates: L̃M0M1

=

100%, L̃M0M2
= 45%, L̃M0M3

= 55% and L̃M0M4
= 0. The priority functions

for the four candidates will be: ΓM0M1
= 100% · 1 · 67 + 45% · 1 · 79 + 55% · 1 ·

76+0 ·1 ·0 = 144.35, ΓM0M2
= 45% ·1 ·85+100% ·1 ·0+55% ·1 ·0+0 ·1 ·0 =

38.25, ΓM0M3
= 55% · 1 · 76 + 100% · 1 · 0 + 45% · 1 · 0 + 0 · 1 · 0 = 41.8 and

ΓM0M4
= 0 · 1 · 40 + 100% · 1 · 0 + 45% · 1 · 0 + 55% · 1 · 0 = 0 time units.

Thus, we can see that the highest execution time gain is obtained if we start
reconfiguring M1 after M0, because once M1 will finish executing, we can
replace it with one of the other candidates, and we gain by executing both
M1 and the other module in hardware. In contrast, reconfiguring M2 or
M3 after M0 will make sure that their gain is obtained, but it will prevent
obtaining any gain from the execution of M1, which will be in software.

3.3.3.4 Run-Time Strategy

Algorithm 6 presents our overall run-time strategy for configuration prefetch-
ing. Once a module m ∈ H is reached, we increment its frequency counter
(line 2) that will be used later to update the frequency estimates with equa-
tion 3.7. Next we perform the update of the piecewise linear predictor (line
3). We use the path history (registers Hm

S and Am
S ) saved when the last

prediction was made at m, and the q candidates reached after m, saved in
HW m

R . After the update, we save the current path history (to be used at
the next update), as described in Algorithm 5. Next we compute the likeli-
hoods to reach other candidates from m (line 4), as illustrated in Algorithm
4. Then, for all candidates reachable with nonzero likelihood (line 5), we
compute the priority Γmk (line 6) with equation 3.10. Once all Γmk have
been computed, we find the candidate from Km = {k ∈ H|L̃mk > 0} with
the highest priority (line 7), giving precedence to modules placed in loops
in case of equality. If the top candidate found is already fully configured
on the FPGA, it will be reused and there is no need to reconfigure it. In
this case, we find the candidate with the next highest priority that does not
have a placement conflict (i.e. it is not mapped to the same reconfigurable
slot) with the higher priority module (because we do not want to replace it
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Algorithm 6 Overall run-time strategy for prefetching
1:{candidate m is reached
2: increment frequency counter ϕm

3: Update(m, Hm
S , Am

S , HW m
R ) ⊲ Update

the predictor using the path history saved when the last prediction was
made, and then save the current path history

4: Likelihoods(m) ⊲ Compute L̃mk

5: Km ← {k ∈ H|L̃mk > 0} ⊲ Compute the set of candidates reachable
from m with nonzero likelihood

6: compute priority function Γmk, ∀k ∈ Km, based on the current estimates
for likelihoods (L̃mk), frequencies (F̃k) and performance gains (G̃mk),
using equation 3.10

7: pick the module with the highest priority Γmk that is not yet placed on
the FPGA

8: stop (pause) any ongoing reconfiguration
9: start reconfiguring top candidate }

The part above executes in parallel with the one below

10: if{ m fully loaded on FPGA then

11: execute m on FPGA
12: else if remaining reconfiguration+hw(m) < sw(m) then

13: continue reconfiguration and execute m on FPGA
14: else

15: execute m in SW
16: end if

17: save timestamp of m
⊲ Compute estimated gains based on m’s finishing time

18: for all k ∈ HW do ⊲ Candidates reached before m
19: compute performance gain G̃km with equation 3.9, using the times-

tamps of k and m to get χkm, ˜̟ km and γ̃km }
20: end for

on the FPGA). Finally, we pause6 any ongoing reconfiguration (line 8) and
we start prefetching the top candidate (line 9) identified (line 7).

The execution of the predictor update and the mechanism of generating
the prefetches (described above) take place in parallel with the execution of
m. This observation, coupled with the facts that our algorithm has a worst-
case complexity of O(|H| log |H|) and that part of it runs as a dedicated
hardware module (see Section 3.3.4), makes the on-line approach feasible.
The execution of m is done in hardware or in software, depending on the run-
time conditions: if m is already loaded then it can be executed on the FPGA
(lines 10-11); if reconfiguring m and then executing it on the FPGA results

6Note that, if not overwritten, these modules might have their reconfiguration resumed
later.
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Figure 3.13: The internal architecture of the predictor

in a shorter delay than its software execution, then it is worth to wait for the
reconfiguration to finish and then execute the module on the FPGA (lines
12-13); if none of the above holds, then the candidate is executed in software
(lines 14-15). Once the execution of m finishes, we save its timestamp and
then we compute the estimated performance gains G̃km for all the modules
currently recorded in the hardware history register HW (lines 17-19). After
this, the execution of the application continues as normal.

3.3.4 Hardware Organization of the Predictor

This section will discuss the hardware organization of a HW/SW prototype
implementation of the predictor described above, on a Xilinx ML605 board.
Note that the part specific to the Xilinx architecture is minimal, referring
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Figure 3.14: The hardware organization of the predictor

only to the communication between the embedded CPU and the predictor.
Everything else concerning the hardware organization is independent from
any FPGA vendor. The SW part is implemented as an API for the MicroB-
laze embedded CPU (see Section 3.1.2.3), while the HW part is implemented
as a slave module connected to the AXI4-Lite bus (see the Predictor block
in Figure 3.1). Figure 3.14 details the organization of our prototype7, con-
sidering an example from Figure 3.11 with five hardware candidates (M0

to M4), a branch history length of 2 (i.e. h = 2), and a hardware history
length of 2 (i.e. q = 2).

A set of SW mapped registers (SW0 to SW7) are used to transfer data
necessary for prediction, between the MicroBlaze and the predictor mod-
ule. Each time an instrumented conditional branch is encountered in the
program, the branch ID and its outcome (taken/not taken) are sent to the
predictor via the software accessible register SW0. By asserting the branch
bit in the control register (SW7), the branch ID and its outcome are pushed
into the FIFO history registers A and H (see Section 3.3.3.1). Similarly,
the ID of every HW candidate reached by the application is pushed into
the HW history register, via SW6, on assertion of the candidate bit. The
register P has one bit for every HW candidate: this bit is asserted for all the
modules currently present in the HW history register, and is used during

7Some of the trivial details have been omitted for clarity of the illustration.
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the update of the predictor. Instead of explicitly saving all the IDs of the
hardware modules reached after a prediction point, we save the register P .
The Control Logic block takes care of generating the internal control signals.

The architecture presented here implements the functions Predict (from
Algorithm 4) and Update (from Algorithm 5). For clarity, we will describe
them separately, although they work with the same data structures (same
colors/shades are used in Figures 3.14, 3.13a and 3.13b to illustrate the
relations between the three schematics). Figure 3.13a presents the internal
organization of the prediction function (exemplified for candidate M0). Note
that the address history register A currently contains the IDs of 2 branches,
Bx and By. Each one of these is used to index into a table containing the
weights (Ω), which are added or subtracted (depending on the content of
the branch outcome history register H) to compute the prediction output
for M0. Similarly, all the outputs are computed for all the hardware candi-
dates, using the corresponding weights from Ω. The results are written to
the software accessible registers (SW1 to SW5), from where the MicroBlaze
can read them.

Figure 3.13b illustrates the update functionality. Before proceeding, let
us mention that, each time an update is made (after reaching a hardware
candidate m), the registers A, H and P are saved in Am

S , Hm
S and P [HW top

R ]
(where top is the module at the top of the HW history register). These
saved values are used when we perform the lazy update (see Algorithm 5).
Returning to Figure 3.13b, note that the weights in Ω are incremented for
taken branches, and decremented for not taken ones, if the corresponding
module was reached (as indicated by P [HW m

R ]), and vice versa for not
reached modules (note that we encode taken/not taken branches, as well as
reached/not reached modules with ±1). As mentioned above, the control
signals are generated by the Control Logic block in Figure 3.14, and, for
clarity, are not depicted.

Given the hardware implementation of the predictor, all the updates to
Ω, as well as the prediction, can be made in parallel, thus reducing the time
overhead incurred, especially for big designs. This comes at the cost of a
small area overhead (see Table 3.1), which is justifiable given the perfor-
mance improvement obtained in return.

3.3.5 Experimental Evaluation

3.3.5.1 Proof of Concept

We have implemented the entire framework described in Section 3.1.1 on a
Xilinx ML605 board, featuring an XC6VLX240T Virtex6 FPGA8. In order
to demonstrate the efficiency and practicality of the piecewise linear predic-
tor we used a case study application: the SUSAN image processing [SB97].
This algorithm was developed for recognizing corners and edges in MRIs of

8Note, however, that the framework could be instantiated on any other FPGA archi-
tecture that supports PDR (e.g. [Alt12])
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the brain, but it is typical of any application which would be employed in
vision based systems that benefit corner and edge detection. Such examples
include machine vision (industrial robot guidance, automatic inspection),
autonomous cars (lane keeping, collision avoidance), face recognition, image
search, etc. Most of these applications require high performance, and we will
show that our framework can deliver that with minimal energy consump-
tion overheads. Without exception, cost is important in all these systems,
so keeping the resource usage as low as possible is essential.

We will not go into details regarding the SUSAN corner and edge de-
tection algorithms, but will only briefly explain them. The main idea is to
use non-linear filtering in order to define which parts of an image are closely
related to each pixel. A local region that has similar brightness with each
pixel is determined, and the feature (corner/edge) detectors are based on
minimizing this local image region.

The algorithm uses a mask, with its center pixel referred to as the nu-
cleus. For each possible position of the mask in an image, the area of the
mask that has similar brightness as the nucleus is found. This area is known
as USAN (Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus). The most interesting
property of an USAN is its area, since it conveys information about the
structure of the image around the nucleus. The USAN area attains its max-
imum when the nucleus lies in a flat region of the image, being approximately
halved as we approach an edge, and falling even further (to roughly a quar-
ter of the maximum) when inside a corner. Based on these observations, the
SUSAN (Smallest USAN) algorithm was developed [SB97].

We have ported the software implementation to the MicroBlaze embed-
ded CPU and we have developed hardware modules to perform SUSAN
corner and edge detection. Figure 3.15 presents the general design of the
corner detector module9. Note that the blocks shown in Figure 3.15 repre-
sent the user logic to be contained in reconfigurable slot RS1 from Figure
3.1. The edge detector module is mapped to the same slot RS1. Note that
we have considered that we have space on the FPGA for only one reconfig-
urable slot (RS2 from Figure 3.1 is not used in our implementation, and was
presented earlier only for illustrative purposes). The FSM implements the
functionality of the corner detection module: it interfaces with the shared
BRAM block, from which it reads the image pixels. For faster processing, a
pipeline is used (the mask is illustrated with light shading and the nucleus
with black). A FIFO buffer is used between the FSM and the pipeline. For
each nucleus, the USAN is computed, and written to an internal memory
buffer. Then, a 5×5 mask is used to search for local minima, and thus iden-
tify the corners in the image. Once a corner is found, its coordinates are
delivered to the FSM, and the corner is marked at the appropriate position
in the shared BRAM block containing the image. After the whole image is
processed, an interrupt signal is generated and the embedded CPU can read
the result from the shared BRAM block.

9The architecture of the edge detector is very similar.
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Figure 3.15: The hardware implementation of corner detection

In order to evaluate our framework, we have assumed the following sce-
nario: two different sources generate images that need to be processed with
either corner or edge detection. Each source has a buffer allocated in the
DDR3 memory to store its corresponding images, one at a time (see Figure
3.1). The application runs periodically, and in each period, one of the two
feature detectors are applied to one of the two image sources. One switch
controls which feature detection should be performed and another switch
determines which image source should be used. One could imagine such a
scenario to be useful in machine vision or automotive vision applications,
like, e.g. lane recognition.

The software implementations of both corner and edge detection, run-
ning on the MicroBlaze, were extremely slow. For a test image of roughly
128 KB, the SUSAN corner detection took 9.367 seconds to finish, while the
SUSAN edge detection took as long as 28.804 seconds. Obviously, these
running times were prohibitive for the applications we suggested above.
Thus, a hardware solution was necessary. The FPGA implementation of
corner detection ran in only 2.15 milliseconds, while edge detection ran in
2.2 milliseconds, orders of magnitude faster than the corresponding soft-
ware implementations. Note that these times do not include the time to
transfer the image from DDR3 to the shared BRAM block, using the AXI
central DMA. It took 341 microseconds, to write/read the image to/from
the BRAM memory. The partial reconfiguration of either one of the two
modules took 3.07 milliseconds, the size of the bitstreams being 1.12 MB,
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and the effective throughput of our custom reconfiguration controller with
DMA reaching 375 MB/s.

We have experimented with two different phases, characterized by dif-
ferent correlations: in phase 1, images from source 1 require edge detection
while those from source 2 require corner detection, and vice versa in phase 2.
Given this, we considered a number of scenarios, varying the phase length,
as well as the frequency at which images were generated by the two sources
within a phase. All these parameters determined the interleaving of perform-
ing edge detection or corner detection, as well as the long term probabilities
to perform one or the other.

We have considered four scenarios:

1. Phase length 100 iterations, and the two image sources produce images
with the same frequency (i.e. we always alternate between corner and
edge detection);

2. Phase length 100 iterations, but the second image source produces
images with half the frequency of the first;

3. Phase length 20 iterations, and the two image sources produce images
with the same frequency;

4. Phase length 20 iterations, and the second image source produces im-
ages with half the frequency of the first.

We compared our approach with two alternative approaches:

1. The straightforward fetch-on-demand (FOD) technique. In this case,
no reconfiguration overhead is hidden, since the hardware modules are
reconfigured only on demand, when they need to run, but are not
already on the FPGA.

2. The static configuration prefetching approach presented in Section 3.2.
In this case, the hardware modules are prefetched based on probabili-
ties obtained via profiling10.

We have run 1000 iterations of the application, and we have measured how
long one iteration takes on average.

Figure 3.16 presents the improvements that we obtained for the different
scenarios: given that the average execution time of one iteration of the
program is denoted with AV G, we computed the improvement produced
by the prediction (P) approach over FOD as IP

F OD = AV GF OD−AV GP

AV GF OD
and

over the static (S) prefetching (Section 3.2) as IP
S = AV GS−AV GP

AV GS
. Note

10Note that this information can be obtained for the simple scenarios we have assumed,
but in more complex cases it might be impossible to obtain such profiling information, or
it might be inaccurate. Furthermore, the profiling information is average, and the static
technique completely ignores the phase behavior. Thus, in many cases, the prefetches
generated for the average behavior might be completely irrelevant for certain phases.
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Figure 3.16: Average execution time reduction for SUSAN

that we consider that the shorter the average execution time, the better
the performance of the application. One could imagine, for example, that
by having shorter execution times more images could be processed, and
this would translate into better performance. The improvements obtained
range from 23% up to 32% compared to FOD, and from 19% up to 20%
compared to static prefetching. The improvement obtained is better when
comparing with the fetch-on-demand (FOD) technique. This is expected,
since FOD does not perform any prefetching: when a hardware candidate
is reached, if it is not present on the FPGA, then it will be reconfigured
first, and only after that executed in hardware. When the two sources
produce images with the same frequency (scenarios 1 and 3), the program
will always alternate between corner and edge detection and, as a result, the
reconfiguration overhead is incurred in every program iteration for FOD. As
opposed to that, our prediction approach will exploit the correlations in
order to adapt to the run-time requirements and prefetch the corresponding
candidate. The performance of FOD is slightly better for scenarios 2 and
4, because in this case, since one source produces images with double the
frequency of the other, FOD benefits from the fact that one of the modules is
reused on the FPGA, before being replaced by the other one. Note that the
impact of the phase length is not so significant, since our predictor adapts
quickly to the phase changes, and FOD is unaffected by phases.

For the case of static prefetching, the improvements are slightly lower,
but still significant (from 19% up to 20%). As opposed to the case of FOD,
static prefetching does not perform better when one source produce images
with double the frequency of the other. Considering that only correlations
change from phase 1 to phase 2, the long term probabilities associated with
reaching corner or edge detection do not depend on the frequency with which
sources generate images: in phase 1, edge detection is executed twice as often
as corner detection, and in phase 2, vice versa. Since static prefetching
fixes the prefetch decisions at design-time, the same hardware module (edge
detection in this case) will always be prefetched, and for the second module
(i.e. corner detection), the reconfiguration overhead will never be overlapped
with useful computations. Also, the corner detection will not be reused
either (even if it is needed in two consecutive program iterations), since it
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will always be overwritten by the prefetch of the edge detection module. As
in the case of FOD, the effect of phase length is marginal.

Energy measurements

We have also evaluated the energy consumption of our predictor framework,
implemented on the Xilinx ML605 board. We have used a shunt resistor
(R = 100mΩ) in series with the voltage source of the FPGA (VCC = 12V)
in order to measure the current drawn by the board (I). The voltage drop
on the shunt resistor (U) was amplified (10×) and monitored using the
PicoScope USB oscilloscope. The current drawn by the board is I = U

R
=

UoscV
10×0.1Ω = UoscA, where Uosc is the value measured by the oscilloscope.
Thus, by integrating the oscilloscope traces on a time interval ∆t = [t0, t1]
and then multiplying with the supply voltage VCC = 12V we obtained the
energy consumption of the board in the interval ∆t.

We have run 1000 iterations of the image processing application for sce-
nario 1) from above, we have measured the energy consumption, and then
computed the average energy consumed by the application in one iteration.
We have considered three implementations of the image processing applica-
tion:

1. SW-only: both corner and edge detection were run as software sub-
routines;

2. static-HW: both corner and edge detection were implemented as mod-
ules on the FPGA, each one with its dedicated area (i.e. no partial
dynamic reconfiguration was used);

3. with prediction: the hardware modules for corner and edge detection
were mapped to the same area on the FPGA, and our predictor was
used to prefetch the modules using partial dynamic reconfiguration.

For the SW-only implementation, since the execution time of the image
processing application was very big (as reported above, 9.367s for corner
detection and 28.804s for edge detection), the average energy consump-
tion was also high: ESW-only = 304.60J. For the static-HW implementa-
tion, which is orders of magnitude faster (2.49ms for corner detection and
2.54ms for edge detection), the average energy consumption amounts to
Estatic-HW = 89.59mJ. Finally, when running the predictor, we obtain an
average energy consumption of Epred = 98.64mJ. This represents an in-
crease of as little as 10.1% over the static-HW implementation, but only
half the FPGA area was needed for the implementation of the image pro-
cessing application, and the average execution time with the predictor was
only 10% bigger than the static-HW execution time.

Note that the resource usage of the framework itself is equal in the case
of FOD and static prefetching. Our technique needs the “Predictor” module
(depicted in Figure 3.1), so an overhead of 419 LUTs and 151 FFs is incurred
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(as little as 4% out of the total framework LUTs, and 1.5% out of the
total framework FFs; see Table 3.1). We consider this small area overhead
justified, given the improvements obtained. The measurements show that
by using our prediction framework we can obtain good performance (short
execution times) with limited hardware area and with only a minor energy
consumption overhead.

3.3.5.2 Performance Improvement

We have also performed simulation experiments with generated examples,
in order to evaluate how the piecewise linear predictor behaves compared
to other prefetching approaches. We generated 2 sets containing 25 con-
trol flow graphs each: Set1 with small graphs (between 48 and 166 nodes,
∼100 on average), and Set2 with bigger graphs (between 209 and 830 nodes,
∼350 on average). The software execution time for each node was randomly
generated in the range of 50 to 1000 time units. Between 15% and 40%
of the nodes were selected as hardware candidates (those with the highest
software execution times), and their hardware execution time was generated
β times smaller than their software one (the coefficient β models the hard-
ware speedups). We considered two possible situations: in the first one, β
was chosen from the uniform distribution on [103, 3 · 103] (fast hardware:
applications exhibiting high hardware acceleration), in order to reflect the
results obtained from our board measurements (see Section 3.3.5.1); in the
second situation, we generated much lower speedups, from the uniform dis-
tribution on [3, 7] (slow hardware: applications exhibiting lower hardware
acceleration), similar to the assumptions from Section 3.2.4.2 and [S+10].
We also generated the size of the candidates in concordance with our real-
life implementation of the SUSAN image processing algorithm. The re-
configuration time for the modules was determined based on their size,
considering the average throughput of our DMA reconfiguration controller
(375 MB/s). The placement was decided using existing techniques (like
[HMZB12] or [BHS+13]) that minimize the number of placement conflicts.
We generated problem instances where the size of the reconfigurable region
is a fraction (15% or 25%) of the total area required by all candidates,
max_hw =

∑
m∈H area(m).

All experiments were run on a PC with CPU frequency 2.83 GHz, 8 GB
of RAM, and running Windows Vista. For each application we have evalu-
ated different prefetch techniques using an in-house Monte Carlo simulator
(based on the one described in Section 3.2.4.1) that considers the archi-
tectural assumptions described in Section 3.1.1. Recall that in the case of
static prefetching (see Section 3.2) we ignored correlations between branches.
Thus, we had to modify the simulator such that, for control nodes, correla-
tions between two or more branches were captured through joint probability
tables. In such a case, whenever we performed a draw from the marginal
Bernoulli distribution for a branch, we computed the conditional probabil-
ities for all the branches correlated with it, based on the joint probability
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(b) Slow hardware

Figure 3.17: Performance improvement for the simulation experiments

table. Later in the simulation, when the correlated branches were reached,
we did not sample their marginal distribution, but instead we sampled their
conditional distribution based on the outcome of the first branch. We have
determined the results with an accuracy of ±1% with confidence 99%.

We were interested to see how our approach compares to the current
state-of-the-art, both in static (Section 3.2) and dynamic prefetching [LH02],
[HV09]. Thus, we simulated each application using the prefetch queues
generated by our approach and those generated by the static prefetching
technique presented in Section 3.2, [LH02] and [HV09]. The parameters for
our predictor (see Section 3.3.3.1) were chosen, depending on the application
size, from the following ranges: α = [0.4, 0.6], q = [2, 8], h ∈ [4, 16].

The appropriate metric to evaluate prefetch policies is the total time
spent executing the hardware candidates, plus the time waiting for recon-
figurations to finish (in case the reconfiguration overhead was not entirely
overlapped with useful computations). If this value is small, it means that
the prefetch policy had accurate predictions (many candidates were exe-
cuted in hardware), and the prefetch was done early enough to have short
waiting times. We do not include comparisons with the SW-only and static-
HW implementations: As our case study suggested, the SW-only version of
an application has prohibitive execution times and can only be worse than
any prefetching technique; The static-HW version corresponds to an ideal
and unrealistic scenario, when we have unlimited resources (i.e. enough HW
area to place all the application modules at the same time on the FPGA).

We denote the average time spent executing hardware candidates, plus
waiting for reconfigurations to finish, with EXP for our dynamic approach,
with EXS for the static approach from Section 3.2, with EXM for the dy-
namic Markov approach [LH02] and with EXA for the dynamic aggregate
gains approach [HV09]. We compute the performance improvement of our
approach over the static, PIP

S = EXS−EXP

EXS
; similarly we calculate PIP

M

and PIP
A , the improvements of our approach over [LH02] and [HV09], re-

spectively.
Figures 3.17a and 3.17b show the results obtained (averaged over all

graphs in Set1 and Set2) for the scenarios with fast and slow hardware, re-
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spectively. The improvements obtained for fast hardware are slightly higher
than those obtained for slower hardware. It is important to note that the
baseline approaches also benefit from faster hardware. The improvements
over the static approach (presented in Section 3.2) are higher because static
prefetch lacks flexibility. The improvements over both dynamic approaches
([LH02], [HV09]) are also significant, ranging from 15% up to 30% on average
for fast hardware and from 14% up to 29% on average for slow hardware.

3.4 Summary

This chapter proposed a complete framework for partial dynamic recon-
figuration of FPGAs, together with optimization approaches to configura-
tion prefetching for performance enhancement. We first presented a static
prefetching algorithm. Based on profiling information, and taking into ac-
count the placement of hardware modules on the FPGA, we statically sched-
ule the appropriate prefetches (and implicitly perform HW/SW partitioning
of the candidate hardware modules) such that the expected execution time
of the application is minimized. For applications with inaccurate or unavail-
able profiling information, and for those that exhibit non-stationary behav-
ior, it is important to have a mechanism that adapts to changes. Thus,
we proposed an approach for dynamic prefetching of FPGA configurations,
with the goal to minimize the expected execution time of an application.
We used a piecewise linear predictor, coupled with an on-line mechanism,
based on timestamps, in order to generate prefetches at run-time. The effi-
ciency and practicality of our FPGA configuration prefetching platform was
demonstrated with a proof of concept implementation of a real-life appli-
cation (the SUSAN image processing algorithm [SB97]), complemented by
extensive simulations.
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M
odern heterogeneous architectures bring together multiple general-
purpose CPUs and multiple GPUs and FPGAs, in an attempt to

answer the performance, energy-efficiency and flexibility requirements of
today’s complex applications [Fou15]. However, in order to leverage the
advantages of such architectures, careful optimization is essential. Real-
time multi-mode systems are a good model for a wide range of applica-
tions that dynamically change their computational requirements over time
[SSC03], [SBSH12]. In this context, intelligent on-line resource management
is needed, such that the heterogeneous resources are used in an energy-
efficient manner, while meeting the real-time constraints. In this chapter
we propose a resource manager that implements run-time policies to de-
cide on-the-fly task admission and the mapping of active tasks to resources,
such that the energy consumption of the system is minimized and all task
deadlines are met.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The system model
assumed and the statement of the problem addressed are presented in Sec-
tions 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. Section 4.3 describes the challenges we are
facing by means of a motivational example. Details of the design optimiza-
tion approach for one mode and the integrated multi-mode optimization for
energy minimization, respectively, are described in Sections 4.4 and 4.5. We
present the experimental validation of the proposed approaches in Section
4.6, which includes both real-life measurements and simulation results. The
contribution of the chapter is summarized in Section 4.7.
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Figure 4.1: A heterogeneous architecture model for multi-mode systems

4.1 System Model

4.1.1 Architecture Model

We consider a heterogeneous platform (see Figure 4.1) consisting of m CPUs,
q GPUs, and an FPGA (divided into r reconfigurable partitions). Note that
resources of a certain type need not be identical (i.e. we could have dif-
ferent CPUs and different GPUs). We assume that the platform is under
the control of a resource manager, whose role is described in Section 4.1.3.
The FPGA supports partial dynamic reconfiguration, which means that
parts of it may be reconfigured at run-time, while other parts remain fully
functional. The FPGA is organized into identical reconfigurable partitions,
where tasks can be mapped and reconfigured dynamically at run-time. We
assume that the resource manager can issue non-blocking reconfiguration
commands to a reconfiguration controller which is responsible for down-
loading the bitstreams to the FPGA partitions. A detailed implementation
of such a reconfiguration controller on a Xilinx board is presented in Section
3.1.1.2.

4.1.2 Application Model

We denote the set of active tasks (i.e. releasing periodic jobs) with T =
{τi|i = 1, 2, ..., n}. Each task τi is described by several parameters:

• Period pi, which gives the time duration between two consecutive task
activations (referred to as jobs in the rest of this chapter);

• Deadline di = pi (implicit-deadline assumption1);

• Worst-case execution time (WCET), cij , of task τi on resource j. Note
that resource j can be a CPU, a GPU, or the FPGA;

• The energy consumption, eij , of task τi on resource j;

1Generalization to di ≤ pi is straight-forward.
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• The time overhead cr
i and the energy overhead er

i of reconfiguring task
τi on the FPGA;

• Given the above parameters, we can compute for every task τi its
maximal utilization on every resource: uij =

cij

pi
.

We assume that all tasks from the active task set have implementations
for at least one computational resource2. The executable code for the CPUs,
the kernel implementations for the GPUs, and the bitstreams specifying the
FPGA implementations are all stored in a memory to which the resource
manager has access. We denote with map(τi) = j the fact that task τi is
mapped to resource j.

Let us next define a mode: we characterize a functional mode o by the
composition of the active task set To containing the tasks that are currently
releasing periodic jobs. For the duration of a certain mode, To does not
change. When an existing task leaves the system (i.e. stops releasing jobs),
or a new task enters the system, we say that a transition to a new mode
has occurred. Every such transition (if allowed by the resource manager
described in Section 4.1.3) has to take place within a specified set-up time,
tset. This time is used to perform the mapping optimization and enforce
any remapping decisions, including FPGA reconfigurations and loading of
the tasks’ software into memory.

4.1.3 Resource Management

The entire system is under the control of a resource manager, whose main
responsibility is to decide at run-time task admission and the mapping of
tasks to resources such that the energy consumption is minimized while
all the deadlines are met. We consider that the manager is running on
a dedicated resource, and it could be implemented either in software or
in hardware. The manager needs to know the task parameters mentioned
in Section 4.1.2 and to be aware of the current mode (i.e. which is the
currently active task set). Thus, any task that is currently active but wants
to leave the system (i.e. stop releasing jobs) must notify the manager of this.
Also, any new task that wants to become active in the system (i.e. wants
to start releasing jobs) must first register with the resource manager (i.e.
communicate its task parameters), and wait for permission to become active.
In case the manager cannot find a mapping for the new task such that all
deadlines will be satisfied, then the new task will not be granted permission
to activate. This situation might occur in two cases: either the system would
become overloaded if the new task is accepted (thus, no feasible mapping
exists), or a feasible mapping exists, but the manager is unable to find

2Of course, the more implementations a task has the better the optimization op-
portunities. However, it is not needed that tasks have implementations for all processing
elements; if no implementation is available for task τi on resource j then the corresponding
mapping option is ignored by setting cij = eij = ∞.
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it. Section 4.6.2.2 evaluates our proposed run-time policies (presented in
Section 4.5.3) from this point of view. The resource manager performs
admission management by deciding if a new task can enter the system or
not (i.e. deciding if transition to a new mode is allowed or not), depending
on the current load. Moreover, if admission is granted, a task mapping is also
decided. In Section 4.5.3 we propose several run-time policies to perform
these decisions.

4.1.4 Scheduling

One approach to multiprocessor scheduling is partitioning, which means that
tasks are assigned to resources and then each resource schedules its assigned
tasks using a uniprocessor scheduling algorithm. We have to address the
scheduling problem for each of the three types of processing elements (CPUs,
GPUs, FPGA) assumed in our architecture.

Let us first note that for the FPGA, there is no scheduling problem,
because each FPGA partition can be seen as a dedicated processor, running
one single task. Thus, we need to make sure that at any moment in time
there are no more than r tasks mapped to the FPGA (because we have r
reconfigurable partitions):

∑

i
map(τi)=j

1 ≤ r, j = FPGA index (4.1)

Note that, in order to ensure the feasibility of mapping a certain task to the
FPGA, we also need to make sure that its execution time is shorter than its
deadline:

cij ≤ di, ∀τi ∈ T : map(τi) = j, j = FPGA index (4.2)

As opposed to the FPGA, the situation is different for the CPUs and
the GPUs, as we will explain next. We will apply the Earliest Deadline
First (EDF) scheduling policy for the tasks mapped to the CPUs. One of
the advantages of EDF is that there exists a simple necessary and sufficient
condition which ensures that all task deadlines are met [But04]:

∑

i
map(τi)=j

cij

pi

≤ 1, ∀CPU j (4.3)

As far as the GPUs are concerned, execution of tasks is non-preemptive.
Thus, we chose to schedule the tasks mapped to the GPUs using uniprocessor
FIFO scheduling. The schedulability conditions in this case are:

∑

i
map(τi)=j

cij

pi

≤ 1, ∀GPU j (4.4)
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and ∑

i
map(τi)=j

cij ≤ dk, ∀GPU j, ∀τk ∈ T : map(τk) = j (4.5)

Inequation (4.4) guarantees that no GPU is overloaded, while (4.5) ensures
that no deadline is missed for any task mapped to a GPU. These conditions
are sufficient to ensure the schedulability of GPU tasks [EA12]. Although
these conditions are not necessary, they have the advantage that they are
simple and easy to integrate in the optimization. Such conditions are re-
quired to make sure that we meet the hard deadlines of all tasks admitted to
the system by the resource manager (described in Section 4.1.3). Note that
in the case of non-preemptive FIFO scheduling, considering the synchronous
implicit-deadline periodic task model, in the worst case the execution of a
task could be delayed by all the other tasks in the task set that are mapped
to the same resource.

4.2 Problem Formulation

Given a heterogeneous architecture (as described in Section 4.1.1), and an
application (as described in Section 4.1.2), our goal is to determine a run-
time policy to enable the resource manager to perform task admission and
map tasks to resources such that the energy consumption is minimized and
all deadlines are met.

4.3 Motivational Example

We will use a motivational example to illustrate the challenges posed by
solving the problem formulated above. Let us consider a heterogeneous
architecture as the one illustrated in Figure 4.1, composed of 2 CPUs, 1
GPU, 1 FPGA with 2 reconfigurable partitions, and a resource manager.
Let us consider the 12 tasks whose parameters are specified in Table 4.1 (we
remind the reader that our framework does not assume that the task set is
known at design-time). For simplicity of the illustration, we consider the 2
CPUs identical and thus ci1 = ci2, ei1 = ei2 and ui1 = ui2, ∀τi.

Let us assume the following multi-mode behavior for the system (illus-
trated graphically in Figure 4.2): it starts in a mode o1 with the active
task set To1

= {τ1, τ2, ..., τ11}. This mode will be resident for to1
= 100

time units, and then the system will transition into a new mode o2 where
task τ11 becomes inactive and stops releasing jobs, the active task set be-
coming To2

= To1
\ {τ11} = {τ1, τ2, ..., τ10}. After another 100 time units,

τ12 wants to become active; unfortunately, the manager fails to find a fea-
sible mapping for τ12. Thus, the potential transition to mode o3, with
To3

= To2
∪ {τ12} = {τ1, τ2, ..., τ10, τ12}, is prohibited by the resource man-

ager, this decision ensuring the correct and uninterrupted functioning of the
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current mode o2. Assume that mode o2 stays resident for 50 more time
units (thus, to2

= 150) and then the system performs a transition back to
the initial mode o1. Further, the events and transitions illustrated in Figure
4.2 happen, and they are discussed below.

Our goal is to minimize the energy consumption of the system during its
lifetime, while ensuring that all the active tasks’ deadlines are met. Recall
that any mode transition has to take place withing a set-up time, which
in this example we consider to be at most tset = 5 time units. Also, note
that we handle task arrivals and departures one at a time. In Figure 4.2 we
present a timeline to illustrate the above multi-mode scenario. At t = 0 the
system starts and all the tasks from the set To1

register their parameters with
the resource manager and express their intent to become active and start
releasing jobs. The manager has to decide if the task set To1

is schedulable on
the given architecture and what is the best mapping of tasks to processing
elements that will generate the minimum energy consumption. Since the
set-up time is only 5 time units, the manager cannot afford to wait for the
result of an exact optimization (which would take longer). Instead, a fast
heuristic solution is found and enforced. The mapping vector yi = map(τi)
obtained with our heuristic presented in Section 4.4.2 is specified in Figure
4.2; note that a schedulable solution is found and no task is rejected. The
solution is obtained and applied (i.e. FPGA reconfigured and processing
elements initialized) in 2 time units.

Thus, at time t = 2 the system starts running in mode o1, with all
tasks active and releasing jobs. According to the obtained mapping, tasks
τ1, τ7 and τ11 will be assigned to CPU1, τ2 and τ10 to CPU2, τ3, τ4, τ6 and
τ8 to the GPU , and τ5 and τ9 to the FPGA. Although this mapping is
suboptimal we cannot do better at this moment. However, we could run
an exact optimization for this mode, cache the result and apply it next
time when the mode is visited. We solve our ILP presented in Section
4.4.1 in parallel with the execution of mode o1. The optimization takes 20
time units, after which the result is cached. At time 102, task τ11 becomes
inactive, thus freeing some computational resources. Since we do not have
a solution cached for this mode yet, we are now faced with several options:

1. Run the fast remapping heuristic. However, since the difference com-
pared to the previous mode is only that task τ11 became inactive,
we cannot expect a significantly improved solution. If we look at the
heuristic solutions for modes o1 and o2 in Figure 4.2, we can see that
the mapping for tasks τ1 to τ10 is identical. Instead of wasting time and
energy to re-run the heuristic, we would better just keep the mapping
from the previous mode o1. In this case, the system would function
without interruption. However, we can do better as we discuss next.

2. Another viable option is to use the exact solution (cached) from mode
o1 for all tasks except τ11 which is not active anymore. As can be
seen from Figure 4.2, tasks τ1 to τ10 have identical mapping in modes
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o1 and o2 for the ILP too. Thus, we will use a set-up time of 1.5
time units to replace the heuristic mapping from o1 with the mapping
adapted for o2 from the cached ILP solution for o1 (which turns out
to be optimal for all the tasks active in o2).

Let us next discuss the time step t = 203.5, when task τ12 wants to
become active attempting to switch the system to mode o3. In this case,
the resource manager is again faced with several options, in order to decide
where to map τ12:

1. The most straight-forward solution would be to map τ12 to a processing
element that still has enough free capacity to accommodate τ12 and
that is the most energy efficient for it. Unfortunately, there is no
single resource with enough computational capacity to accommodate
τ12 (and this is often the case in situations where the system load is
high). Thus, we need a better approach.

2. A second option is to run the fast mapping heuristic, and if this results
in a feasible solution, enforce it. Otherwise, reject task τ12. In our
example it happens that the heuristic does not find a feasible solution
for mapping the task set To3

even though one exists (see the ILP
solution in Figure 4.2). As a result, τ12 is rejected at 204.5.

In order to mitigate the problem above, we resort to caching: if a cached
solution for mode o3 existed, it would not be needed to re-run any optimiza-
tion. With this in mind, we run the ILP in parallel with the execution of
the system, and cache the result. A feasible solution that permits the acti-
vation of τ12 exists and at a future instantiation of mode o3 we will be able
to accommodate it. In the scenario we discussed above, mode o2 continues
its execution until t = 253.5, and then task τ11 becomes active again and
the system transitions back to mode o1 with To1

= {τ1, τ2, ..., τ11}. Note
that this time we already have an optimal solution for o1 (cached from its
previous instantiation) and we can apply it directly in a very short set-up
time of 0.1 time units.

The system goes next through the following mode transitions: o1 → o2

(τ11 leaving the system at 353.6); no cached solution exists for o2, but the
ILP solution for o1 was cached at 22. Thus, the resource manager can
adapt this mapping (as it did the first time when o2 was entered, at 103.5).
Next we encounter o2 → o3 (τ12 arriving at 453.6 and being allowed to ac-
tivate at 353.7); the instantiation of mode o3 is now possible as opposed
to the first time (when τ12 arrived at 203.5), because an optimal solution
for o3 was cached at 224.5. At time t = 503.7, when τ11 arrives, the sys-
tem will try to perform the transition o3 → o4, to the new mode o4 with
To4

= {τ1, τ2, ..., τ12}. This situation is not schedulable (see Figure 4.2, no
feasible mapping found for o4), so the resource manager will not allow τ11

to activate. It is important to note that we consider a very simple scenario
in this example, only to illustrate some of the challenges. New tasks might
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appear and generate new modes. We need not know which tasks will run in
the system at design-time, the only requirement is that they register with
the resource manager when they want to become active.

So far we did not mention the energy consumption of the system. Let us
consider the time horizon up to 553.7 time units. We have simulated the sce-
nario described above (applying heuristic solutions together with ILP ones
as described), and we obtained a total energy consumption of E = 268 J;
this value includes the energy overheads for running the heuristic and the
ILP, as well as the overheads of reconfiguring the FPGA partitions. For
comparison purposes, we have simulated a golden run of the system, with
the same mode changes, but every time we assumed that we have the ILP so-
lution already cached. For the golden run we did not consider any overheads
for running the optimization, but only those for reconfiguring the FPGA,
and we obtained an energy consumption of Egold = 209 J. The described
approach is only 28% away from the golden run. Note that the golden run
is impossible to achieve in practice, and the fact that we considered only a
restricted time horizon. Depending on the multi-mode behavior of the sys-
tem, the cached solutions might be reused multiple times in the future, thus
obtaining low energy consumption without re-running the optimizations.

Let us note that we have discussed three ways to obtain the mapping for
a new mode:

1. Optimal, by running the ILP from Section 4.4.1;

2. Heuristic:

(a) by running the algorithm from Section 4.4.2;

(b) by adapting the exact cached solution of a previous mode.

Let us summarize the run-time behavior of the resource manager. When-
ever a mode change occurs, the following actions are taken:

1. If a cached (thus optimal) solution for the new mode exists, it is en-
forced;

2. Otherwise, if a cached solution for a super-mode (i.e. a mode whose
task set is a superset of the current active task set) exists, it is adapted
to the current mode by ignoring all the tasks that are not active (like
we did in the example from Figure 4.2 at time steps 103.5 and 353.6
when for mode o2 we adapted the optimal solution generated for mode
o1);

3. If none of the above is successful, then the fast heuristic (see Section
4.4.2) is run. If a feasible mapping is found, it is enforced; otherwise,
the new task is not allowed to activate and the system remains in the
previous mode;

4. Once a decision regarding the new mode has been taken, in parallel
with the system’s execution the resource manager will run the ILP;
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(a) If the ILP returns a feasible solution, it is cached for future use
(e.g. the ILP solution for o1 is used 3 times in Figure 4.2);

(b) Otherwise, the mode is marked as infeasible (e.g. mode o4 in
Figure 4.2).

Since running the ILP is a time and energy consuming process, we would
like to do this as rarely as possible. We try to achieve this by using caching.
For example, let us look at time step 253.5 in Figure 4.2: when τ11 arrives
the ILP is running, in an attempt to find a feasible solution for mode o3

(for which the heuristic was unable to obtain a schedulable mapping). If a
solution for o1 would not be cached, at 253.5 the resource manager would
need to interrupt the ILP and run the heuristic for the new mode instead.
Note also that, the longer the residence time of a mode the more pay-off we
get from having an optimal solution prepared for it.

The solutions generated by the fast heuristic are not cached, because we
want to store as many exact (ILP) solutions as possible in the limited cache
space. Due to the low overhead of running the heuristic, we can afford to do
this. Note that, since the cache for storing solutions is limited, a replacement
policy is needed (this is discussed in Section 4.5.1). In the following sections
we will propose solutions to the challenges identified above.

4.4 Optimization for One Mode

4.4.1 ILP Formulation

We will first formulate an integer linear program to solve the problem of
mapping the active tasks in mode o, i.e. To, to the available resources in
our heterogeneous architecture. In what follows, we will use the following
conventions:

• CPUs are indexed from 1 to m;

• GPUs are indexed from m + 1 to m + q;

• The FPGA has index m + q + 1;

• Recall that the FPGA has r reconfigurable partitions;

• Size of the task set in the current mode is n;

• The mapping variables are denoted with xij , where:

xij =

{
1 if task τi is mapped to resource j;
0 otherwise

Let us assume that the length (residence time duration) of a certain
mode o is to time units. A particular task τi ∈ To (with period pi) that is

active during mode o would release
⌈

to

pi

⌉
jobs3. We are interested in min-

3We assume that jobs are immediately ready at the beginning of a mode.
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imizing the total energy consumption of the system during mode o, which

is expressed as
∑n

i=1

∑m+q+1
j=1 xij

⌈
to

pi

⌉
eij . Since we assume that mode du-

rations are significantly longer than task periods (i.e. to ≫ pi, ∀τi ∈ To), we

can approximate the number of job releases for each task with
⌈

to

pi

⌉
≈ to

pi
.

As a result, we can factor out the mode duration to, obtaining the following
ILP formulation:

minimize
xij

n∑

i=1

m+q+1∑

j=1

xij

eij

pi

subject to
n∑

i=1

xijuij ≤ 1, j = 1, 2, ..., m (4.6)

n∑

i=1

xijuij ≤ 1, j = m + 1, m + 2, ..., m + q (4.7)

if xkj = 1 :
n∑

i=1

xijcij ≤ dk, j = m + 1, m + 2, ..., m + q (4.8)

n∑

i=1

xij ≤ r, j = m + q + 1 (4.9)

xijcij ≤ di, j = m + q + 1 (4.10)
m+q+1∑

j=1

xij = 1, i = 1, 2, ..., n (4.11)

Constraints (4.6) model the necessary and sufficient conditions for EDF
scheduling (if neither one of the CPUs are overloaded, then the tasks meet
their deadlines). The next two constraints capture the schedulability con-
ditions for the GPUs. Constraints (4.7) ensure that no GPU is overloaded.
Constraints (4.8) correspond to schedulability conditions (4.5) and require
further clarifications. As can be seen, the variable xkj controls whether the
linear relationship takes effect or not; in other words, if task τk is mapped to
GPU j, only then we need to check whether the task will meet its deadline
under non-preemptive FIFO scheduling on GPU j. One standard way to
deal with such constraints is to use the so-called big-M formulation4:

n∑

i=1

xijcij ≤ xkjdk + (1 − xkj)M (4.12)

where M is sufficiently large (one option is to set M =
∑

τi∈To

max
j=m+1,...,m+q

cij).

4Note that, already starting with CPLEX 10, indicator constraints have been intro-
duced as an alternative to big-M formulations, in order to avoid numerical instability in
cases when M is too large [IBM09].
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Constraint (4.9) models the FPGA area restriction; recall that the FPGA
is divided into r identical reconfigurable partitions, thus at most r tasks can
be mapped to the FPGA at a time. Constraint (4.10) simply states that
any FPGA task should finish before its deadline (each one of the r FPGA
partitions could be considered a dedicated processing element for the task
mapped to it). Finally, constraints (4.11), also referred to as the coupling
constraints, enforce that each task is mapped to one and only one resource.

Please note that the constraint matrix has block-angular structure; if we
delete the coupling constraints we are left with one block for each resource.
As a result, Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition can be applied to improve the
tractability of large-scale linear programs of this type. The original problem
is reformulated into a master program and several subprograms (one for each
block in the constraint matrix: in our case, m + q + 1, as many resources
we have). A solution to a sub-problem represents a column in the master
problem, which then enforces that the coupling constraints are satisfied.
This particular structure of the constraint matrix makes it possible to solve
the problem in reasonable time.

4.4.2 Fast Heuristic

Although the ILP formulation can be solved in reasonable time, it is still
too expensive to apply at run-time for every mode change. Thus, we need
a heuristic that provides high quality results and has affordable execution
times to apply. We decided to extend the polynomial-time algorithm de-
scribed in Chapter 7.4 from [MT90]. Note that this heuristic solves the
generalized assignment problem, and our formulation contains the extra
scheduling constraints (4.8) and (4.10).

Algorithm 7 describes our optimization approach. Lines 2-19 perform
the initialization of the algorithm. Note that yi = map(τi) is the mapping
vector, specifying for each task τi the index j of the resource where it is
mapped; in case no feasible mapping is found for particular tasks, their
yi will be zero. These tasks will not be allowed to become active by the
resource manager. Let fij be a measure of the “desirability” of assigning
task τi to resource j (the smaller the fij the better). For the CPUs and
the GPUs, we consider fij =

eij

pi
, ∀j ∈ {1, 2, ..., m + q} (line 8). However,

in the case of the FPGA, reconfiguring a new task incurs a reconfiguration
energy overhead. As a result, we would like to discourage task migrations
(unless the expected energy reduction is greater than the reconfiguration
overhead), or in other words it might be desirable to keep tasks that are
already on the FPGA from a previous mode. Thus, for the FPGA we define
fij =

eij

pi
+

er
i

t
, j = m + q + 1 if a task is not already on the FPGA from a

previous mode (line 14), where t is the predicted mode length. Otherwise,
we keep fij =

eij

pi
, j = m + q + 1 (line 12).

We iteratively consider all the tasks that were not yet mapped to any re-
source (line 20), and determine the task τi∗ that has the maximum difference
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Algorithm 7 Mapping heuristic
Input: m, q, r, n, pi, cij , eij

Output: yi = map(τi)
1: procedure Mapping

2: M ← {1...m + q + 1} ⊲ indexes of resources
3: U ← {1...n} ⊲ indexes of active tasks
4: for i = 1 → n do

5: yi ← 0 ⊲ no task mapped yet
6: for j = 1 → m + q do

7: uij ← cij

pi

8: fij ← eij

pi

9: end for

10: j ← m + q + 1 ⊲ the index for the FPGA
11: uij ← 1 ⊲ each task occupies 1 partition
12: fij ← eij

pi

13: t ← Pred_Length

14: fij ← fij +
er

i

t
, ∀τi : map(τi) Ó= m + q + 1

15: end for

16: for i = 1 → m + q do

17: Ki ← 1 ⊲ capacity of CPUs and GPUs is 1
18: end for

19: Km+q+1 ← r ⊲ FPGA has r partitions
20: while U Ó= ∅ do

21: d∗ ← −∞
22: for all i ∈ U do

23: Fi ← {j ∈ M |uij ≤ Kj}
24: if Fi Ó= ∅ then

25: j∗ ← argmin{fij |j ∈ Fi}
26: if Fi \ {j∗} == ∅ then d ← +∞
27: else

28: j′ ← argmin{fij |j ∈ Fi \ {j∗}}
29: d ← fij′ − fij∗

30: if d > d∗ then

31: d∗ ← d
32: i∗ ← i
33: Fi∗ ← Fi

34: end if

35: end if

36: end if

37: end for

38: while yi∗ == 0 do

39: if Schedulable(i∗, j∗) then

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
40: yi∗ ← j∗

41: Kj∗ ← Kj∗ − ui∗j∗

42: U ← U \ {i∗}
43: else ⊲ τi∗ can’t be scheduled on resource j∗

44: Fi∗ ← Fi∗ \ {j∗}
45: if Fi∗ == ∅ then ⊲ no more resources
46: break
47: else ⊲ pick next best resource
48: j∗ ← argmin{fi∗j |j ∈ Fi∗}
49: end if

50: end if

51: end while

52: end while

53: end procedure

between the smallest and the second smallest fi∗j , j = 1, 2, ..., m+q+1 (lines
22-37). Intuitively, we want to find that task which, if it is not mapped on
its most desirable resource, will generate the biggest penalty in terms of en-
ergy consumption. Once task τi∗ was identified, we need to decide where to
map it (considering the schedulability constraints). We try to map the task
to resource j∗ for which fi∗j∗ is minimum (lines 39-42). If the scheduling
constraint for resource j∗ is violated (considering the tasks mapped to it so
far), we try to map τi∗ to the resource j∗ for which fi∗j∗ is the next smallest
(lines 43-50). We continue until we manage to map τi∗ to a resource (fulfill-
ing the scheduling constraints), or until all resources have been considered
and no feasible mapping for τi∗ has been found (line 46). In the latter case
task τi∗ will not be allowed to become active (i.e. release jobs). Thus, for
certain modes, the resource manager will decide not to admit certain new
tasks in order to guarantee the timing constraints of all the other tasks. In
Section 4.6 we will evaluate how well our heuristic performs from this point
of view, i.e. how many tasks are rejected compared to the ideal case.

The function Schedulable presented in Algorithm 8 checks the schedu-
lability conditions. In particular, given a certain partial mapping specified
by map(τk), the function tries to see if it is possible to map task τi to
resource j without violating any of the constraints. There are three cases:

1. If resource j is a CPU, then we only need to check the necessary and
sufficient condition specified by inequation (4.3), which ensures that
the processor is not overloaded. This is done in line 3.

2. If resource j is a GPU, then we first need to check that the GPU is
not overloaded (line 9), corresponding to inequation (4.4). On top of
this, we need to make sure that by mapping task τi to GPU j, the
deadlines of all the tasks mapped to the same GPU are still met (lines
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Algorithm 8 Schedulability check
Input: m, q, r, n, pi, cij , uij

1: function Schedulable(i, j)
2: if j ∈ {1...m} then ⊲ CPU
3: if

∑
map(τk)=j ukj + uij ≤ 1 then

4: return true
5: else

6: return false
7: end if

8: else if j ∈ {m + 1...m + q} then ⊲ GPU
9: if

∑
map(τk)=j ukj + uij ≤ 1 then

10: for all k ∈ {l|map(τl) = j} do

11: if
∑

map(τh)=j chj + cij > pk then

12: return false
13: end if

14: end for

15: return true
16: else

17: return false
18: end if

19: else ⊲ FPGA
20: if

∑
map(τk)=j ukj + uij ≤ r and cij ≤ pi then

21: return true
22: else

23: return false
24: end if

25: end if

26: end function

10-15), corresponding to inequation (4.5).

3. If resource j is the FPGA, then we need to ensure that the FPGA
area is sufficient, as specified by inequation (4.1), i.e. we do not map
more tasks on the FPGA than the r available reconfigurable partitions
(note that we consider the utilization of an FPGA task to be 1, since
it occupies one reconfigurable partition — see line 11 in Algorithm 7).
We also need to check that τi will finish before its deadline if mapped
to the FPGA, corresponding to inequation (4.2). If both conditions
are satisfied, the task is schedulable on the FPGA (lines 20-21).

4.5 Multi-Mode Optimization

Section 4.4 described how to decide the mapping of tasks to resources in a
given mode such that the energy consumption of the system is minimized
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and all timing constraints are satisfied. However, our ultimate goal is to
minimize the energy consumption of the system during its lifetime. Next we
present the run-time strategy to achieve our goal.

4.5.1 Caching of Solutions

Since finding the solution for a particular mode is a time- and energy-
consuming optimization, we try to minimize the number of times the map-
ping algorithm is run. As a result, we decided to apply caching of solutions.
Every time the solution for a particular mode is obtained, it is saved in a
cache. If the same mode5 is visited again later, a mapping solution might re-
side in the cache and the resource manager could immediately use it. When
the cache is full, we use the least frequently used replacement policy to
choose the solution that will be replaced.

In case no cached solution for the current mode exists, we return the
solution (if present in the cache) for the most recently used super-mode
(whose task set is a superset of the current active task set). If the difference
between the size of this superset and the size of the current mode’s task set
is smaller than a threshold6 tr, then we adapt the solution to the current
mode by ignoring the tasks that are not anymore active.

4.5.2 Estimating the Mode Duration

As we discussed previously, it is desirable to estimate how long a certain
mode will be resident (referred to as the residence time). We use this infor-
mation to compute the desirability factors fij for the heuristic (see line 14
in Algorithm 7).

We use timestamps to estimate the residence time to of a mode o at run-
time. We assume that the residence time of a mode is similar to its residence
times in the recent past. Let to denote the current measured residence time
of mode o. We update the estimate t̃o for the average residence time over
the past mode occurrences using an exponential smoothing formula in order
to emphasize the recent history:

t̃o = αto + (1 − α)t̃o (4.13)

This is the value returned by the function Pred_Length on line 13 from
Algorithm 7.

4.5.3 Run-Time Policies

We describe next two possible run-time policies for the resource manager.

5Recall that a mode is defined by the active task set.
6We obtained good experimental results for tr ∈ [3, 5].
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4.5.3.1 Heuristic + ILP

In case it is feasible to run the ILP on the platform assumed7, then the
following procedure can be applied. At the beginning of every new mode,
the cache is checked. If a solution for the current mode is found, then it is
applied. Otherwise, if there exists in the cache a solution for a super-mode
(whose task set size differs from the current mode’s task set size within a
threshold tr), then that solution is adapted to the current mode (as ex-
plained in Section 4.5.1). If no solution is found in the cache, the fast map-
ping heuristic is applied first. If a feasible solution is obtained, the mode
starts running as soon as the mapping is enforced (during the set-up time).
Otherwise, it means that some tasks could not be mapped such that all the
deadlines are met; those tasks will not receive permission to activate from
the resource manager. Once the heuristic is done, the manager will start
running the ILP. The exact solution, if found, will be cached and used later,
the next time the mode activates. If the ILP fails to find a solution it means
that the mode is not feasible and it will be marked as such. In case a new
mode arrives before the ILP has finished and we need to run the mapping
optimization for the new mode, the execution of the ILP is interrupted.

4.5.3.2 Heuristic-Only

If it is impossible to run the ILP on-the-fly, then we propose to always use
the heuristic to decide the mapping of tasks to resources. Of course, caching
can still be applied to save the energy consumption overhead of re-running
the heuristic. As we will show in the experimental evaluation, good results
are still obtained and the number of rejected tasks stays within reasonable
limits.

4.6 Experimental Evaluation

We performed simulation experiments in order to evaluate how our poli-
cies for on-line resource management behave. First of all, we performed
measurements on real platforms (with an actual CPU, GPU, and FPGA).
Based on the results obtained for execution time and energy consumption,
we generated experimental settings whose parameters had similar ranges.

4.6.1 Real-Life Measurements

We selected the Samsung Exynos Dual Arndale platform (popular in the
industry) running at 5 volts. The board contains two Cortex A15 CPU cores
running at 1.7 GHz and a Mali T604 GPU with 4 cores running at 533 MHz.
We selected 6 applications: convolution, Rijndael (AES), pattern matching,

7Note that it is not necessary to run the ILP on the platform itself. Since the ILP is
run only seldom, one might imagine that this optimization happens in the cloud.
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Table 4.2: Board measurements – CPU and GPU

Application GPU CPU Time GPU CPU Enrg.
(ms) (ms) impr. (J) (J) impr.

Convolution 797.2 13743 17 1.77 19.43 11
AES 114.8 345.13 3 0.29 0.52 1.7
Pattern matching 14.04 62.9 4.5 0.04 0.08 2
Histogram 7086.8 25671 3.6 17.2 34.5 2
Bit count 3629.2 28516 7.9 5.1 35.6 7
Genetic program. 1336.7 9154.1 6.8 1.06 10.4 9.7

a simple histogram program, a bit counting one, and genetic programming8.
For the convolution kernel we used as input an image of 30 MB, for AES a
text file of 3 MB, and for pattern matching a text of 10 MB; the histogram
and the bit counting programs were repeated in a loop 100 times, and for
the genetic programming application we ran 100 loop iterations.

We have used a shunt resistor (R = 100mΩ) in series with the voltage
source of the board in order to measure the average current drawn by the
Arndale board when running each application, as well as when being idle.
Using these values we computed the energy consumption. We performed the
measurements both for the GPU implementations and for the CPU ones and
the results are shown in Table 4.2. Note that the GPU measurements include
the transfer of input data, the kernel computation and reading the results.
The speedup varies between 3× to 17×, while the energy reduction varies
between 2× to 11×. We have used these ranges when we generated task
parameters for our simulations.

Since the Arndale board consists of CPU and GPU cores but it has no
FPGA, we performed the FPGA measurements on another board (the one
used in Section 3.3.5.1), namely the Xilinx ML605, featuring an XC6VLX240T
Virtex6 FPGA, with supply voltage 12 volts. The execution times and en-
ergy measurements for the SUSAN image processing application [SB97] (cor-
ner and edge detection), implemented as hardware modules on the FPGA,
were already presented in Section 3.3.5.1, but we repeat them here. For the
software versions we measured the execution times and energy consumed
by the ARM CPU. The results obtained for an input image of 128 KB are
presented in Table 4.3.

Note that we have also measured the time and energy overheads to re-
configure the modules on the FPGA. The reconfiguration of either one of
the two modules took 3.07 ms, the size of the bitstreams being 1.12 MB,
and the effective throughput of our custom reconfiguration controller with

8Note that we selected a broad spectrum of applications, some more suitable for GPU
implementation than others, because we wanted to compare the GPU/CPU performance
and energy consumption tradeoffs for different real-life applications.
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Table 4.3: Board measurements – FPGA

Application FPGA CPU Time FPGA CPU Enrg
(ms) (ms) impr. (J) (J) impr.

Corner Detection 2.49 552 221 88.5 179.1 2.02
Edge Detection 2.54 974 383 91.1 298.7 3.27

DMA reaching 375 MB/s. Given these values, we tried to generate the task
parameters to resemble them in our simulation experiments.

4.6.2 Simulation Results

In order to test our optimization approaches we have generated test scenarios
using the following methodology: first of all, we generated 100 different task
sets, each task set representing one “simulation universe”. The parameters
for each task were generated randomly: periods pi ∈ [10, 100], WCETs for
the CPUs cij , ∀CPU j were generated such that the utilization was in the
interval ui ∈ [0.05, 0.4], the energy consumptions for the CPUs eij , ∀CPU j
were generated by choosing values such that the ratio eij/cij would randomly
correspond to one of the applications measured in Section 4.6.1. Then we
generated the WCETs for the GPUs and for the FPGA (as well as the
reconfiguration overheads) to reflect our measurements from Section 4.6.1.

Once the task set for each “universe” was decided, we proceeded to model
the multi-mode behavior of our applications. We first chose the active task
set for the initial mode by selecting tasks from the 100 in the “universe”
until the utilization of the active task set was ca. 75%(m + q), where m and
q represent the platform’s CPUs and GPUs respectively (we also made sure
that this initial mode is schedulable). Then we generated transitions to new
modes by randomly removing or adding a task to the active task set. For
each new mode, we also generated a probability to visit that mode from the
current mode and a probability to come back from the newly generated mode
to the current one. We continued this process until 30 modes were generated;
what resulted was a graph of modes, that we interpreted as a Markov model
(i.e. the probability to transition to a new mode depended only on the
current mode). For each mode o we associated an average residence time
to ∈ [500, 5000], and during simulations we drew concrete residence times
from the normal distribution with mean µ = to and standard deviation
σ = 10.

We have then simulated the system, on a PC with CPU frequency 2.83
GHz, 8 GB of RAM, and running Windows Vista. Each scenario was simu-
lated for 200 mode changes considering an architecture composed of 4 CPUs,
1 GPU and 1 FPGA with 5 reconfigurable partitions. For deciding the map-
ping and performing task admission management we ran both approaches
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(b) Task rejection

Figure 4.3: Experimental evaluation for the simulation experiments

described in Section 4.5.3, i.e. heuristic+ILP (denoted with H+), and the
heuristic-only policy (denoted with H). The cache size for our algorithms
was considered big enough to hold at most 10 solutions at a time; the cache
replacement policy was least frequently used. As a baseline, we have used
the concept of a golden run (denoted with G): for every mode encountered
during the simulation, we considered that we had available in the cache the
optimal mapping. This scenario is not achievable in practice, but it was
useful to evaluate the quality of our approaches, both in terms of energy
consumption and in terms of number of tasks that were rejected (although
they could have been accommodated with an optimal mapping) by our al-
gorithms.

4.6.2.1 Energy Consumption

Let us denote with EG, EH+ and EH the total energy consumption recorded
during the simulation for the golden run, heuristic+ILP and heuristic-only
approach respectively (see Section 4.5.3). Note that EH+ and EH include
the energy overheads for running our optimization algorithms, while the
golden run does not include any such overheads. The values were estimated
using a typical average energy consumption of 0.13J/100ms of computation,
as it resulted from our measurements on the Cortex A15 CPU of the Arndale
board (see Section 4.6.1). Another important observation is that we did not
activate in the golden run the tasks that were not accepted by the heuristics.
This was done because we wanted a fair comparison: the reported energy
consumption corresponds to the same tasks, but with different mappings9.
Of course, in all cases, the time and energy overheads of reconfiguring the
FPGA were considered.

For each of the 100 scenarios simulated we normalized EH+ and EH

relative to EG and then we averaged the results over all the scenarios. The

9The problem of rejecting tasks by our approaches, although the golden run could
accommodate them, is discussed in Section 4.6.2.2.
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results are presented in Figure 4.3a. As can be seen, H+ manages to get
results that are 23.5% away from the golden run, while H is 31.4% away.
It is important to note that the golden run is not achievable in practice,
since it is impossible to always have the optimal solution prepared for every
mode, without any time or energy overheads. If it is feasible to run the
ILP on the platform, our H+ method can be used to get results close to the
golden run. The energy consumed by running the ILP is amortized to some
extent by using caching. Our H method obtains good results too, but the
number of rejected tasks is higher compared to H+ (see Section 4.6.2.2). It
is interesting to note that the energy consumption of the H+ method (which
includes the energy overheads of running the ILP), is lower than the energy
consumption of H. The optimal solutions found with the ILP reduce the
energy consumption of the tasks and this more than compensates for the
consumption of the ILP.

4.6.2.2 Rejection Rate

Let us denote with RG, RH+ and RH the rejection rates (i.e. the per-
centage of tasks that were rejected out of the total tasks that wanted to
become active during the simulation) for the golden run, heuristic+ILP and
heuristic-only approach respectively. The rejects of the golden run corre-
spond to unschedulable modes. Thus, we subtracted RG from RH+ and
RH in order to see what percentage of tasks were rejected by our heuris-
tics although they could have been accommodated by an optimal mapping
(false negatives). The results averaged over the 100 scenarios simulated are
presented in Figure 4.3b. We notice that H+ rejects on average 9% of the
incoming tasks; these rejections originate from those cases when the ILP
solution for a mode is not cached, and the fast heuristic cannot find a fea-
sible mapping to accommodate a new task. For H the average number of
rejections is higher (i.e. 22%), because for modes with high utilization the
fast heuristic cannot find solutions and we never run the ILP.

4.7 Summary

This chapter proposed a framework for the optimization of multi-mode real-
time systems implemented on heterogeneous platforms with CPUs, GPUs
and FPGAs. We evaluated a resource manager that implements run-time
policies in order to decide on-the-fly task admission and the mapping of
active tasks to resources, such that the energy consumption is minimized
while all the task deadlines are met. Our policies combine exact solutions
obtained from an ILP and heuristic solutions obtained from an efficient map-
ping algorithm, together with solution caching strategies and mode length
estimation in order to get the best results.
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S
afety-critical systems need to function correctly even in the presence
of faults. To provide resiliency against transient faults, efficient error de-

tection and recovery techniques have to be employed. Unfortunately, these
mechanisms incur high penalties, either from the cost perspective, or from
the performance point of view. Since both cost and performance are impor-
tant issues for today’s embedded systems, this chapter presents system-level
approaches to optimize the hardware/software implementation of error de-
tection in the context of fault-tolerant real-time embedded systems.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We start by
presenting in Section 5.1 the preliminaries related to the error detection
techniques assumed in our work. Section 5.2 presents two approaches to
minimize the global worst-case schedule length of a distributed application,
while meeting the imposed hardware cost constraints and tolerating mul-
tiple transient faults. Both statically reconfigurable FPGAs and partially
dynamically reconfigurable FPGAs are considered. Section 5.3 discusses an
approach to minimize the average execution time of an application by op-
timizing the hardware/software implementation of error detection. Finally,
Section 5.4 summarizes the contributions of this chapter.

5.1 Preliminaries: Error Detection Technique

We next present the application-aware error detection technique that we
use in this chapter. The idea of this technique ([PKI11], [LCP+09]) is to
identify, based on specific metrics [PKI05], critical variables in a program. A
critical variable is defined as “a program variable exhibiting high sensitivity
to random data errors” [PKI11]. The backward program slice for each acyclic
control path is extracted for the identified critical variables. The backward
program slice is defined as “the set of all program statements/instructions
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y = read_int(); 

p = y; 

r = -y; 

s = y mod 3; 

t = s*y; 

if (s == 0) 

u = p - r; 

v = y + t; 

u = 2*p + r; 

v = y - t; 

x = s*y + u - v; 

path = 1; path = 2; 

if (path == 1) 

x' = y'; x' = 2*s'*y'; 

use x; 

if (x == x') 
 

flag error and 

recover! 
 

then 

then 

else 

else 

then else 

Figure 5.1: Code fragment with error detectors

that can affect the value of the variable at a program location” [PKI11].
Each slice is optimized at compile time, resulting in a series of checking
expressions. Since the backward program slices run across basic blocks,
the optimizations performed cannot be done by regular compilers. The
slices do not contain any conditional statements (they consist of straight-line
code); thus, aggressive optimization is possible. The checking expressions
are inserted in the original code before the use of a critical variable. Finally,
the original program is instrumented with instructions to keep track of the
control paths followed at run-time and with checking instructions to choose
the corresponding checking expression and, then, compare the results.

We present an example of how this error detection technique works. We
use the C program in Figure 5.1 (adapted from [PKI11]). The original pro-
gram code is presented on the left (no shading), the checking code added is
presented on the right (light shading) and the path tracking instrumentation
is shown with dark shading. Assuming that x is a critical variable, it needs
to be checked before its use.

We identify two paths in the program slice of x, corresponding to the
two branches. To compute the corresponding backward program slices, we
start with the instruction computing the critical variable (x) and traverse
the program backward, placing in each slice the instructions that can affect
the value of x. The resulting slices are:

• for the first path (if s = 0):

y = read_int();
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p = y;

r = -y;

s = y mod 3;

t = s*y;

u = p - r;

v = y + t;

x = s*y + u - v;

• for the second path (if s Ó= 0):

y = read_int();

p = y;

r = -y;

s = y mod 3;

t = s*y;

u = 2*p + r;

v = y - t;

x = s*y + u - v;

The instructions on each path are optimized, resulting in a concise expression
that checks the correctness of the variable’s value. For the first path the
expression is x′ = y′, and for the second one, it is x′ = 2 ∗ s′ ∗ y′ (values
are assigned to the temporary variable x′). Variables y′ and s′ are copies
of the corresponding variables from the original program. Although the
backward program slices run across several basic blocks, aggressive compile
time optimization is possible, because the slices are specialized for each
acyclic control path (do not contain conditional statements). At run-time,
when control reaches a point that uses x, one of the checking expressions
is chosen based on the path variable (updated via the instrumentation code
added). The value of x (computed by the original program) is compared
with the value of x′ (recomputed by the checking expression). In case of a
mismatch, an error flag is raised and a recovery action should be taken.

This technique has two sources of performance overhead: path tracking
and variable checking. Both can be implemented either in software, poten-
tially incurring high performance overheads, or in hardware, which leads to
costs sometimes exceeding the available resources.

Pattabiraman et al. [PKI11] have proposed a software-only approach,
where both path tracking and variable checking are implemented in software
and executed together with the application. The path tracking alone incurs
a time overhead of up to 400%, while the overhead of variable checking is
up to 80% [PKI11]. Complete hardware implementations are proposed in
[PKI11] and [LCP+09]. Between the extreme solutions of implementing all
error detection in software, on the one side, and performing it in hardware,
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on the other side, there is a wide range of alternatives characterized by the
implementation decision taken for each task in the application. This decision
depends on various factors: time criticality, amount and cost of available
hardware resources and their nature (FPGAs with static or partial dynamic
reconfiguration). We focus on efficiently implementing error detection in the
context mentioned above.

The error detection technique described above detects any transient er-
rors that corrupt the architectural state, provided that they corrupt one or
more variables in the backward slice of a critical variable. To achieve maxi-
mal error coverage, we assume that some complementary, generic error de-
tection techniques (like a watchdog processor and/or error-correcting codes)
are used in conjunction with the application-aware one. Hardware redun-
dancy techniques might also be used to deal with the remaining, not covered,
faults [BMR+08]. We concentrate on the optimization of the application-
aware error detection component.

5.2 Real-Time Distributed Embedded Systems

In this section we focus on the hardware/software implementation of the
application-aware error detection components for a safety-critical applica-
tion implemented on a distributed embedded platform. We present ap-
proaches to the optimization of error detection implementation in a system-
level design context, minimizing the global worst-case schedule length, while
meeting the imposed hardware cost constraints.

Our fault model assumes that a maximum number k of transient faults
can affect the system during one period. To provide resiliency against these
faults re-execution is used. Once a fault is detected, the initial state is re-
stored and the task is re-executed. We will use the scheduling technique
presented in [IPEP06], which considers error detection as a black box. The
authors proposed to generate fault-tolerant schedules for hard real-time sys-
tems such that multiple transient faults are tolerated. The algorithm pro-
duces, as output, schedule tables that capture alternative execution scenar-
ios corresponding to possible fault occurrences. Among all fault scenarios,
one corresponds to the worst-case schedule length (WCSL). We are inter-
ested in minimizing this WCSL by accelerating error detection in reconfig-
urable hardware, so that we meet the time and cost constraints imposed.

5.2.1 Optimization Framework

Figure 5.2 illustrates our framework. The applications, available as C code,
are represented as a set of task graphs. The code is processed through
the error detection instrumentation framework [LCP+09], which outputs
the initial code with the embedded error detectors, as well as VHDL code
needed to synthesize error detector modules on FPGA.
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Figure 5.2: Optimization framework overview
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Figure 5.3: System model for fault-tolerant distributed embedded systems

This information, together with the system architecture and the mapping
of tasks to computation nodes, is used by the optimization tool to find a
close to optimal error detection implementation (EDI). The cost function is
the WCSL generated by the fault-tolerant schedule synthesis tool [IPEP06].

5.2.2 System Model

We consider a set of real-time applications Ai, modeled as directed acyclic
graphs Gi(Vi, Ei), executed with period Ti. The graphs Gi are merged into
a single graph G(V, E), having the period T equal with the least common
multiple of all Ti. Each vertex Pj ∈ V represents a task, and each edge ejk ∈
E indicates that Pj ’s output is Pk’s input. Tasks are non-preemptable and
all data dependencies have to be satisfied before a task can start executing.

We assume a distributed architecture composed of computation nodes,
connected to a bus (see Figure 5.3b). The task mapping to these nodes is
given (illustrated with shading in Figure 5.3a). The bus is assumed to be
fault-tolerant (we use a protocol such as TTP [KB03]). Each node consists
of a central processing unit, a communication controller, a memory subsys-
tem, and a reconfigurable device (FPGA). Since SRAM-based FPGAs are
susceptible to single event upsets [WJR+03], we assume that suitable miti-
gation techniques are employed (e.g. [LCR03], [NOS14]) in order to provide
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sufficient reliability of the hardware used for error detection.
For each task we consider three alternative error detection implementa-

tions (EDIs):

1. SW-only, when the checking code (light shading in Figure 5.1) and
the path tracking instrumentation (dark shading in Figure 5.1) are
implemented in software and interleaved with application code.

2. mixed-HW/SW, when the path tracking is moved to hardware and
done concurrently with the application’s execution, while the check-
ing expressions remain in software, interleaved with the initial code.
This is a reasonable refinement, since the path tracking’s overhead is
significant.

3. HW-only, which further reduces the time overhead by also moving the
execution of the checking expressions to hardware.

For each task Pi and each of the three possible EDIs, we know the worst-
case execution time WCET�

i [WEE+08], the corresponding HW area h�
i ,

and reconfiguration time ρ�
i needed to implement error detection (� ∈ {SW-

only, mixed-HW/SW, HW-only}).
For all messages sent over the bus, their worst-case transmission time

WCTTij is given. This transmission is modeled as a communication task
inserted on the edge Pi → Pj (see m24 in Figure 5.3a). For tasks mapped
on the same node, the communication time is considered to be part of the
task’s WCET and is not modeled explicitly.

5.2.3 Problem Formulation

Input

• A set of applications Ai modeled together as a task graph G(V, E) (see
Section 5.2.2).

• The WCETs for each alternative EDI of every task Pi ∈ V, given by
W : V × H → Z

+, where H = {SW-only, mixed-HW/SW, HW-only}.

• The hardware costs for each alternative EDI of every task Pi ∈ V, given
by C : V×H → Z

+×Z
+, i.e. we know the size (hi = rowsi×columnsi)

of the rectangle needed on FPGA1.

• The reconfiguration time (ρi) for each alternative EDI of every task
Pi ∈ V, given by R : V × H → Z

+.

• The worst-case transmission time (WCTTij) for each message mij ,
from Pi to Pj .

1Function C covers both 1D and 2D reconfiguration scenarios. Note also that, being
more generic, these assumptions cover the ones used in the previous chapters.
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Table 5.1: Worst-case execution times and error detection overheads for the
motivational example

Pi W CET U
i

Error Detection Implementation (EDI)
SW-only mixed-HW/SW HW-only

W CETi hi ρi W CETi hi ρi W CETi hi ρi

P1 60 240 0 0 100 15 20 80 40 45
P2 50 140 0 0 80 15 20 60 40 45
P3 40 150 0 0 60 10 15 50 30 35
P4 30 100 0 0 60 15 20 40 40 45

• The parameter k, denoting the number of transient faults to be tol-
erated during one period, T . This k is used for the generation of
fault-tolerant schedules with the synthesis tool presented in [IPEP06].

• The set of computation nodes N connected by a bus B on which the
application is implemented. For each Nj ∈ N , the available hardware
area (HWj = rowsj × columnsj) which we can use to implement the
error detection is known.

• The mapping of tasks to computation nodes, given by M : V → N .

Output

• An EDI assignment S : V → H, such that k transient faults are
tolerated and the worst-case schedule length (WCSL) is minimal, while
the hardware cost constraints are met.

5.2.4 Motivational Examples

Figure 5.3a presents an application with four tasks, P1 − P4, mapped on an
architecture with two computation nodes, N1 and N2, connected by a bus
(Figure 5.3b). Tasks P1 and P2 are mapped on N1, while P3 and P4 are
mapped on N2. The WCET of tasks for each of the three alternative EDIs
are listed in Table 5.1. The WCET of the un-instrumented task (WCET U

i )
is also given in Table 5.1, only to emphasize the error detection time over-
heads. For example, the error detection overhead incurred by the SW-only
EDI for P1 is 240 - 60 = 180 time units. The HW area (hi) and the re-
configuration times (ρi) incurred by each EDI2, are also presented in Table
5.1. The WCTT of messages is 20 time units. The recovery overhead for all
tasks is 10 time units. Our application has to tolerate k = 1 fault within its
period.

2For simplicity we consider the 1D case here, but note that the model supports 2D
placement and FPGA reconfiguration.
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N1 

i) 
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Figure 5.4: Motivational examples for the optimization of error detection
implementation

In the Gantt charts we represent task execution with white boxes, recov-
ery overheads with dark shading and FPGA reconfiguration overheads with
a checkerboard pattern.

The Gantt chart in Figure 5.4a-(i) shows the worst-case scenario for the
SW-only solution. We implement error detection in software for all tasks
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Figure 5.5: Architecture and application for motivational example 2

and then we generate fault-tolerant schedules with the tool from [IPEP06].
We obtain WCSL = 750 time units (the scenario when P1 experiences a
fault), but we do not use any additional hardware. Considering that we have
unlimited reconfigurable hardware, the shortest possible WCSL corresponds
to the HW-only solution (Figure 5.4a-(v)): 290 time units. Since we use
HW-only EDI for all tasks, we need at least HW1 = 80 plus HW2 = 70 area
units for FPGA1 and FPGA2, respectively. These are the extreme cases
corresponding to the longest WCSL, but no additional hardware cost, and
to the shortest WCSL, with maximal hardware cost, respectively. We will
try to obtain the minimal WCSL, subject to the available hardware area.

Considering that we have statically reconfigurable FPGAs of size 20 on
each node, we can only place into hardware the mixed-HW/SW error de-
tection module for one task/node. A naive approach that places the error
detection module corresponding to the longest task on FPGA, is shown in
Figure 5.4a-(ii). By placing error detection for P1 and P3 into hardware, we
reduced the WCET from 240 to 100 for P1 and from 150 to 60 for P3 and,
thus, obtained WCSL = 510 time units. Nevertheless, for N2 it is actually
better to place the error detection for task P4 into HW (Figure 5.4a-(iii)).
Although we only shorten its WCET with 40 time units (compared to 90 for
P3), we finally obtain a shorter WCSL = 470 time units. Thus, we improved
the SW-only solution by 37%. Because of the slack following P3, shortening
its WCET does not impact the end-to-end delay, and the FPGA can be
used more efficiently with P4.

Let us now assume that the FPGAs of size 20 we use have partial dy-
namic reconfiguration (PDR) capabilities (i.e. parts of the device may be
reconfigured at run-time, while other parts remain functional). Figure 5.4a-
(iv) illustrates the shortest WCSL we could obtain in this case: 390 time
units. After P1 finishes execution, its mixed-HW/SW EDI is replaced, using
PDR, with the mixed-HW/SW EDI for P2, reusing the FPGA area. Com-
paring the minimal WCSL from Figure 5.4a-(iv) (i.e. 390 time units) with
the minimal WCSL obtained using static FPGAs of the same size (i.e. 470
time units), we see that by exploiting PDR it is possible to shorten the
WCSL with an extra 17%. Remember that we used FPGAs a quarter of the
maximum size needed to implement the HW-only solution.
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Let us now consider the application from Figure 5.5a mapped on one
computation node (Figure 5.5b). Figure 5.4b-(i) presents the Gantt chart
for the SW-only solution, with WCSL = 880 time units. Assuming an
FPGA of size 50, without PDR capabilities, the shortest worst-case schedule
obtained is illustrated in Figure 5.4b-(ii) (450 time units). This results by
assigning mixed-HW/SW EDI for P1 − P3. We next consider an FPGA of
25 area units, but having PDR capabilities (Figure 5.4b-(iii)). We initially
place the mixed-HW/SW implementations for P1 and P3 on the FPGA. As
soon as P1 finishes, we reuse the FPGA area corresponding to its detector
module and reconfigure in advance the mixed-HW/SW EDI for P2. This is
done in parallel with P3’s execution and, thus, P2 is scheduled immediately
after P3. Unfortunately, for P4 we cannot reconfigure in parallel with P2’s
execution, since we only have 10 area units available. We have to wait
until P2 ends, then reconfigure the FPGA with P4’s mixed-HW/SW detector
module and after that schedule P4. Although P4’s reconfiguration could not
be masked, this solution is preferred compared to the SW-only alternative
for P4, because we gain 20 time units = WCET SW-only

4 − (ρ
mixed-HW/SW
4 +

WCET
mixed-HW/SW
4 ). Comparing Figure 5.4b-(iii) (WCSL = 430 time units)

with Figure 5.4b-(ii) (WCSL = 450 time units), we see that, by exploiting
PDR capabilities, we get even better performance than using static FPGAs
double the size. The improvement relative to the SW-only solution (Figure
5.4b-(i): WCSL = 880 time units) is 51%.

5.2.5 Static FPGA Reconfiguration

In this section we are going to address the case in which FPGA recon-
figuration is done statically. This means that, for a certain application,
the modules that are placed on the FPGA before start-up cannot be ex-
changed with other modules during run-time. Looking at Figure 5.4a-(ii)
and 5.4a-(iii), for example, we can see that no reconfiguration of the FPGA
is performed at run-time. By contrast, in Figure 5.4a-(iv), P2 is reconfigured
on the FPGA after P1 finishes executing. This is done by means of partial
dynamic reconfiguration (which is addressed later, in Section 5.2.6).

The problem defined in Section 5.2.3, assuming static FPGA reconfigura-
tion, is a combined mapping and scheduling problem, which is NP-complete
[GJ90]. Thus, for big problem sizes finding an exact solution is unfeasible.
The solution proposed here is a Tabu Search heuristic [RB93].

As illustrated by the motivational example, depending on the resource
constraints, different EDIs represent area-latency trade-off points for a task.
Algorithm 9 presents the pseudocode for our EDI assignment optimization
algorithm. The exploration of the solution space starts from a random
initial solution (line 2). Next, successive moves are performed based on
a neighborhood search. The transition from one solution to another is the
result of the selection (line 6) and application (line 8) of an appropriate move.
At each iteration, in order to evaluate our cost function (WCSL), tasks
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Algorithm 9 EDI optimization algorithm
Input: A = G(V, E), W, C, WCTTij , k, HWj , M
Output: best_Sol = best solution found by Tabu Search

1: procedure EDI_Optimization

2: best_Sol = current_Sol ← Random_Initial_Solution();
3: best_WCSL = current_WCSL ← WCSL(current_Sol);
4: Tabu ← ∅;
5: while iteration_count < max_iterations do

6: best_Move ← Select_Best_Move(current_Sol,
current_WCSL);

7: Tabu ← Tabu ∪ {reverse(best_Move)};
8: current_Sol ← Apply(best_Move, current_Sol);
9: current_WCSL ← WCSL(current_Sol);

10: Update(best_Sol);
11: if no_improvement_count > diversification_count then

12: Restart_Diversification();
13: end if

14: end while

15: return best_Sol;
16: end procedure

and messages are scheduled using the fault-tolerant scheduling technique
(function WCSL in Algorithm 9) presented in [IPEP06]. To assure the
proper breadth of the search process, diversification is employed (lines 11-
12). The whole search is based on a recency memory (Tabu list) and a
frequency memory (Wait counters).

5.2.5.1 Tabu Search Moves

We have considered two types of moves: simple ones and swaps. A sim-
ple move applied to a task Pi is defined as the transition from one error
detection implementation to any of the adjacent ones from the ordered set
H = {SW-only, mixed-HW/SW, HW-only}. Intuitively, EDI of a task is
moved more into hardware (for example, from the SW-only alternative to
the mixed-HW/SW EDI, or from the mixed-HW/SW to the HW-only EDI),
or more into software (for example from the HW-only to the mixed-HW/SW
EDI, or from the mixed-HW/SW to the SW-only EDI), but direct transi-
tions between SW-only and HW-only EDIs are not allowed. The motivation
behind restricting transitions only to adjacent EDIs was to limit the size
of our neighborhood (defined as the set of solutions that can be directly
reached from the current one, by applying a single move). A swap consists
of two “opposite” simple moves, concerning two tasks mapped on the same
computation node. The idea is that, in order to move the EDI of a task
more into hardware, in the case we would not have enough resources, it is
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Figure 5.6: Swap move example for Tabu Search

first needed to move the EDI of another task mapped on the same compu-
tation node, more into software, to make room on the FPGA device. The
advantage of performing a swap is that, if possible, we manage to find a
more efficient use of the currently occupied HW resources.

In Figure 5.6a we consider the case of tasks P3 and P4 from the moti-
vational example 1 (Figures 5.3a and 5.3b), which are mapped on the same
computation node (N2). The two tasks have the HW cost – time overhead
trade-off points shown in Figure 5.6a (see also Table 5.1). The point on the
vertical axis represents the SW-only EDI, the middle point represents the
mixed-HW/SW EDI and the third point illustrates the HW-only EDI, for
a particular task. At a certain step during the design space exploration,
P3 and P4 both have mixed-HW/SW EDI assigned, which implies a total
FPGA2 area of 10 + 15 = 25 units. The worst-case schedule in this case
is illustrated in Figure 5.6b-(i) (note that also P1 and P2 have their mixed-
HW/SW EDI assigned). Assuming that FPGA2 has a total size of 40 area
units, we have 15 units free in the above scenario. In order to be able to
move P4 to the HW-only EDI, we need 25 extra units of area. Since we
only have 15 units available, the solution is to move P3 to its SW-only EDI,
thus freeing 10 extra area units. After this simple move, we can proceed
and apply the second simple move, occupying the 25 available area units, by
moving P4 to the HW-only solution. Please note that the two simple moves
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Figure 5.8: Architecture and application example for neighborhood restric-
tion

mentioned above are performed in the same iteration, thus forming a swap
move. The swap in our example had a beneficial impact and we reduced the
WCSL from 370 to 350 time units (Figure 5.6b-(ii)), thus getting closer to
the minimum.

An important feature of Tabu Search is its capability to escape from local
minima by allowing the selection of non-improving moves. After selecting
such a move, it is important to avoid the cycling caused by selection of the
reverse (improving) move leading back to the local optimum. This is solved
by the use of tabus. Whenever we perform a simple move we declare tabu
the move that would reverse its effect, i.e. assigning Pi its previous EDI (line
7 in Algorithm 9). The move is forbidden for a number of iterations equal
to its tabu tenure (determined empirically). When performing a swap move,
for each of its constituent simple moves, we declare tabu the corresponding
reverse move (and record them individually in the Tabu list).

5.2.5.2 Neighborhood Restriction

In theory, the best move is selected (line 6 in Algorithm 9) by considering
all possible moves (simple or swap) and evaluating the cost function for
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Algorithm 10 Hierarchical neighborhood exploration
Input: A = G(V, E), W, C, WCTTij , k, HWj , M
Output: trial_Move = best move found according to Section 5.2.5.3

1: function Select_Best_Move(current_Sol, current_WCSL)
2: CP ← Select_CP_Tasks(current_Sol);
3: trial_Move ← Try_Simple_Moves_into_HW(CP );
4: if trial_Move exists then

5: return trial_Move;
6: else

7: trial_Move ← Try_Swap_Moves(CP );
8: trial_Sol ← Apply(trial_Move, current_Sol);
9: trial_WCSL ← WCSL(trial_Sol);

10: if trial_WCSL < current_WCSL then

11: return trial_Move;
12: else

13: WCP ← {p ∈ CP | Wait(p) > waiting_count};
14: trial_Move ← Diversifying_Non-improving_Moves(WCP );

15: return trial_Move;
16: end if

17: end if

18: end function

each one. This, however, is inefficient from the computational point of
view. Therefore, in each iteration, the selection of the best move is done by
exploring only a subset of the possible moves, namely the ones affecting the
tasks on the critical path (CP) of the worst-case schedule for the current
solution. In Figure 5.7 we consider the application from Figure 5.8a mapped
on the architecture in Figure 5.8b, with static FPGAs of size 20. We show
how we move from the SW-only solution (Figure 5.7-(i): WCSL = 750) to the
solution in Figure 5.7-(iii) (WCSL = 510), passing through two consecutive
iterations. At each iteration, only the tasks on the CP (illustrated with
dotted rectangles) are considered for new EDI assignment. From (i) to (ii),
the best possible choice is to move P1 to its mixed-HW/SW EDI. As a result,
the CP changes (as can be seen from Figure 5.7-(ii)) and, thus, in the next
iteration P3 will also be considered (while P1 is now excluded). The best
choice is to move P3 to its mixed-HW/SW EDI. The result is shown in Figure
5.7-(iii) (WCSL = 510).

5.2.5.3 Move Selection

Algorithm 10 presents our approach to selecting the best move in each it-
eration (line 6, Algorithm 9). As explained earlier, we first determine the
set of tasks on the critical path (CP) of the current solution (line 2). Next,
based on this set, we proceed and search for the best move in a hierarchical
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manner (in order to reduce the number of evaluations of the cost function,
done in each iteration). We first explore the simple moves into HW (line 3).
If at least one such move exists and it is not tabu, then we select the move
that generates the best improvement and we stop further exploring the rest
of candidate moves (lines 4-5). Otherwise, we try to improve the current
WCSL by searching for the best swap move (line 7). If we get closer to a
minimum (line 10), we accept the move (line 11). Otherwise, we diversify
the search (lines 13-15).

5.2.5.4 Diversification

In order to assure the proper breadth of the search process, we decided to em-
ploy a continuous diversification strategy (lines 13-15, Algorithm 10), com-
plemented by a restart diversification strategy (lines 11-12, Algorithm 9).
The continuous diversification uses an intermediate-term frequency memory
(Wait counters), where we record how many iterations a task has waited
since the last time it was involved in a move. The Wait counters are reset
whenever a new minimal solution is reached. Whenever we need to escape
local minimum points, the Wait memory is used to selectively filter candi-
date moves (and generate the set WCP – line 13 in Algorithm 10). So, if
the waiting counter of a task is greater than a threshold (waiting_count),
we consider that the task has waited a long time and should be selected
for diversification (it is included in WCP ). Our neighborhood exploration
continues by selecting the non-improving move (simple or swap) that leads
to the solution with the lowest cost, giving priority to diversifying moves
(line 14 in Algorithm 10).

We complemented our continuous diversification strategy with a restart
diversification. Whenever we do not get any improvement of the best known
solution for more than a certain number, diversification_count, of itera-
tions, we restart the search process (lines 11-12 in Algorithm 9). The search
is restarted from a state corresponding to an EDI assignment to tasks that
has not been visited, or has been visited rarely, during the previous searches.

The search process is stopped after a specified maximum number of it-
erations (line 5 in Algorithm 9). This value (max_iterations), as well
as the counters used for diversification purposes (i.e. waiting_count and
diversification_count), and the length of the tabu list, were determined
empirically for each application size.

5.2.6 Partial Dynamic Reconfiguration

PDR enables the reuse of FPGA area corresponding to error detector mod-
ules of tasks that finished executing. Task execution is overlapped with
reconfiguration of other detector modules, in order to mask the reconfig-
uration overhead. We reconfigure the detector modules on the FPGA as
they are needed, at run-time. In this way we accelerate error detection in
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hardware, while, at the same time, keeping system costs within reasonable
limits.

5.2.6.1 Revised System Model

We model our PDR FPGA as a matrix of configurable logic blocks (CLBs).
Each EDI occupies a rectangular area of this matrix. The model allows
2D or 1D placement and reconfiguration. The execution of an EDI can
proceed in parallel with the reconfiguration of another EDI, but only one
reconfiguration may be done at a time (i.e. we assume a single reconfigu-
ration controller). If it is not possible to completely overlap reconfiguration
with useful computations, then task execution is scheduled as soon as the
reconfiguration of its EDI ends. Figure 5.4b-(iii) illustrates this: for P2 the
entire reconfiguration overhead was masked; Because of limited resources,
this was not possible for P4, which had to wait for the reconfiguration of its
EDI module to finish.

5.2.6.2 Revised Problem Formulation

Under PDR assumptions, our problem formulation (Section 5.2.3) becomes
more complex. Besides generating the EDI assignment to tasks (S : V → H)
we also need to generate a placement and a schedule for EDI reconfigurations
on FPGA. For all tasks with error detection in HW (mixed-HW/SW or HW-
only), we find the function:

R : {p ∈ V | S(p) Ó= SW-only} → Z
+

which specifies the reconfiguration start time for the EDI modules, and the
placement function:

P : {p ∈ V | S(p) Ó= SW-only} → Z
+ × Z

+

which specifies the position of the upper left corner of each EDI module on
the FPGA.

5.2.6.3 Revised Scheduler

We simultaneously schedule tasks on the processor and place their corre-
sponding EDIs on the FPGA: once a task is selected for scheduling from
the list of ready tasks, its EDI is placed onto the FPGA, as soon as enough
space is available for it. Thus, the generated static schedules are correct by
construction.

In order to take into account the issues presented above, we extended
the fault-tolerant schedule synthesis tool from [IPEP06] (used in Section
5.2.5). This tool is based on a list scheduling approach that uses a modi-
fied partial critical path (PCP ) priority function [EDPP00] to decide the
order of task execution. Since this priority function does not capture the
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particular issues related to PDR, we changed it with another one, similar to
[BBD05]. This priority function accounts for the application’s characteris-
tics (captured by PCP ), the EDI characteristics (captured by WCET and
EDI area for tasks) and the physical issues related to FPGA placement and
reconfiguration (captured by the earliest start time – EST – of a task):

f(EST, WCET, area, PCP ) = x×EST +y×WCET +z×area+w×PCP

Our tabu search will try to assign the best values to the weights x, y, z, w,
such that the scheduling priority function generates the shortest schedule
length for each particular application. The optimization is described in
Section 5.2.6.6.

5.2.6.4 Anti-fragmentation Policy

When computing the EST , we find the earliest time slot when a task can
be scheduled, subject to the various constraints. We first search for the
earliest time instant when a feasible EDI placement on FPGA is available.
The position of an EDI module on the FPGA is decided by using an anti-
fragmentation policy.

The free FPGA space is managed by keeping a list of maximal empty
rectangles. When placing a new error detection module on the FPGA, the
location that generates the lowest fragmentation is chosen. The amount
of FPGA fragmentation is quantified using the fragmentation metric from
[HV04]. The idea is to compute the fragmentation contribution of each cell3

(FCC) in an empty area (rectangle that can fit the EDI module) as:

FCCd(C) =





1 − vd

2Ld − 1
if vd ≤ 2Ld − 1

0 otherwise
(5.1)

where vd represents the number of empty cells in the vicinity of cell C and
Ld is the average size in direction d (where d is either the horizontal or the
vertical direction) of all the modules placed so far. We assume that if a
rectangle can accommodate a module as large as twice the average size of
the modules being placed, the area inside that rectangle is not fragmented.

The FCC represents “the amount of fragmentation in horizontal or ver-
tical direction that an empty cell contributes toward total fragmentation of
the FPGA area at a given time” [HV04]. The total fragmentation (TF ) of
an area can be computed as the normalized sum of fragmentation (FCC)
of all the N cells in that area, in both directions:

TF (Area) =

∑

C∈Area

(FCCx(C) + FCCy(C))

N
× 100 (5.2)

A higher value of TF means more fragmentation of the FPGA.
3A cell represents a configurable logic block (CLB) in our model.
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Figure 5.9: Using the fragmentation metric to place modules on the FPGA
according to the anti-fragmentation policy

Whenever we choose a location for an error detection module, we calcu-
late the TF of all maximal empty rectangles large enough to fit that module.
We choose the rectangle with the highest TF , leaving less fragmented areas
on the FPGA for placement of future modules. Once a rectangle is chosen
for placement, we compute the TF of the remaining empty area when the
module is placed in each of the four corners of the rectangle. We choose the
location that generates the lowest TF , to keep the remaining FPGA area as
less fragmented as possible.

Figure 5.9 exemplifies the fragmentation metric, assuming 2D placement
of modules on the FPGA. Let us assume that at one point in time EDI
module M1 is placed on the FPGA and we need to decide a location for
module M2. We identify two maximal empty rectangles on the FPGA, R1

and R2 (Figure 5.9a). Applying equations 5.1 and 5.2 to compute the TF
for R1 and R2 we obtain TF (R1) = 0.92 and TF (R2) = 0.95. Thus, we
choose R2 for placing M2. Figures 5.9b and 5.9c show the two possible
location of M2 within R2. For the first case TF (FPGA) = 0.67, while for
the second case TF (FPGA) = 1.20. So we choose the first location for M2.
Assuming that the next module to be placed is M3, we observe that it can
be accommodated in Figure 5.9b, but not in Figure 5.9c, because of the
fragmentation.

After finding a location for the EDI module, its reconfiguration can be
scheduled immediately if the reconfiguration controller is available. Other-
wise, it has to wait until the controller becomes free. Once the reconfigura-
tion component (corresponding to the EDI of a task) is scheduled, we check
if the task could be scheduled immediately after that, subject to dependency
constraints.
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Figure 5.10: Modified scheduler for systems with partial dynamic reconfig-
uration capabilities

5.2.6.5 Illustrative Example

The Gantt charts in Figure 5.10c illustrate some of the issues related
to PDR. Let us consider the application from Figure 5.10a, having to tol-
erate a number of k = 1 faults, mapped on an architecture with two
computation nodes (Figure 5.10b), with FPGA1 and FPGA2 having sizes
HW1 = HW2 = 25 area units. We assume that at a certain step during
the optimization, each task has a particular EDI assigned. The WCETs of
tasks, as well as the EDI areas and reconfiguration overheads corresponding
to this current EDI4 are presented in Table 5.2. WCTT of all messages and

4Note that, although our model supports 2D placement and FPGA reconfiguration,
for simplicity we illustrate the 1D case here.
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Table 5.2: Task characteristics for the illustrative example
Pi WCETi PCPi EDI area (hi) rec. time (ρi)

P1 70 170 20 25
P2 40 160 10 15
P3 30 120 10 15
P4 100 100 25 30
P5 40 90 15 20
P6 50 50 15 20

the recovery overheads for tasks are 10.
Figure 5.10c-(i) shows the schedule obtained using only the partial criti-

cal path (PCPi in Table 5.2) for priority assignment, having WCSL = 525.
Let us assume that the priority function from Section 5.2.6.3 is used.

We consider the weights (x, y, z, w) = (0.5, −0.5, 0, 1), implying f = 0.5 ×
EST − 0.5 × WCET + PCP . Thus we give higher priority to tasks that
have a big PCP and EST , while the WCET should be small. The result
is that P2 is scheduled before P1, which in turn makes P3-P5-P6 run earlier,
thus reducing the WCSL to 475 in Figure 5.10c-(ii).

It is possible to choose better weights, adapted to the application’s char-
acteristics. It is preferable to give higher priority to tasks with a big PCP
value, but a small WCET and EDI area, and that can start earlier (smaller
EST ). Setting (x, y, z, w) = (−0.5, −0.5, −1, 1) we obtain the schedule in
Figure 5.10c-(iii), with WCSL = 360. Scheduling P5 before P4 has two ad-
vantages: firstly, P6 runs earlier, in parallel with P4, and secondly P3 and P5

fit together on the FPGA and, thus, the run-time reconfiguration for P5’s
EDI is eliminated. As seen, it is important to choose proper weights for the
scheduler.

5.2.6.6 Tunning the Scheduler

The scheduler weights x, y, z, w (Section 5.2.6.3) are dynamically tuned
for each application, during our optimization. We kept the Tabu Search
core used for the static reconfiguration approach (Section 5.2.5), with two
modifications:

1. we use the modified list scheduler described above, as a cost function,
instead of the scheduler used before (line 9, Algorithm 9 and line 9,
Algorithm 10);

2. we add a new type of moves, that concern the weights x, y, z, w used
in the scheduler’s priority function.

In each iteration, before exploring different EDI assignments to tasks, we
explore different values for the weights, which can take values between -
1 and 1, with a 0.25 step. Every iteration we explore if modifying these
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Figure 5.11: The ranges for the random generation of EDI overheads

weights results in a priority function that leads to a better scheduling, and
consequently to a smaller WCSL. If this is not possible, we search for a
better EDI assignment, exactly as we did before (Algorithm 10).

5.2.7 Experimental Evaluation

We first performed experiments on synthetic examples. We generated task
graphs with 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 and 120 tasks each, mapped on architectures
consisting of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 nodes respectively. We generated 15 graphs
for each application size. Tasks’ WCETs were assigned randomly from the
uniform distribution on the [10, 250] time units range. All messages were
assumed to have equal WCTT. We considered that our system has to tolerate
k = 2 faults5.

In order to generate time and hardware cost overheads for each EDI, we
proceeded as follows: we generated one class of experiments (Testcase1),
based on the estimation of overheads done by Pattabiraman et al. in [PKI11]
and by Lyle et al in [LCP+09]. We also generated a second class of experi-
ments (Testcase2), for which we assumed slower hardware (in other words,
in order to get the same time overheads as in Testcase1, we need to use
more hardware). In Figure 5.11 we show the ranges used for randomly gen-
erating the overheads. The point corresponding to 100% HW cost overhead
represents the maximum HW area that the EDI for this task might occupy
if mapped to FPGA. We assumed that this value is proportional to the task
size.

Figure 5.11a depicts the ranges for Testcase1: for the SW-only EDI, we
considered a time overhead as big as 300% and as low as 80%, related to

5We also conducted experiments with k ∈ [3, 8] and we concluded that the impact of
different k is not significant for the quality of results produced by our heuristic.
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Figure 5.12: Experiments’ space

the worst-case execution time of the corresponding task; obviously, the HW
cost overhead in this case is 0. As far as the mixed HW/SW implementation
is concerned, the time overhead range is between 30% and 70%, and the
HW cost overhead range is between 5% and 15%. Finally, the HW-only
implementation would incur a time overhead between 5% and 25% and a
HW cost overhead between 50% and 100%. Figure 5.11b depicts the ranges
for Testcase2: the time overhead ranges are the same, but we pushed the
HW cost ranges more to the right. Also note that for Testcase2, the cen-
ters of gravity of the considered areas are more uniformly distributed. The
execution time overheads and the HW cost overheads for the tasks in our
synthetic examples are distributed uniformly in the intervals depicted in
Figure 5.11a (test-case1) and Figure 5.11b (Testcase2).

We varied the size of the FPGAs by summing up all the HW cost over-
heads corresponding to the HW-only implementation for all tasks:

max_hw =

card(V)∑

i=1

C(Pi, HW-only)

and then generated problem instances with FPGA areas equal to 5%, 10%,
15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 90% and 100% of max_hw,
distributed evenly among computation nodes. The 100% is an extreme case,
and represents the situation in which we have available all the HW that we
need, so the optimization problem actually disappears. Figure 5.12 shows
the resulting space of experiments. A total of 2×6×15×12 = 2160 settings
were used for experimental evaluation.

5.2.7.1 Static FPGA Reconfiguration

Our baseline was the WCSL obtained by choosing the SW-only EDI for all
tasks (WCSLbaseline). For the same task graphs, we then considered the
various HW fractions assigned and for each case we calculated the worst-case
schedule length, WCSLstatic, after applying our heuristic. The performance
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Figure 5.13: Comparison with theoretical optimum for statically reconfig-
urable FPGAs

improvement (PI) obtained for each case is:

PI =

(
WCSLbaseline − WCSLstatic

WCSLbaseline

× 100

)
%

We compared our results with the theoretical optimum, WCSLopt, ob-
tained with a Branch and Bound (BB) search. We calculated the PI as
above, using WCSLopt instead of WCSLstatic. It was possible to obtain
the optimal solution only for application sizes up to 20, with up to 40% HW
fraction.

Figure 5.13 shows the average improvement over all test cases for our
heuristic and for the optimal solution. The differences were up to 1% for
Testcase1, and up to 2.5% for Testcase2, which shows the effectiveness of
our approach.

Next, we evaluated the impact of the HW fraction assigned to FPGAs,
on the PI. Figure 5.14 shows the average PI obtained. We shortened the
WCSL with up to 64% (compared to the baseline – SW-only solution). We
observe a saturation point, beyond which assigning more HW area produces
only marginal improvement. At the saturation point, all tasks having an
impact on the schedule length already have their best EDI assigned.

With only 15% HW fraction, we reduced the WCSL by more than half,
for Testcase1. For Testcase2, in order to reduce the WCSL by half, we
need ∼40% HW fraction. This is due to our assumptions that the hardware
is slower for Testcase2 and, thus, we need more HW in order to get the
same performance improvement as for Testcase1. This also influences the
saturation point.

We also evaluated how the number of tasks/processor influences the re-
sults obtained. For that, we mapped an application of a specific size on
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(a) T estcase1

  

(b) T estcase2

Figure 5.14: Impact of varying the hardware fraction for statically reconfig-
urable FPGAs

architectures with different number of processors. We present the result
corresponding to applications consisting of 60 tasks, from Testcase1, which
were mapped on 2, 3, 4 and 5 processors. Figure 5.15 shows the average
improvement obtained. Note that the number of tasks/processor does not
influence significantly the results.

5.2.7.2 Partial Dynamic Reconfiguration

We kept the same experimental setup as for the static case, and we con-
sidered as baseline the WCSL obtained considering static reconfiguration,
WCSLstatic. Then we computed:

PIP DR =

(
WCSLstatic − WCSLP DR

WCSLstatic

× 100

)
%
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Figure 5.15: Impact of varying the number of tasks/processor for statically
reconfigurable FPGAs

Figure 5.16 shows the average PIP DR. By employing PDR, execution
of some tasks was overlapped with the reconfiguration of the error detectors
for others and, consequently, we shortened the schedule length with up to
37% (with a HW fraction of only 5%) for Testcase1 and with up to 36%
(with a HW fraction of 20%) for Testcase2.

For Testcase1, after the peak of improvement gain, the improvement
drops with increasing HW fraction, then increases slightly and finally drops
again. The explanation resides in the ranges for EDI overheads in Testcase1.
The initial peak of improvement results from the fact that the algorithm is
able to move EDIs to the mixed-HW/SW implementation. Then, assign-
ing more HW does not help proportionally much, due to the large gap be-
tween the mixed-HW/SW and HW-only EDIs for Testcase1. As the FPGAs
get bigger, the HW-only EDIs are accommodated (second improvement in-
crease). For big FPGA sizes, there is enough space from the beginning, so
the static strategy can readily place all the needed EDIs.

For Testcase2, the gap between mixed-HW/SW and HW-only EDIs is
smaller and, thus, the maximum improvement (36%) corresponds to a HW
fraction of ∼20-25% (compared with 5% for Testcase1).

Figure 5.17 shows the impact of considering different number of tasks/processor.
The results correspond to the same applications as for the static case (60
tasks, Testcase1), shown in Figure 5.15. For the PDR approach the num-
ber of tasks/processor influences the improvement obtained. The results
are better with more tasks/processor (e.g. architectures with 2 processors)
because the opportunities of using PDR are increased. For 10% and 15%
hardware fractions we get an extra 14% improvement when mapping the
application on 2 processors as opposed to 5 processors.

Figure 5.18 presents the running times of our optimization. Experiments
were performed on a Windows Vista PC with CPU frequency 2.83 GHz and
8 GB RAM. The values correspond to the setting with 40% HW fraction
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(a) T estcase1

 

(b) T estcase2

Figure 5.16: Impact of varying the hardware fraction for partially dynami-
cally reconfigurable FPGAs

(usually producing the longest running times). For small HW fractions, the
algorithm does not have many alternative solutions to choose from, so a
result is reached faster (e.g, for a 5% HW fraction and 80 tasks application
size, the execution time is roughly 28% shorter for Testcase1 static, and 80%
shorter for Testcase2 static, while for Testcase1 PDR is 18% shorter, and
for Testcase2 PDR is 67% shorter than the corresponding values in Figure
5.18). For big HW fractions, the algorithms converge to good solutions
relatively fast, since there is more freedom to place EDIs on FPGA. For
example, for a 90% HW fraction and 60 tasks application size, for both
approaches, the execution times were around 19% shorter for Testcase1 and
for Testcase2 around 25% shorter than the corresponding values in Figure
5.18. Another aspect worth mentioning is that the PDR approach takes
considerably more time, because in this case we also have to adjust the
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Figure 5.17: Impact of varying the number of tasks/processor for partially
dynamically reconfigurable FPGAs
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Figure 5.18: Average running times for the optimization heuristics

weights for the scheduler (see Section 5.2.6.6).

5.2.7.3 Case Study – Adaptive Cruise Controller

We tested our approach on a real-life example, an adaptive cruise controller
(ACC), similar to the one described in [AMHN05], whose task graph con-
tains 13 tasks, depicted in Figure 5.19. The ACC keeps a desired speed and
a safe distance to the preceding vehicle, has the possibility of autonomous
changes of the maximum speed depending on speed limit regulations, and
helps with the braking procedure in extreme situations. The functionality
of the adaptive cruise controller is as follows: based on the driver specifica-
tion and on the speed limit regulations, the SpeedLimit task computes the
actual speed limit allowed in a certain situation. The Object Recognition
task calculates the relative speed to the vehicle in front. This component
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Figure 5.19: Task graph for the adaptive cruise controller case study

  

 

(a) Static reconfiguration

  

 

(b) Partial dynamic reconfiguration

Figure 5.20: Results for the adaptive cruise controller case study

is also used to trigger ModeSwitch in case there is a need to use the brake
assist functionality. ModeSwitch is used to trigger the execution of the ACC
or of the BrakeAssist component. The ACC assembly (P9 and P10 in Figure
5.19) controls the throttle lever, while the BrakeAssist task is used to slam
the brakes if there is an obstacle in front of the vehicle that might cause a
collision.

We instrumented every task with error detectors, using the technique
from Section 5.1. The execution times were derived using the MPARM
cycle accurate simulator, considering an ARM processor operating at 40
MHz. The path trackers and checking modules where synthesized on an
XC6VLX240T Virtex6 device, using the Xilinx ISE design suite. The re-
configuration times where estimated considering a 100 MHz configuration
clock frequency and the ICAP 32-bit width configuration interface (see our
reconfiguration controller described in Section 3.1.1.2). We used a methodol-
ogy similar to the one in [SBB+06] to reduce the reconfiguration granularity.
Table 5.3 presents the execution times and the hardware overheads obtained.

We mapped the application on two computation nodes. Considering a
number of k = 2 faults, the results are presented in Figure 5.20. Using static
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Table 5.3: Time and area overheads for the adaptive cruise controller case
study

Pi

Error Detection Implementation (EDI)
SW-only mixed-HW/SW HW-only
W CETi W CETi hi ρi W CETi hi ρi

(µs) (µs) (slices) (µs) (µs) (slices) (µs)

P1 8.12 6.02 2 1.23 4.9 15 9.23
P2 8.12 6.02 2 1.23 4.9 15 9.23
P3 8.12 6.02 2 1.23 4.9 15 9.23
P4 8.17 6.07 2 1.23 4.95 15 9.23
P5 7.32 5.4 2 1.23 4.27 13 8
P6 8.37 6.27 2 1.23 4.92 13 8
P7 10.35 7.87 2 1.23 6.75 42 25.83
P8 12.17 9.6 3 1.85 8.45 15 9.23
P9 46.22 33.7 11 6.77 27.25 43 26.45
P10 20.3 14.45 4 2.46 11.57 28 17.22
P11 37.27 29.47 7 4.31 21.7 52 31.99
P12 8.12 6.02 2 1.23 4.9 15 9.23
P13 8.12 6.02 2 1.23 4.9 15 9.23

reconfiguration, we obtained up to 47% reduction in schedule length (over
the SW-only implementation) with as little as 35% HW fraction. Assuming
PDR, we got an extra reduction. The best result is obtained for 20% HW
fraction, where the static reconfiguration approach achieves 42% improve-
ment (over the SW-only implementation), while the PDR approach achieves
an extra 9% improvement (over the static approach).

5.3 Average Execution Time Minimization

The previous section handled the matter of safety critical applications, con-
sidering strict worst-case scenarios, where deadlines have to be satisfied even
in case of faults. However, for a large class of applications faults have to
be handled, but what is important is the average execution time. Faults
appear only seldom, and their handling does not affect the average. What
is important is to minimize the impact of the error detection on the average
performance. In order to achieve this, a more refined model is needed (com-
pared to Section 5.2), that captures data and control dependencies. The
previous section addressed the performance optimization problem at a task
level. Using such a task-level coarse granularity is not appropriate for many
applications, e.g. those that consist of a single sequential task. In what fol-
lows, instead of considering the tasks as black boxes, we will analyze their
internal structure and properties.

Note that in this section, similar to Section 3.3, we consider correlations.
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However, there are some differences: first of all, the optimization presented
in this section is done off-line, as opposed to the technique presented in Sec-
tion 3.3, which is dynamic and performed on-line. Another difference is that
in this section we consider the correlations in an implicit manner, i.e. we
will take into account the correlation between a certain program path being
followed and the corresponding checking expression being reached. There-
fore, the output of our optimization will be a conditional reconfiguration
schedule table.

The rest of this section presents an approach to minimize the average
execution time of a program by optimizing the hardware/software imple-
mentation of error detection. We leverage the advantages of partial dynamic
reconfiguration of FPGAs in order to speculatively place in hardware those
error detection components that will provide the highest reduction of exe-
cution time. Our optimization algorithm uses frequency information from a
counter-based execution profile of the program. Starting from a control flow
graph representation, we build the interval structure and the control depen-
dence graph, which we then use to guide our error detection optimization
algorithm.

5.3.1 Basic Concepts

Before presenting our optimization approach, let us introduce some defini-
tions that will help the reader better understand the rest of this section.
Note that the model used in the following is similar to the one used in
Section 3.2. Thus, some definitions will be repeated, for the sake of the
presentation flow.

Definition 5.1 A control flow graph (CFG) of a program is a directed graph
Gcf (Ncf , Ecf ), where each node in Ncf corresponds to a straight-line se-
quence of operations and the set of edges Ecf corresponds to the possible
flow of control within the program. Gcf captures potential execution paths
and contains two distinguished nodes, root and sink, corresponding to the
entry and the exit of the program.

Definition 5.2 A node n ∈ Ncf is post-dominated by a node m ∈ Ncf in
the control flow graph Gcf if every directed path from n to sink (excluding
n) contains m.

Definition 5.3 Given a control flow graph Gcf , a node m ∈ Ncf is control
dependent upon a node n ∈ Ncf via a control flow edge e ∈ Ecf if the next
conditions hold:

• There exists a directed path P from n to m in Gcf , starting with e,
with all nodes in P (except m and n) post-dominated by m;

• m does not post-dominate n in Gcf .
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In other words, there is some control edge from n that definitely causes m
to execute, and there is some path from n to sink that avoids executing m.

Definition 5.4 A control dependence graph (CDG) Gcd(Ncd, Ecd) correspond-
ing to a control flow graph Gcf (Ncf , Ecf ) is defined as: Ncd = Ncf and
Ecd = {((n, m), e) | m is control dependent upon n via edge e}. A forward
control dependence graph (FCDG) is obtained by ignoring all back edges in
the CDG [ALSU06].

Definition 5.5 An interval I(h) in a control flow graph Gcf (Ncf , Ecf ), with
header node h ∈ Ncf , is a strongly connected region of Gcf that contains h
and has the following properties:

• I(h) can be entered only through its header node h;

• all nodes in I(h) can be reached from h along a path contained in I(h);

• h can be reached from any node in I(h) along a path contained in
I(h).

The interval structure represents the looping constructs of a program.

Definition 5.6 An extended control flow graph (ECFG) is obtained by aug-
menting the initial control flow graph with a pseudo control flow edge (root,
sink) and with explicit interval entry and exit nodes as follows:

• for each interval I(h), a preheader node, ph, is added and all interval
entries are redirected to ph (i.e. every edge (n, h), with n not in I(h)
is replaced with the edge (n, ph) and an unconditional edge (ph, h) is
added);

• a postexit node, pe, is added and every edge (n, m) with n in I(h) and
m not in I(h) is replaced by edges (n, pe) and (pe, m);

• a pseudo control flow edge (ph, pe) is added.

The pseudo control flow edges provide a convenient structure to the control
dependence graph (causing all nodes in an interval to be directly or indirectly
control dependent on the preheader node).

Definition 5.7 Given an edge (n, m) ∈ Efcd in the forward control depen-
dence graph (FCDG) Gfcd(Nfcd, Efcd), the execution frequency of the edge
[Sar89] is defined as follows:

• if n is a preheader and m is a header, freq(n, m) ≥ 0 is the average
loop frequency for interval I(m);

• otherwise, 0 ≤ freq(n, m) ≤ 1 is the branch probability.
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Let us exemplify these concepts on the control flow graph from Figure
5.21. Node a is post-dominated by nodes e and h, but not by node b, for
example (that is because there exists the path from node a to the sink s
going through node d, that excludes node b). Nodes b and d are control
dependent upon node a via edges a − b and a − d, respectively. Note that
the addition of the pseudo control flow edge r − s transforms the initial
CFG into an extended control flow graph (ECFG), and causes all nodes to
be control dependent on r.

5.3.2 System Model

We consider a structured [ALSU06] program, modeled as a control flow graph
Gcf (Ncf , Ecf ). The program runs on an architecture composed of a central
processing unit, a memory subsystem and a reconfigurable device (FPGA).
As in the previous section, we assume that suitable mitigation techniques are
employed (e.g. [LCR03], [NOS14]) in order to provide sufficient reliability
of the hardware used for error detection.

We model our FPGA, supporting partial dynamic reconfiguration, as
a rectangular matrix of configurable logic blocks (CLBs). Each checker
occupies a contiguous rectangular area of this matrix. The model allows
modules of any rectangular shape and size. The execution of a checker can
proceed in parallel with the reconfiguration of another checker, but only one
reconfiguration may be done at a certain time.

5.3.3 Problem Formulation

Input

• A structured program modeled as a CFG Gcf (Ncf , Ecf ).

• Each node n ∈ Ncf has a corresponding execution time, given by
time : Ncf → Z

+.

• Each edge has associated the probability to be taken, given by prob :
Ecf → [0; 1].

We assume that this information is obtained by profiling the program and
it is given.

• The set of checkers (checking expressions), CE, corresponding to the
program is also given. Each checker c ∈ CE has associated the follow-
ing:

1. The node where it will be executed, given by host : CE → Ncf .

2. The acyclic path for which the checker has been derived (denoted
with path(c) = sequence of edges that lead to host(c) in the CFG).

3. The execution time (sw : CE → Z
+) if implemented in software.
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Figure 5.21: Motivational example for speculative reconfiguration of error
detection components

4. The execution time (hw : CE → Z
+), necessary FPGA area

(area : CE → Z
+ × Z

+) and reconfiguration overhead (rec :
CE → Z

+) if implemented in hardware.

• The total available FPGA area which can be used to implement the
error detection is also given6.

Goal

• To minimize the average execution time of the program, while meeting
the imposed hardware area constraints.

Output

• A conditional reconfiguration schedule table (see Section 5.3.5.1).

5.3.4 Motivational Example

Let us consider the ECFG in Figure 5.21. The graph shows two conditional
branches. The execution times of the nodes are: a = 1, b = 10, d = 20, e =

6Note that in this section we focus our attention on the hardware/software imple-
mentation of the checking expression. We assume that the path tracking part of the error
detection mechanism (as described in Section 5.1) is implemented fully in hardware, since
its overhead is significant in software, while its hardware implementation is very efficient.
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Table 5.4: Error detection overheads for the motivational example

ci

SW HW
time time area reconfig.

overhead overhead units time

c1 22 4 25 25
c2 18 3 10 10
c3 15 2 20 20
c4 29 3 40 40

1, f = 20, g = 10, while the root(r) and sink(s) have execution time zero.
The conditional edges have their associated probabilities presented on the
graph.

Let us assume that inside node h we have a critical variable that needs
to be checked and, by applying the technique described in Section 5.1 we
derived four checkers for it: c1 to c4. Each of them corresponds to a different
acyclic control path in the ECFG, as shown in Figure 5.21. In Table 5.4 we
present the time overheads incurred by the software implementation of each
checker, as well as the overheads, area and reconfiguration time incurred
by the hardware implementation. Since node h is composed of the four
checkers, its execution time depends on the actual path followed at run-
time, which will determine which of the four, mutually exclusive, checkers
will get executed.

For the given example, if we assume that all the checkers are implemented
in software, the resulting average execution time of the ECFG is 54.01 time
units. On the other hand, if we assume that we have enough FPGA area so
that we can place all the checkers in hardware from the beginning (i.e. 95
area units), the average execution time will be 36.44 time units.

Let us now consider an FPGA supporting partial dynamic reconfigura-
tion and having an area of only 40 units. For the reconfiguration decision
on each of the outgoing edges of node a, one intuitive solution would be the
following: if edge (a, b) is followed, we would start reconfiguring the checker
that has the highest probability to be reached on this branch (i.e. c1). At
run-time, when we reach the second conditional node, if the edge (e, f) is
followed, then our previous speculation was right, and the reconfiguration
of c1 will have been finished by the time we reach it; otherwise, if the edge
(e, g) is taken, then we can drop the reconfiguration of c1 (because we will
not execute it for sure) and we can start the reconfiguration of c2. Let us
now consider the situation when edge (a, d) is followed. Applying the same
strategy as above, we would start reconfiguring c3 (because its probability
is 60% compared to 40% for c4). In this case, when we reach node e, if the
prediction was right, we will have c3 on FPGA by the time we reach it. But
if the prediction was wrong, it is not profitable to reconfigure c4 (on edge
(e, g)) because reconfiguring it and then executing it in hardware would take
40 + 3 = 43 time units (note that node g is executed in parallel with the re-
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Table 5.5: Conditional reconfiguration schedule tables for the motivational
example

Condition S1 action Condition S2 action

(a, b) rec. c1 (a, b) rec. c1

(a, b) ∧ (e, g) rec. c2 (a, b) ∧ (e, g) rec. c2

(a, d) rec. c3 (a, d) rec. c4

(a, d) ∧ (e, g) – (a, d) ∧ (e, f) rec. c3

configuration), while leaving c4 in software will result in a shorter execution
time (10 + 29 = 39 time units). The result is that only c1, c2 and c3 will
possibly be placed in hardware, while c4 is kept in software. In Table 5.5
we capture the discussion above in the form of a conditional reconfiguration
schedule (the alternative denoted with S1). This schedule table contains
a set of conditions and the corresponding reconfigurations that should be
started when the condition is true. These conditions are given as a conjunc-
tion of edges, meaning that in order for the condition to evaluate to true, the
edges have to be followed in the specified order at run-time. The schedule
alternative S1 will lead to an average execution time of 42.16.

However, investigating carefully the example, one can observe that a
better scheduling alternative than S1 can be generated. We can see that,
in case edge (a, d) is taken, it is better to start the reconfiguration of c4

(although it might seem counterintuitive since it has a smaller probability
to be reached than c3). Doing this way, if the prediction is wrong, it is still
profitable to later place c3 in hardware (schedule S2 from Table 5.5). For
c3 it is possible to postpone its reconfiguration until a later point, since its
execution is further away in time and its reconfiguration overhead is smaller
than that of c4. Even if we start the reconfiguration of c4 first, we still
introduce a waiting time because the reconfiguration is not ready by the
time we reach node h (we start reconfiguring c4 at the end of node a, and
the path to h is only 20 + 1 + 10 = 31 time units, while the reconfiguration
takes 40). Nevertheless, waiting 9 time units and then executing the checker
in hardware for 3 units is better than executing it in software for 29 time
units. So, by applying schedule S2, the resulting average execution time is
38.42, with an FPGA of just 40 area units.

When generating the more efficient scheduling alternative S2 we did not
base our decisions exclusively on execution probabilities (as is the case with
S1). Instead, we took into account the time gain resulted from each checker,
as well as its reconfiguration overhead in conjunction with the length of the
path from the current decision point, up to the location where the checker
will be executed.
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5.3.5 Speculative Reconfiguration

We propose a constructive algorithm to solve the problem defined in Section
5.3.3. The idea is to use the knowledge regarding already taken branches,
in order to take the best possible decision for the future and speculatively
reconfigure on FPGA the checkers with the highest potential to provide a
performance improvement.

Since for each checker c ∈ CE we have the corresponding acyclic path
specified as a sequence of instrumented branches (edges from the CFG), we
define the reach probability, given by reach_prob : Ncf × CE → [0; 1]. The
value reach_prob(n, c) represents the probability that the checker’s path is
followed at run-time, given that node n ∈ path(c) is reached and all the
nodes on path(c) up to n were visited. This is computed as the product of
the probabilities of the edges in the checker’s path, from n up to host(c).
If n is not on path(c), then the reach probability will be zero. Considering
the example from Figure 5.21, e.g. reach_prob(a, c1) = 0.45 × 0.60 = 0.27,
reach_prob(b, c1) = 0.60 and reach_prob(d, c1) = 0.

For each checker c ∈ CE we also define its time gain as the difference
between its time overhead when implemented in SW versus in HW (gain :
CE → Z

+, gain(c) = sw(c) − hw(c)). Finally, we denote with iterations(c)
the average frequency of the loop inside which c is executed. If c is not inside
a loop, iterations(c) = 1. We will use this value to give higher priority to
checkers that get executed inside loops.

We also assign a weight to each checker c ∈ CE:

weight(n, c) =
reach_prob(n, c) · iterations(c) · gain(c)

area(c)
(5.3)

This weight represents the average time gain per area unit corresponding
to c. As we traverse the CFG of the program, the weights of some checkers
might become zero (when certain paths are followed, i.e. reach_prob be-
comes zero), while the weight of other checkers will increase (as we approach
their host on a certain path).

5.3.5.1 Reconfiguration Schedule Generation

The pseudocode of our reconfiguration schedule generation algorithm is pre-
sented in Algorithm 11. Considering the CFG received as an input, we first
determine its interval structure (line 2), then we build the ECFG (line 3)
according to Definition 5.6, and the FCDG (line 4) according to Definition
5.4.

The next step is to traverse the ECFG and build the reconfiguration
schedule (line 5). Once the schedule is generated all the checkers have been
assigned an implementation (in hardware or in software), on any path that
might get executed at run-time. Thus we can estimate the average execution
time of the given CFG (line 6).
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Algorithm 11 Speculative optimization algorithm
1: procedure Build_Reconfiguration_Schedule(CFG)
2: determine interval structure of CFG
3: build ECFG
4: build FCDG

⊲ traverse ECFG and build reconfiguration schedules
5: Build_Schedule(root, TRUE)
6: compute average execution time of CFG
7: end procedure

8: procedure Build_Schedule(n, cond)
9: for all edge e = (n, m) do

10: if (e not back edge or loop exit edge) or (e not visited) then

11: mark e as visited
12: if e is a back edge or a loop exit edge then

13: cond ← TRUE ⊲ reset context
14: end if

15: new_cond ← cond ∧ e
16: for all checker cinCE do

17: compute reach_prob(m, c)
18: compute weight(m, c)
19: compute path_length(n, c)
20: end for

21: build ACE(e)
22: if reconfiguration controller available and ACE(e) Ó= ∅ then

23: Schedule_New_Reconfigurations(e, new_cond)
24: end if

25: Build_Schedule(m, new_cond)
26: end if

27: end for

28: end procedure

29: procedure Schedule_New_Reconfigurations(e = (n, m), cond)
30: sort ACE(e) in descending order by weight
31: repeat

32: pick and remove c ∈ ACE(e) with highest weight
33: if c already configured on FPGA but inactive then

34: activate c at its current location
35: else

36: loc ← Choose_FPGA_Location(c)
37: mark start of reconfiguration for c, at loc, on new_cond
38: for all checkers c′ ∈ ACE(e) do

39: recompute path_length(n, c′)
40: end for

41: end if

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
42: until end of reconfiguration ≥ end of m’s execution
43: end procedure

44: function Choose_FPGA_Location(c)
45: if there is enough free contiguous space on FPGA then

46: return empty rectangle with lowest fragmentation metric
47: else

48: choose the least recently used inactive modules to be replaced
49: return this location
50: end if

51: end function

The actual HW/SW optimization is performed in the recursive procedure
Build_Schedule. The ECFG is traversed such that each back edge and
each loop exit edge is processed exactly once (line 10). In order to be able to
handle the complexity, whenever a back or loop exit edge is taken, we reset
the current context (lines 12-13). This means that in each loop iteration
we take the same reconfiguration decisions, regardless of what happened in
previous loop iterations. The same applies to loop exit: decisions after a
loop are independent of what happened inside or before the loop. This guar-
antees that the conditional reconfiguration schedule table that we generate
is complete (i.e. we tried to take the best possible decision for any path that
might be followed at run-time).

The generated schedule table contains a set of conditions and the cor-
responding reconfigurations to be performed when a condition is activated
at run-time. Considering the example in Figure 5.21 a condition and its
corresponding action is:

(a, b) ∧ (e, g): reconfiguration of c2

At run-time, a condition is activated only if the particular path specified
by its constituent edges is followed. At each control node n ∈ Necf in
the ECFG we take a different reconfiguration decision on every outgoing
edge (line 9). We will next describe the decision process for one such edge,
e = (n, m) ∈ Eecf . First, the new condition is constructed (line 15). This
condition corresponds to a conjunction of all the taken edges so far, and the
current edge, e.

As we process a control edge e = (n, m) ∈ Eecf in the ECFG, we compute
the reach_prob(m, c) and the weight(m, c) of all checkers in CE (lines 17-
18). These values will obviously be different from the previously computed
ones, reach_prob(n, c) and weight(n, c). To be more exact they will increase
as we approach host(c).

We also compute the path length corresponding to each checker (denoted
with path_length(n, c)). This represents the length (in time) of the path
that leads from the current node n to host(c) in the CFG. Please note that
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all the checkers active along that path will have assigned an implementation
(either SW or HW) for the current traversal of the ECFG, so we can compute
(line 19) the length of the path (from the current node up to the location of
the checker):

path_length(n, c) =

=
∑

m∈path(c),
m successor of n




time(m) +
∑

k∈CE,k Ó=c,
host(k)=m,

k active

overhead(k)




(5.4)

where

overhead(k) =

{
sw(k), if k is implemented in software

wait(k) + hw(k), otherwise

and
wait(k) = eventual waiting time introduced due to the fact that

reconfiguration is not finished when the checker is reached.
We denote with ACE(e) the set of currently active checking expressions

(checkers) if edge e is taken in the ECFG, i.e.:

ACE(e) ={c ∈ CE|e ∈ path(c)∧
area(c) fits in currently available FPGA area ∧
rec(c) + hw(c) < path_length(n, c) + sw(c)∧
path from m to host(c) does not contain any back edge}

(5.5)

We discard all the checkers for which we do not currently have enough
contiguous FPGA area available for a feasible placement, as well as the ones
for which it is actually more profitable (at this point) to leave them in soft-
ware (because they are too close to the current location and reconfiguring
and executing the checker in hardware would actually take longer time than
executing it in software). We also do not start reconfigurations for check-
ers over a back edge, because we reset the context on back edges; thus, if
a reconfiguration would be running, it would be stopped, and this might
possibly lead to a wasteful use of the reconfiguration controller.

The next step after building ACE(e) (line 21) is to check if the recon-
figuration controller is available, in order to schedule new reconfigurations
(line 22). We distinguish three cases:

1. The reconfiguration controller is free. In this case we can simply pro-
ceed and use it.

2. The reconfiguration controller is busy, but it is currently reconfiguring
a checker that is not reachable anymore from the current point (we
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previously started a speculative reconfiguration and we were wrong).
In this case we can drop the current reconfiguration, mark the FPGA
space corresponding to the unreachable checker as free and use the
reconfiguration controller.

3. The reconfiguration controller is busy configuring a checker that is
still reachable from the current point. In this case we leave the re-
configuration running and schedule new reconfigurations only in case
the current reconfiguration will finish before the next basic block will
finish. Otherwise, we can take a better decision later, on the outgoing
edges of the next basic block.

In case ACE(e) Ó= ∅ we start new reconfigurations (line 23) by calling the
procedure Schedule_New_Reconfigurations (described in Algorithm
11). Otherwise, we do not take any reconfiguration action. Then we continue
traversing the ECFG (line 25).

5.3.5.2 FPGA Area Management

When we start a new reconfiguration, we choose a subset of checkers from
ACE(e) so that they fit on the currently available FPGA area, trying to
maximize their total weight (lines 32-39 in Algorithm 11).

Let us next describe how the FPGA space is managed. After a checker
is placed on the FPGA, the corresponding module is marked as active and
that space is kept occupied until the checker gets executed. After this point,
the module is marked as inactive but it is not physically removed from the
FPGA. Instead, if the same checker is needed later (e.g. in a loop), and it has
not been overwritten yet, we simply mark it as active and no reconfiguration
is needed, since the module is already on the FPGA (lines 33-34). In case the
module is not currently loaded on the FPGA we need to choose an FPGA
location and reconfigure it. We distinguish two cases:

1. We cannot find enough contiguous space on the FPGA, so we need to
pick one inactive module to be replaced. This is done using the least
recently used policy (line 48);

2. There is enough contiguous free FPGA space, so we need to pick a
location (line 46).

The free space is managed by using the anti-fragmentation policy described
in Section 5.2.6.4.

After deciding on a free location, we mark the reconfigurations in the
schedule table as active on the previously built condition (line 37). We
stop as soon as the sum of reconfiguration times for the selected subset of
checkers exceeds the execution time of the next basic block (line 42). For
all the other checkers we can take a better decision later, on the outgoing
edges of the next basic block.
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5.3.6 Experimental Evaluation

In order to evaluate our algorithm we first performed experiments on syn-
thetic examples. We randomly generated control flow graphs with 100 and
300 nodes (15 CFGs for each application size). The execution time of each
node was randomly generated in the range of 10 to 250 time units. We then
instrumented each CFG with checkers (35 and 75 checkers for CFGs with
100 and 300 nodes, respectively). For each checker, we generated an execu-
tion time corresponding to its software implementation, as well as execution
time, area and reconfiguration overhead corresponding to its hardware im-
plementation. The ranges used were based on the overheads reported in
[LCP+09] for this error detection technique.

The size of the FPGA available for placement of error detection modules
was varied as follows: we sum up all the hardware areas for all checkers of
a certain application:

Max_HW =

card(CE)∑

i=1

area(ci) (5.6)

Then we generated problem instances by considering the size of the
FPGA corresponding to different fractions of Max_HW: 3%, 5%, 10%,
15%, 20%, 25%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100%. As a result, we obtained a total
of 3 × 15 × 10 = 450 experimental settings. All experiments were run on a
PC with CPU frequency 2.83 GHz, 8 GB of RAM, and running Windows
Vista.

We compared the results generated by our optimization algorithm (OPT)
with a straight-forward implementation (SF), which statically places in hard-
ware those expressions that are used most frequently and give the best gain
over a software implementation, until the whole FPGA is occupied. Module
placement is done as discussed in Section 5.3.5.2, according to the fragmen-
tation metric (FCC) described in Section 5.2.6.4.

In order to compute our baseline, we considered that all checkers are
implemented in hardware (for a particular CFG) and then calculated the ex-
ecution time of the application (EXHW-only). We also calculated EXSW-only

considering that all checkers are implemented in software. For the same
CFGs, we then considered the various hardware fractions assigned and for
each resulting FPGA size we computed the execution time after applying our
optimization, EXOP T , and after applying the straight-forward approach,
EXSF . In order to estimate the average execution time corresponding to a
CFG (line 6 in Algorithm 11), we used the methodology described in [Sar89],
adapted to take into account reconfiguration of checkers.

For a particular result, EX, we define the normalized distance to the
HW-only solution as:

D(EX) =

(
EX − EXHW-only

EXSW-only − EXHW-only
× 100

)
% (5.7)
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(b) 300 nodes

Figure 5.22: Performance improvement

This distance gives a measure of how close to the HW-only solution we
manage to stay, although we use less HW area than the maximum needed.

5.3.6.1 Experimental Results

In figures 5.22a and 5.22b we compare the average D(EXOP T ) with D(EXSF )
over all testcases with 100 and 300 nodes . The setting with 0% HW frac-
tion corresponds to the SW-only solution. It can be seen, for both problem
sizes, that our optimization gets results within 18% of the HW-only solu-
tion with only 20% of the maximum hardware needed. For big fractions
the straight-forward solution (SF) also performs quite well (since there is
enough hardware area to place most of the checkers with high frequencies),
but for the small hardware fractions our algorithm significantly outperforms
the SF solution. Figures 5.23a and 5.23b present the size of the reconfigu-
ration tables (number of entries), for testcases with 100 and 300 nodes, for
each hardware fraction considered.

As far as the running time of our optimization is concerned, for the CFGs
with 100 nodes the results were generated in less than 3 seconds on average,
while for the CFGs with 100 nodes the results were generated in 93 seconds
on average.
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(a) 100 nodes

(b) 300 nodes

Figure 5.23: Reconfiguration schedule table size

5.3.6.2 Case Study – GSM Encoder

We also tested our approach on a real-life example, a GSM encoder, which
implements the European GSM 06.10 provisional standard for full-rate speech
transcoding. This application can be decomposed into 10 tasks executed
in a sequential order: Init, GetAudioInput, Preprocess, LPC_Analysis,
ShortTermAnalysisFilter, LongTermPredictor, RPE_Encoding, Add, En-
code, and Output. We instrumented the whole application with 56 check-
ers, corresponding to the 19 most critical variables, according to the tech-
nique described in Section 5.1. The execution times were derived using
the MPARM cycle accurate simulator, considering an ARM processor with
an operational frequency of 60 MHz. The checking modules were synthe-
sized for an XC6VLX240T Virtex6 device, using the Xilinx ISE design suite.
The reconfiguration times were estimated considering a 100 MHz configu-
ration clock frequency and the ICAP 32-bit width configuration interface
(see our reconfiguration controller described in Section 3.1.1.2). We used a
methodology similar to the one presented in [SBB+06] in order to reduce
the reconfiguration granularity.

The gain, area and reconfiguration overheads for each checker are given
in Table 5.6. The CFGs for each task, as well as the profiling information was
generated using the LLVM suite [LA04] as follows: l lvm-gcc was first used
to generate LLVM bytecode from the C files. The opt tool was then used
to instrument the bytecode with edge and basic block profiling instructions.
The bytecode was next run using l li, and then the execution profile was
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Table 5.6: Time and area overheads of checkers for the GSM encoder case
study

ci
gain area reconfig.

ci
gain area reconfig.

(µs) (slices) time (µs) (µs) (slices) time (µs)

c1 0.8 6 3.69 c29 0.7 16 9.84
c2 0.71 8 4.92 c30 0.66 13 7.995
c3 0.725 7 4.305 c31 0.515 9 5.535
c4 0.59 2 1.23 c32 1 18 11.07
c5 0.88 3 1.845 c33 1.02 22 13.53
c6 0.45 2 1.23 c34 0.795 17 10.455
c7 0.675 6 3.69 c35 0.82 18 11.07
c8 0.665 6 3.69 c36 0.78 16 9.84
c9 0.82 4 2.46 c37 0.6 19 11.685
c10 1.005 9 5.535 c38 0.625 21 12.915
c11 0.46 6 3.69 c39 0.9 32 19.68
c12 0.67 7 4.305 c40 1.35 45 27.675
c13 0.625 11 6.765 c41 1.34 40 24.6
c14 0.7 13 7.995 c42 1.01 30 18.45
c15 0.73 15 9.225 c43 1.02 40 24.6
c16 0.67 10 6.15 c44 1 35 21.525
c17 1.1 15 9.225 c45 1.01 26 15.99
c18 0.905 15 9.225 c46 1.05 32 19.68
c19 0.91 12 7.38 c47 1.4 34 20.91
c20 0.915 13 7.995 c48 1.45 33 20.295
c21 0.7 14 8.61 c49 1.605 37 22.755
c22 0.62 12 7.38 c50 1.56 37 22.755
c23 0.58 10 6.15 c51 0.5 10 6.15
c24 1.01 16 9.84 c52 0.79 16 9.84
c25 0.705 12 7.38 c53 0.78 14 8.61
c26 0.735 12 7.38 c54 0.7 16 9.84
c27 0.5 14 8.61 c55 0.715 18 11.07
c28 0.96 9 5.535 c56 0.8 22 13.53

generated using l lvm-prof. Finally, opt-analyze was used to print the CFGs
to .dot files. We ran the profiling considering several audio files (.au) as
input. The results of this step revealed that many checkers (35 out of the
56) were placed in loops and executed on average as much as 375354 times,
which suggests that it is important to place them in HW.

Using the information generated we ran our optimization algorithm. The
results obtained are shown in Figure 5.24a. It can be seen that the results
follow trends similar to those for the synthetic experiments. Our optimiza-
tion generated results within 27% of the HW-only solution with just 15%
hardware fraction. Also note that for hardware fractions between 15% and
40%, the solution generated by our algorithm (OPT) was roughly 2.5 times
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(a) Performance improvement

(b) Reconfiguration schedule table size

Figure 5.24: Results for the GSM encoder case study

closer to the HW-only solution than that generated by the straight-forward
algorithm (SF). Finally, Figure 5.24b shows the sizes for the reconfiguration
tables.

5.4 Summary

This chapter proposed techniques to optimize the hardware/software imple-
mentation of error detection mechanisms. First we developed system-level
optimization algorithms that perform HW/SW codesign in order to mini-
mize the global worst-case schedule length of a safety-critical application,
while meeting the imposed hardware cost constraints and tolerating mul-
tiple transient faults. Both statically reconfigurable FPGAs and partially
dynamically reconfigurable FPGAs have been considered. In the second part
of this chapter we presented an algorithm for performance optimization of
error detection based on speculative reconfiguration. We minimize the av-
erage execution time of a program by using partially reconfigurable FPGAs
to place in hardware only those error detection components that provide the
highest performance improvement.
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I
n this chapter we shall summarize the research contributions of this thesis
and discuss possible directions of future work.

6.1 Conclusions

In order to meet the stringent demands of modern applications and keep
costs within reasonable limits, today’s engineers are faced with difficult de-
sign optimization problems. Often, they deal with multi-objective optimiza-
tions, having to deliver solutions that provide high performance as well as
flexibility, energy-efficiency as well as real-time features, fault tolerance as
well as low cost. The use of reconfigurable and heterogeneous architectures
is one approach to deal with these demanding requirements. However, in
order to leverage the advantages of such platforms and deliver efficient so-
lutions, the engineers and designers of modern embedded systems need to
have available tools and methodologies. It is the responsibility of the re-
search community to develop these tools and to explore the advantages and
possible uses of new technologies.

In this thesis we have presented several approaches to the hardware/software
codesign and optimization of adaptive real-time systems implemented on re-
configurable and heterogeneous platforms. We have addressed topics that
are of interest to the industry: performance enhancement using static and
dynamic FPGA configuration prefetching (Chapter 3), energy optimization
for multi-mode real-time systems implemented on platforms composed of
CPUs, GPUs and FPGAs (Chapter 4), and hardware/software codesign of
fault-tolerant safety-critical systems (Chapter 5).

6.1.1 FPGA Configuration Prefetching

In Chapter 3 we proposed a complete framework for partial dynamic recon-
figuration of FPGAs, together with optimization algorithms for static and
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dynamic FPGA configuration prefetching. The framework is modular and
permits rapid integration of user applications with minimal effort from the
designer. We proposed an IP-based architecture, together with a compre-
hensive API, that hides the low-level details from the programmer and can
be used to accelerate applications using partial dynamic reconfiguration of
FPGAs.

Based on this framework, we next proposed two algorithms for FPGA
configuration prefetching:

1. The first one schedules prefetches at design-time and simultaneously
performs hardware/software partitioning in order to minimize the ex-
pected execution time of an application. The algorithm performs spec-
ulative FPGA configuration prefetching based on profiling information
in order to reduce the reconfiguration penalty by overlapping FPGA
reconfigurations with useful computations.

2. The second algorithm targets applications that exhibit a dynamic and
non-stationary behavior. In such cases we can not obtain accurate
profiling information, so we need approaches that are able to adapt
to the run-time conditions. Our technique uses a piecewise linear
predictor that captures correlations in order to launch prefetches for
those hardware modules that will provide the highest performance
improvements.

The framework and our optimization approaches have been tested using
extensive simulations and a proof of concept implementation on a platform
from Xilinx.

6.1.2 Multi-Mode Systems

In Chapter 4 we addressed the problem of energy optimization for multi-
mode real-time systems. We characterize a functional mode by the compo-
sition of the active task set (containing the tasks that are currently releasing
periodic jobs). In order to meet the real-time requirements of such dynamic
systems and keep a low energy consumption, we propose intelligent on-line
resource management algorithms. The resource manager implements run-
time policies to decide on-the-fly task admission and the mapping of active
tasks to the available resources in a heterogeneous platform composed of
CPUs, GPUs and FPGAs. The experimental validation, including both
real-life measurements and simulations, has showed the practicality and ef-
ficiency of our approach.

6.1.3 Fault-Tolerant Systems

In Chapter 5 we addressed the problem of optimizing the error detection
implementation for fault-tolerant safety-critical systems. In order to provide
resiliency against transient faults, error detection has to be employed, but
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this incurs high performance and cost overheads. In order to deal with this
issue, we proposed two optimization strategies:

1. The first one targets real-time applications running on a distributed
embedded architecture and addresses the problem at a task level. We
decide on the hardware/software implementation of the error detection
mechanisms for each task in order to minimize the global worst-case
schedule length of the whole application, while meeting the imposed
hardware cost constraints and tolerating multiple faults.

2. The second algorithm presents a method to minimize the average exe-
cution time of an application composed of a single sequential task. By
analyzing the internal structure and properties of the application, and
by using the advantages of partial dynamic reconfiguration of FPGAs,
we speculatively place in hardware those error detection components
that will result in a minimal performance overhead.

Both optimization approaches have been tested using extensive experi-
ments, including real-life case studies.

6.2 Future Work

The entire work presented in this thesis constitutes a solid basis that has a
big potential for future extensions, improvements and applications. In this
section we will mention some specific points that can be addressed:

• For a large class of applications, optimizing the worst-case behavior
is not important, while optimizing for the average is not enough. In-
stead, statistical guarantees are desirable, like, e.g., optimizing the
α-percentile. An interesting direction of future work would be to ex-
tend our configuration prefetching strategies presented in Chapter 3
for such a case.

• In Chapter 3 we presented configuration prefetching algorithms to
minimize the FPGA reconfiguration penalties. Other techniques that
address the same problem are configuration compression and caching.
Since they are complementary to the approaches we presented, it would
be interesting to investigate holistic solutions that combine the three
methods to obtain the best results.

• In the context of multi-mode systems, introducing soft real-time tasks
into the model would be very interesting. There exist many application
areas in which hard real-time tasks coexist with soft real-time ones,
or with tasks that only have certain quality of service demands (but
no strict deadlines). Extending the optimizations presented in Chap-
ter 4 to account for such scenarios would be an important research
contribution.
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• The faults that affect a system might be transient, intermittent or
permanent. In Chapter 5 we addressed only the case of transient and
intermittent faults. An interesting area of future work would be to
consider permanent faults and use the capabilities of partial dynamic
reconfiguration of FPGAs to optimize for such scenarios.

• In the context of fault-tolerant systems, we have performed optimiza-
tion of the error detection implementation. One possible direction
of future work is to combine this technique with the prefetching ap-
proaches presented in Chapter 3, in order to optimize both the error
detection mechanisms and the original application.
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